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Matteus.
A Klondike corporMainemen was organized in PortSaturday with the following olhresident, Fred F. Bean, Hallousurer, Col. William .J. Maybury,
iitor, Col. C. B. Morton, Augus>
the purpose of the company to
expedition into Alaska in the
ring_.Mrs. Edna .s. Gross of
who was run into by a young
:>
named Louis Shaw several
has brought suit against him
nes.Bowdoinham is already
e force of the new wave of
prosThe mills are all running on full
everyone who desires work linds
ut.The state convention of
A. associations of Maine will

Lewiston,

n

Oct __i

_H.Capt.

of Bath, of the ship James W.
'.urged with cruelty to Seaman
A. Peters at sea, with a suit
was

acquitted

at New

York,

\.David D. Dana, brother of
v
'her of the New York
p
mfortable home in the
near the road leading to
He leads a quiet life as
is much interested, it is
••rical records.Oliver C.
d at his home at North
da\, aged sp, fought in the
war.
He served as sergeant.
widow and two sons.The
"•us ended
their meeting at
Saturday. The report of the
i"«‘ss<«rs
shows an increase of
the valuation of the city over
..The dual papers were passed,
losing the sale of the D. B.
Lake
:-j city on Coy’s Cove,
t" Fred 1>. Jenkins of New
k,
will build a large summer
in t he spring. The foundations
in place at once.One hunat« s of good roads, represent-of Maine and Massachusetts,
at the West End hotel at Bar
Monday. Among the speakers
A. Robinson of Philadelphia,
u* of Boston, F. P.
Pray of Bar
idie convention was in favor of
tor the improvement of roads,
v was
appointed local agent to
tlie Legislature for State aid.
•x

■

■

..

t.K.
The 10th annual reunion of
:«*rnia Pioneers Society of New
was held at Boston,
Thursday.
nbers held a business meeting in
noon.
The following were elected
Charles A. Pole, president, East
Ie Richard Harrington, first vice
Salem; Isaac S. Pear, treasurer,
A banquet followed.The full
the Massachusetts supreme judi;: sent down a decision,
Sept. 9th,
that Boyd Ewing, receiver of the
oal and Iron Co., can maintain a
oust the estate of S. B. King of
to recover on a judgment of
recovered in the United States
Tennessee.Three records were
at the National Circuit bicycle

t

Waterbury, Ct., Sept. 9th,
auspices of the Waterbury

at

lie
inb.

The world’s tandem record
0, made by Casey and Eckberg
nlence, R. L, recently, was lowersecond by E. C. Hausman and
II. Collet of New Haven, the mile
.■id of 1.47 3*5, made by Willie
paced by a “quint” at Charter
:k, Hartford, Oct. 3, 1895, had
His of a second clipped off it by
MacFarland of San Jose.A
meeting of the West End street
company stockholders, to take
n the proposed lease of the West
■: to the new elevated road
corpora•
held in Boston Sept. 10th.
The
•is ratified by a vote
of 179,0(38
..The financial statement of the
n of Canada shows that the revthe year ending June 30 was
17, and the expenditures $38,leaving a deficit for the year of
The deficit for the year before
.0,500. The net debt of the Dos
$251,291,000, an increase of over
*hj in the year_The annual re■f die auditor for the interior demi! shows that tlie amount paid for
'ns
during the last year was $140,Entries for the $50,000 race
g at Terre Haute, lnd., have closed
notable list.
Star Pointer will go
his record of 1.59 1-4 on Tuesday,
v
.“P- 2s.The New York World pubau item which states that the
govtit of Honduras has passed under
ntiol of a syndicate of wealthy New
K, »s.
The nature of the deal has
J
kept very much of a secret so far,
is known that the
plan includes not
die completion and control of the
r Imas
the
railway,
management of its
lrgi'aph system and the dictation of
1
(t duties at the custom
house, but also
establishment of a national bank to
,.Uiy “ut a fiscal policy for paying off the
Honduras debt.K. H. Hutton, the
■

■

...

famous literary critic, and editor of The
London Spectator since 1SG1, is dead. He
was in his 71st year.It is believed that
the number of deaths in the wreck of the
Denver and Rio Grande train, Friday, will
be found to be as high as 30.It is reported that an attempt has been discovered to railroad a bill through the Quebec
legislature which would open the door to
all the prize fighters of America.Advices from Guatemala bring news of the
killing of a brother of President Barrios.
.Star Pointer easily defeated Joe
l’atehen iu the matched race at Mystic
Park, Saturday, taking the first two heats
iu '2.03 3 4 and 2.04 1-4.Gov. Black of
New York arrived at Boston from West
Parsonsfield, Me., Friday, and left for
Troy, N. Y., where he lives, on the 3
o’clock train from Park Square station.
He has spent his vacation in the Adirondaeks, and went down to West Parsonsfield with Mrs. Black and his sou to visit
a sister for a week.
While he was iu Boston the Governor stayed with his brother,
E.
Mr. George
Black.The Kith annual
encampment of the Sons of Veterans was
held iu Indianapolis, Ind., last week.
President Rake, referring to the decrease
iu membership since 1801, says: “Our
future success lies in a complete revision
of our fundamental laws whereby the
order will become a great patriotic civil
body. This means the abolition of the
militia and uniform features, dependiug
upon the adoption of a single standard
buttonhole decoration.”.The annual
convention of the American Society of
Professors of Dancing at Pierce’s Hall,
Boston, closed Friday afternoon.
The
president of the society is M. B. Gilbert
of Portland. The indications are that the
old-time polka will succeed the two-step,
w hile the cotillion is as
great a favorite as
ever.
The society voted against any new
dances this season, but if members wish
they may make use of new work that was
presented.The persistence of the belief that the Carlists are watching for an
opportunity to take advantage of the present embarrassment of the government
over Cuba as soon as this could be done
without display of unpatriotic moves, is
continually finding expression iu the more
independent and outspoken section of the
Spanish press.A fierce hurricane swept
over the city and harbor of Yokohoma,
Japan, Thursday, causing severe floods
and doing much damage to property followed by considerable loss of life.Six
yellow fever eases are reported from New
Orleans,
Close quarantine is established
and little apprehension felt.Two maiden sisters, Miss Matilda Sheldon, aged 8tj,
and Miss Harriet, aged 82, were burned to
death in I.ynu Sunday morning, by the
overturning of an oil stove.

Political Points.

The State conven-

tion of the National Democrats at Colum-

bus, O., sept. Oth.
ed.

by

A full ticket

was

was

not

largely

attend-

nominated, headed

Julius Dexter of Cincinnati for Gover-

lion. W. I). Bynum of Indiana
spoke about two hours on the money
question and letters were read from Hon.
John G. Carlisle and Hon. Henry Watterson.
The platform re-affirms the Indianapolis platform of a year ago; declares for
the gold standard, the retirement of the
greenback, the extension of the civil service merit system, and demands retrenchment of expenses and scope of government: denounces the Dingley tariff law,
especially the duties on lumber, wool and
hides, condemns Hawaiian annexation,
introducing a population unfitted for
American citizenship and exposing our
country to foreign wars; disapproves the
attack on civil service reform by Ohio Republicans and thanks President McKinley
for His extension of the merit system.
The gold Democrats of Massachusetts as a
party organization have issued an appeal
to the people of Massachusetts on the
issues to be met iu the coining political
contest, arraigning at the same time the
Republican party on its financial policy
and its administration of national affairs.
.A formal letter of acceptance of the
Greater New York mayoralty nomination
was mailed to the Citizens’ Union, .Saturday by the Hon. Seth Low. Mr. Low
left Northeast Harbor for New York
Tuesday.The gold Democrats of Nebraska will nominate a State ticket at
Omaha, Sept. 22d.John L. Sullivan,
ex-pugilist, now a variety star and booming for the mayorality nomination of Boston, announced Monday night in an interview that he would run for Mayor on nomination papers and that he expected to
poll about 12,000 votes, “just to let Curtis (Rep.) in.'’
nor.

Gives
At

Portland a Bad

Name.

temperance meeting held in Willard hall, Old Orchard, Sept. 12th, Wila

liam II.

Jeffery

of

Portland

gave

an

address in the interest of the

A

Great

Grain

Cattle Market.

and

million.
In
wheat for 40
farmers

are

selling

their wheat \ close tc the dollar
mark.
In this territory alone the difference in crop and
price means a difference
of about Jo million dollars in the
income
of the farmers, or as much as the
entire
cotton crop brings to the Texas
planters.
!n 1890 this same
territory produced 555
million bushels of corn, and sold it for 12
cents a bushel.
This year it will produce
<>00 million bushels, aud will sell it for 17
cents or more.
Iu 1890 5,471,240 head of
live-stock, worth 104 million dollars, passed through the Kansas
City stock-yards.
In 1897 0 million head, worth 150 million
dollars, will be handled there. Cattle are
twenty per cent, higher this year, hogs
thirty percent., and sheep about the same.
The great demand is for stock cattle to restock depleted ranges, and for thin
cattle,
or “feeders,” to eat the
great corn crop of
this famed section.
The prices now being
paid for feeders indicate a continuation
of high prices for beef cattle for at least
ihree years to come.
Wheat, coru and
cattle are not the only things
being sold at
a handsome
profit from this area. The
Kansas \ alley is noted for its
potatoes.
Potatoes are plentiful in the Kansas Valley
and scarce elsewhere, hence three times as
much is being paid for them this
year as
last.
August 2 there stood in the railroad
of
100
car-loads of potatoes
yards
Chicago
from the Kansas Valley, for which 50
cents a bushel had been
paid. Apples,
peaches, and other fruits are likewise
plentiful here and scarce elsewhere. One
man near
Atchison, Kansas, sold his apple
crop from 135 aerts for $14,000, the apples
to be picked by the buyer.
Just south of
Kansas City, Missouri, the owner of 000
acres of apple-trees has reckoned his net
profits for the season at $35,000, and soon
the story goes from farm to orchard and
to cattle-ranch.
Nowhere in all this immense area so favored by fortune can a
man be found who does not feel the benefits and is nut profiting thereby.
It may
be said without fear of dispute, that here
exists an agricultural condition the like of
which cannot be found elsewhere iu the
world.
The high-priced grain is blockading railroad traffic, cattle-buyers are
scouring the country for herds which they
cannot find.
The trees of the orchards
are breaking to the ground with the
weight of the fruit. In 1890, during the
week ending August 20, Kansas City paid
the people of this section $2,010,000 for
the produce they brought to town.
In
1897, during the week ending August 20,
Kansas City paid these same people s-1,202,0<J0 for the products of their farms
which reached the Kansas City market in
those six days.
Of this amount $300,000
went to the railroads for freight, and 800,000 to the Kansas City brokers for commissions.
[Harper’s Weekly.

The

Wei! Worn

Topic

the Weather.

Mercury attains dizzy Heights,
takes

a

and

then

tumble.

Last Thursday morning it was very hot
and it bid fair to 1m* one of the hottest days
of the season.
The heat continued until
about 2 p. in., when a lift!j, easterly breeze
Then clouds began to gather,
sprang up.
the wiud increased until it was positively
chilly, ami the harbor was decked with white
caps. Thunder was heard in the distance and
there were occasional dashes of lightning.
Some of the people on the water front said
it was the anniversary of tl e great gale 28
years ago (Sept. S, 18Gh) and they looked for
a repetition of that disastrous storm.
A
strong southeasterly prevailed during the
afternoon and there was a wild sky overhead. About sundown a coppery tint overcast the heavens and lightning continued iu
the northeast. As the evening wore on the
sky began to clear in the west, stars came
out one by one, and when the moon appeared it scattered the remaining clouds, and
the wind lost its force. The following dis-

patch tells
river

of

the effect of the

storm

up-

:

Bangor, Me., Sept. 9. A series of terrific
showers swept over this city this afternoon,
beginning at 4 o’clock. There was a very
heavy rain, deep thunder, vivid lightning
and a furious storm of hail. The damage to
streets and highways is large, and much
glass was broken. Lightning struck the
barn of Henry M. Farrington in Brewer and
set it on tire. The barn was totally destroyed with it contents of hay, grain and farm
tools. One cow was killed and Mr. Farrington received a severe shock. Loss $2,000;
insured.
Friday morning opened with the wind

movement.

heard a venerable worker in the cause
say that there Is practically no liquor sold
in the city of Portland.
Let me say to
you, and I do not wish to paint the picture too dark, that I candidly believe
there is as much liquor sold in Portland
per capita as in any city in this country
to-day. It is sold not only in open defiance of law, but in the most low and degraded places, and in the most damnable
It is of hourly occurway conceivable.
rence to see children, both boys and girls,
varying in age from six to fifteen years,
with pails, caus and pitchers, going as
regularly as the busy bee between the
saloons and wretched homes.”
He
charged the sheriffs of York
and
counties
with
not
Cumberland
living up to their oaths of office and said
there are in these two counties more than
300 parties holding retail liquor dealers’
certificates issued by the government. He
urged the need of individual work in sav-

ing drinking

men.

Debs is a Loafer.
In the so-called labor convention at St.
Louis, Eugene V. Debs declared that civil

liberty is at an end in this country. There
was nothing surprising in such a declaration from a man who has repeatedly defied the federal courts, sneered at popular
patriotism and ridiculed the American
It was not surprising, either, that
he should have used this latest occasion,
brought about for the private purposes of
himself and his class, to urge the abolition of the supreme court, to demand the
overthrow of Congress, to magnify the
distresses of labor, to incite the people to
rebellion, and to suggest a resort to arms
if other means failed to bring about the
Debs is a loafer and
desired revolution.
jail bird, and should be arrested for
is
There
too
much civil liberty
vagrancy.
in the country when such a character as
Debs is allowed his liberty.
[Atchison,
Kansas, Globe.

flag.

p. m. ; average for the day 79.70.
usual others report much higher figures,
ranging from 84 to 94, and the press dispatches say 98. At 8 p. m., the mercury
stood at 80 degrees and it did not fall below
70 during the night. With many sleep was
out of the question, and we have had reports of the temperature for every hour of
the night. Not until 8 a. m. Saturday did
the mercury fall to 65. The following reports give the temperature in other sections
m.

; 82 at 6

As

of the

State:

To-day was the
Ellsworth, Sept. 10.
the year, 9(i iu the shade. There
was a heavy thunder storm with hail, last
evening.
Watkrville, Sept. 10. A second summer has struck this section of Maine, the
thermometer registering 101 degrees upon
Temple street of this.city at 2 f. m.
Augusta, Sept. 10. To-day has been one
of the hottest of the year, thermometers
hottest of

degrees above in
the shade. Hallowed reports 95 to 105.
Portland, Sept. 10. Friday was the hottest of the season iu Portland, the official
registering

from 90 to 104

thermometer at the weather bureau, registering 92 degrees. The date holding second
place is July 9, ■when the mercury went up
to 88 degrees.
Mr. Murch reports that the next hottest
39 years was Sept. 1. 1805, when the
day
thermometer stood at 90° at 12 o’clock, local
time, but dropped to 86° at 1 o’clock. The
average for the day was 79°
When the mercury took a downward turn
Saturday morning it went down quite rapidly and the day was decidedly cool, with an
average of 64°. Sunday morning the therin

interest in the business. Afterward
the business was increased and two more
mills built. Mr. Sherman’s relations with
employees were always pleasant and he felt
a
kindly interest in each one. That they
appreciated him and held him in honor and
esteem was manifested in the many kindnesses tendered his family and the beautiful
tribute of flowers. In all his business relations, however small, he always exhibited
that thorough integrity and uprightness that
characterized his life. He never sought

he

married

Miss Sarah

Winterport, who with
Miss

an

Flora M., survives him.

was ever

general

com-

resident

complaint, complicated with numerous
other troubles, lating from his service in
the army. He had been, however, able to he
about, and on the morning of his death appeared in his usual health, tec summons, of

M. B. Lawrence went to Boston last Saton business.

urday

a

vacation.

a

Mrs. Abbie B. Cox returned Saturday from
short visit in Boston.

Mrs. James Coombs returned last Friday
from a visit in Gloucester.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard returned Sata visit in York.

|

meetings

one whose symknown
whatever promoted the
his life as a citizen was
pure, wholesome and above reproach. The
his life, thus lived among us
current of
modestly and without ostentation, has been
in conformity to principles of honesty, devotion to home and family, kindliness of
heart and charity of speech in his relations
as a neighbor, and, as a result, he leaves
behind him no word of reproach or feeling of enmity. Iu his death the, community loses a good citizen, and his family a
and father.
kind and devoted husband

riety, blit he

was

pathies were with
public welfare, and

The funeral,which took place on Wednesday
afternoon, at his late home on Fort street,
others
w as
verv largely attended, besides
the members of the Grand Army Post to
which Mr. Glidden belonged being present
The service was conducted by
in a body.
Rev. F. A. Gilmore of Haverhill, Mass., who
here as pastor of the
residence
during his
Unitarian church boarded in Mr. Glidden’s
family and numbered him among the members and regular attendants of his church.
His remarks were of a most comforting and
appropriate character, the speaker making

feeling

reference to his

friendly regard

for

Glidden, and commenting very justly
upon the many sterling qualities of his
character. The deceased leaves a wife and
Annie L.; who is married
two daughters,
ami resides in Portland, and a younger
daughter, Hattie, who lives at home. [StarHerald, Presque Isle. Sept. 9.
Mr. Glidden lived in Belfast when a young
man, and married Julia Parker, a sister of
the late Henry S. and Samuel S Parker
She died about 38 years ago, and he moved
to Presque Isle shortly after. The daughter
Mr.

Annie, now Mrs. Thompson of Portland, attended the public schools here after her
mother’s death, living in the family of her
uncle Henry. Mr. Glidden entered the service from Belfast in November, 186,8, and
was soon promoted to 1st lieutenant of Co.
I, 14th Infantry. He was mustered out Jan.
13, 1865, having been severely wounded at
the battle of Seven Pines. While living in
Belfast he worked as a machinist.
Harriet L., widow of Captain Arphaxad
Coombs, died at her home in Camden, Sept.
10th, after an illness of about one year, of
heart disease, aged till years, i! months and
She was the daughter of Capt.
20 days.
Fields aud Betsey Coombs of Islesboro, and
for eighteen years previous to the removal
of the family to Brooklyn, New York, resided on High street, in Belfast. After the
death of her husband in Brooklyn, some
fourteen years ago she moved to Camden
and had built the bouse in which she has
since resided. She leaves a daughter, Mrs.
Roseoe Robbins of Union, two sous, P. W.
Coombs of Camden and J. Bliss Coombs of
Brooklyn, N. Y., a sister, Mrs. Mark Pendleton of Islesboro; two brothers, Capt.
Charles Coombs and Capt. Edwin Coombs
both of Islesboro. The death of her daughter, Hattie, wife of Arthur C. Paine, last
March, was a severe shock to her and hastened her death, as she began to fail at once.

Mrs. Jane W Maker, formerly of Rocka native of Warren, died at her
home in Lowell, Mass., Sept. 8th, of paralyBis, aged about 84 years. She was a daugh-

land, and

ami the old officers

all re-elected except
the assistant stewards.
On account of poor
health E. E. Clements and wife declined to
be re-elected and Frank Clements and wife
were elected in their places. The officers elect
were very satisfactorily installed by
Past
Master D. O. Bowen. Remarks for the good
of the order were made by M. B. Hunt, D. O.
Bowen, B. F. Foster, A. A. Ginn and Moses
Clements. As there was not time to discuss
iiie question it was passed over to next
meeting. It was voted to give .$25 toward
building the grange cottage for girls at Good
Will Farm, Fairtield.
were

next

the interest of the Patrons of Waldo
county to organize a mutual tire insurance
is

Sunday

The annual

School Convention.

Convention

of

the

Waldo

County Sunday School Association will be
held at the Methodist church in Searsmont,
Friday, Sept. ‘24th, with the following program

:

FORENOON.

10 00. Devotional praise service.
10 ;»0. Address of welcome, H. E. Miller,
North Searsmont.
10 40. Response, C. F. Ginn, Belfast.
10 50 Roll call of Sunday schools
short reports from superintendents.
11.40. Appointment, of committees.

with

AFTERNOON.

1.30. Devotional service.
1.45. Report of secretary ami treasurer.
2 00. Election of officers.
2.20. Sunday school symposium ; general
exercises, O. G. Hussey, Waldo Station;
plan of grading, Rev. R. G. Harbutt, Searsport; discipline, Rev. G. G. Winslow, Belfast; collections, Rev. W. C. Baker, Searsinont; library books, Rev. GeorgeS. Mills,
Belfast; training of teachers, Rev. J. F. Tilton, Belfast.
.3.30.
General discussion; collection for
convention expenses.
EVENING.

0.45.
7.00.

Praise service.
Address, R. T.

Millett, Gorham; ad
journwent.
are
to be represchools
expected
Sunday
sented by the pastor, superintendent, and
two or more delegates.
Picnic dinner and
supper will be served, so remember to bring
well-filled lunch baskets. The convention
will be run on standard time.

Advertising Pays.
Some of the country fairs are said to have
been partial failures this year because the
managers did not see fit to advertise them
thoroughly in the local papers. No man
ought to be appointed manager of a fair or
other similar enterprise who is not
familiar with the fact that advertising pays.
[Waterville Mail.

any

in

Alex. Kellar of Rockland spent
Belfast the past week.

few

a

Nutt of Manchester, N. H.,
nephew, Frank H. Hoag.

David
his

days
visit-

is

Miss Lottie Leach of Penobscot visited
E. L. Talbot the past week.

Mrs.

W. S. Brannagan returned Mondaj
ing from a short visit in Watervilie.

even-

W. R. Howard went to Orono Tuesday
business.at the University of Maine.

on

F. A. Harriman of Waterville spent Monwith his parents in this city.

John Warren left Saturday for New York,
where he has employment.

Miss Bertha Parsons of Thorndike is
guest of Miss Gertrude Carrow tins week.

Mrs. A. J. Mudgett of Bangor is visiting
her sister, Mrs. John Dolloif.
F. A. Shaw left Thursday to visit his
and daughters in Massachusetts

sons

Cxrace Whiting returned last Satura visit in Massachusetts.

day from

L. W. Stevens returned to Boston Satura short, vacation at home.

Mr. and Mrs. James Pat-tee

Miss Sadie Wight left by Saturday afterboat for Boston for a week's vacation.
Ernest E. Burgess is taking a vacation
duties on steamer City of Bangor.

visits

from

a

Francis Murcli returned Saturday
visit of two weeks in Bangor.

George W
rived Sunday

Pendleton of
for

a

Lynn, Mas.'., arweek's visit in Belfast.

to

Misses Annie Shute and Lora Maxcy went
Clinton last Friday for a visit of one week.

in

Charles F. Parks of Bradford, N. H., was
Belfast the first of the week on business.

Dr. G. W. Field and wife of "Bangor arrived Saturday fora three days’ visit in Belfast.

Willis M. Briggs of Amesbury, Mass.,
visited friends in Belfast and vicinity last
week.
Misses Lola and Mary Belle El well returned Saturday from a visit in Massachusetts.

Mrs. Chas. E. Stevens returned last Thursmother.
G.

Thursday
next day.
Mr.

Fannie Welch has just returned from
her sisters iu Salem, Mass., and
Rockland.
Miss

to

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Arev arrived
Saturday
from Hallowell tu spend a week w:th Mrs.
A. ’s parents.

H. C. Robinson, C. E., of Portland was ;n
Monday on business for tin Maine
Central R. K. Co.

town

Charles H. Sargent and daughter. Mrs.
Cook, left Tuesday for a visit in New
port and other places.

W. L.

Mrs. E

O. ■'Patterson and

left
homo

Ross

son

Rockport Saturday evening for
in Charleston, S. C.

the;r

C. D. Woods and wife of the Uniwere in town Tues-

Prof.

versity of Maine, Orono,
day and Wednesday.

Burden was prostrated by the heat
Friday afternoon and was unable to
work for a number of days.
Arthur

last

day from Ellsworth, where she visited her
Dr.

in

week.

noon's

Rev. Evarts of Pond of Sheffield, Mass.,
visited friends in Belfast last week.

Mrs.

tins

a

Misses Nancy and Frances Emerson of
Castine are visiting Mrs Mary O. Littielield.

from his

S. A. Parker went to Newport Monday to
establish au agency for his laundry.

visiting

are

Unity, Jackson and other places

day from

P.
on

Lombard went to Bath last
business and returned The

and Mrs. Fred Paul of Charlestown,
B. Southworth and family

Mr. and Mrs. N. E Keen of this city an l
Mrs Hannah Tufts of Arlingtc n, Mass.*
spent Sunday in Bangor.
Charles £. Hazeltine left Monda.. f u Montreal, wile ip lie expects to join a party of
friends in a hunting expedition.

Mass., visited D.
last week.

Miss Mary Lermond returned home to
Rockland Friday from visiting Mrs. Nancy

Lotkrop.
Fred D. Jones went to Boston last Thursday to buy holiday goods for his tirm, Carle
.Sc Jones, t
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Dean arrived home last
Friday after spending the summer in Little-

Boston, where she has employment
linery establishment.

in

a

mil-

John Day, her daughter, Mrs. Rockgrand-daughter of Seattle. W;«sh

Mrs.

lin,
arc

and

visiting Mrs. David H. Libby.

Misses Nina Poor, Sarah IT. FieAnuie L. Barr will leave f.o-da>
their studies at Wellesley College.

-r

Miss Emeroy Ginn left Monday
the fall term at Lasse 11 Seinin';
father, C. F. Ginn, a: :■•( mpanieu h u\
Mrs. Edwin Coon:
Camdeu Sunday

Captain and
boro

were

in

ns

f

.to

resumo

yt-n

H•••

of N

s

tin-

a: <-n

bs.

funeral of his sister, Mrs Harriet C

Conant of Belfast and H. N. Ker
b !' ••-■!.tv
of Rockland went to Fort F -.ui
[
o l
to visit Mr. Conant's brotherAlbert.
E. II.

Haskell and d iiigly-o
Rockland and Miss Ruby *1. r.
Boston arrived yesterday to .sit fr;>Belfast.
Mrs. Ch tries

of

m

••!

is

u

Mrs. Ebon Frye of At. ... >
sister, Mrs. lngers.di f NY..V. iru. Mas**.. returned home Monday after a short ‘.'Sit iu
>•

Belfast.

Margaret Ha/*-.tine 1 ft vesteid i\
a: o
Wellesley college. Her
eompanied her and will return tie* mt
Miss

••

t

>

enter

Mr. George A. Quimby anil family returnSaturday from a month’s sojourn at

of

ed home

the week.

The Pines, Quantabacook.

ami 11.
Ben Hazeltine of Seattle, Wav
E. McDonald of this city went F- B -s:on
Monday to investigate in regard to Failing a
party to Ivlondike.

Fred Hadley returned to Medford High-

lands, Mass.,

last

short vacation in

Miss Ida B

Saturday

after

Carter arrived

Thursday from Lewiston, where
ed

spending

a

Belfast.
home last
attend-

she

the school of methods.

C. Fisher and wife of Lawrence, Mass
in town last Sunday to attend the
funeral of Isaac H. Sherman.
J.

were

Mr. and Mrs. John Macdonald of Koxbury,
Mass., arrived Saturday to visit Mrs. M.!s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Bicknell.

company, to be opened by M. B. Hunt;
Miss Frank L. Davis left by Saturday
topic, Was the last Legislature justified in
making so large appropriations? to be open- nu>ruing’s train for Brooklyn, N. Y., having
ed by P. W. Ayer; remainder of program to
spent her vacation here with her mother.
be furnished by Victor Grauge.
Adoniram Rigby of Mexico and Mrs. James
Waldo Co.

Mars Hill Tues-

day night

meeting will be with Victor
Grange, Searsmont, Oct. 5th, with the folRev. W. H. Woude arrived here last Thurslowing program- Opening exercises; conday on his way home to Castine from a busiferring fifth degree; address of welcome by ness
trip to New York and Boston.
J. W. Farrar; response by Lizzie CunningFrederick Brown went to Milo Junction
ham ; report of granges: suggestions for
to visit his son Edgar, who is night
good of the order; appointing committee; Saturday
telegraph operator at Milo Junction.
recess: music; question, Resolved, That it
The

went to

short visit.

urday from

coming year reported as follows: The October meeting with Victor Grange, Searsmont;
ton, N. II.
the November meeting with Sunrise Grange,
Miss Jean Pond, returned to Andover,
the December meeting with
Winterport;
which he must have lived in constant exMass., Saturday, after spending her vacaof
Star
Jackson
the
JanProgress Grauge,
pectation, coming to him suddenly while he
tion in Belfast.
was seated in his chair in its accustomed
| uary meeting with South Montville Grange ;
of
Mr.
his
Glidmidst
in
the
Fred Johnson went !<• Augusta last week
family.
place,
the February meeting with Morning Light
den was born in Sebcc in 1826. He came to
to take a position in the dry goods store of
Aroostook about thirty yfears ago and settled Grange, Monroe; the March meeting with
Seaside Grange, Belfast: the April meeting E. C. Leighton.
in Presque Isle where lie had since resided.
For the most .if this period he has been enwith Stockton Grange: the May meeting
Chas. II Field was in Washington cuinty
iu
the
line.
furniture
in
trade,
latterly
gaged
witl; Mystic Grange, Belmont; the June on insurance business last \\ eek. This week
he was
In his business dealings
upright. ami honorable, acquiring and main- | meeting with Dirigo Grange, Freedom: the he is in Aroostook.
long course of AugusUmeeting with Hillside Grange, E ast
taining throughout his
Mrs. Belle Sprague visited friends in Belbusiness in our community, a reputaThorndike: the September meeting with fast last week and went to
Hampden Sunday
tion for
perfect fairness and integrity.
Honesty Grange, Morrill.
In his tastes and habits lie was quiet and
to visit her sister.
Next in order was the election of officers,
retiring, avoiding rather than seeking notoMiss Bessie Marden left last Thursday for
as

j

a

H. C. Pitcher went to Bangor Tuesday for
few days on business.

a

ing

Miss Blanche L. Sullivan visited friends in
Gardiner last week.

Mary Wood

Miss

day for

Fred Sylvester arrived home last Thurs-

day for

County Grange.

relation
were
reported: Northern
of husnand and father. His heart went out lowing granges
Light, Winterport, by S. C. Thompson;
to many an orphan and several were shelterMorning Light, Monroe, by T. Durham;
ed in his house and made to feel that there
Rising Sun, Knox, by W. D. Elliott ; Harwas still a fatherly interest and affection for
vest Moon, Thorndike, by A. H. Higgins;
them. Of his father’s family, a sister aud
Silver Harvest, Waldo, by F. A. Cross;
brother remain, Mrs. Eliza Stephenson and
Comet, Swanville, by Martha Nickerson;
Mr. Jonathan Sherman, both of Winterport.
Sandy Stream, Unity, by Brother Mason;
A nephew, Elmer A. Sherman, son of his
Farmers’ Pride, Liucolnville, by G. G. Abdeceased brother Richard, with whom he
bott ; Honesty,.Morrill, by D. O. Bowen ; Myssustained the closest relations, almost of a
tic, Belmont by M. B. Hunt; Union Harvest,
father to his son, survives him. The services
Montville, by Brother Sprowl; Dirigo, j
m. Sunday at his late
were held at one p
Freedom, by B. F Foster; Georges River,!
residence, Rev. G. G. Winslow, assisted by
J. O Johnson; South Branch,
Rev. S. L. Hanscom of Thomaston, a former Liberty, by
Prospect, by W. H. Ginn ; Equity, Belfast, by
pastor, officiating. The bearers were from
W. Miller; Granite,Searsport, by E. Thayer;
among the employees of the firm. Many
Seaside, Belfast, by H. Murphy; Victor,
beautiful ami elaborate flower pieces and a I
Searsmont, by J. W. Farrar; Frederick
wealth of cut flowers testified to the esteem j*
Ritchie, Waldo, by J. Ellis: Hillside,Thorn:u which the deceased was held and were
! dike, by N. A. Littlefield; Sunlight, Knox,
appreciated by the sorrowing family.
by W. Dolliif. A class of 2b was instructed
in the fifth degree. The address of welcome
!
Mr. Barker B. Glidden, au old and highly
Mrs. Cora Evans and the response by Mrs.
respected resident of «<ur village, died very by
suddenly Monday forenoon of heart disease. Frank Clements were both excellent. The
Mr. Glidden had long been a sufferer from
committee to arrange the
f< r the

Grove Cemetery.

tate

former

Waldo County Pomona Grange held its
annual meeting Sept. 7th with Frederick
Ritchie Grange, Waldo. About 250 Patrons
and all the officers were present. The fol-

his

United States Senator Geo. L. Wellington,
Tuesday, resigned the chairmanship of the

Maryland Republican

a

Meeting of the Waldo

C. Clark of
He

58 years of age.

of this
town, but for late years a resident of Belfast, died at that place, Sunday, Sept. 5th.
The remains were interred at Detroit, being
accompanied there by his daughters, Mrs.
Will Moore and Mrs. Clarence Mattoon, and
son Walter Libby.
[Pittsfield Advertiser.

adopted daughter,

loving, thoughtful and kind in

was

Beuj. Libby,

or

The funeral took place Sunday'morning at
the late residence and the steamer Silver
Star brought the funeral party to Belfast
Sunday, the burial being in the family lot in

mittee, thus relinquishing the leadership of
the party in that State which he has held for
the past three years.

Kilby

perfermeut although he had been a
of the city board. He was ever
modest and retiring, a great reader and
deep thinker, prefering the quiet of his
pleasant home to all else. In the year
1875

Miss Grace Lord returned Saturday from
visit in Boston.

a

Miss

Marie F. Braun, wife of Cyrus H.
Kilby, the former editor of the Somerset
Reporter and later the author of books pertaining to Odd Fellowship, died in South
Portland Sept. 9th, after a long illness. Mrs.
Mrs.

memoer

stood at 55° and there was a heavy
frost seen on low lands before sunrise. The
average for the day Sunday was 58°.
mometer

Rev. Merrill Blanchard, who died recently
Shoreham, Vt., at the age of 45 years,
a graduate of the Bangor Theological
Seminary in the class of 1880. His native
place was North Abington, Mass., where he
was horn in April 17,1852. During his course
of study in the seminary he supplied in the
church at Old Town for' a few mouths, and
he also preached at Frankfort and Winterport. He was ordained at the latter place in
March, 1881, and continued there as pastor
until July, 1882. He went to Biddeford as
the pastor of Pavilion church, where he remained until July, 1880. He left there and
went to East Weymouth, Mass., and from
there to Maynard, Mass., where he has been
located as pastor since 1891.
iu

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.
Miss Rilla Thompson is visiting friends in
Lowell, Mass.

was

son’s

this

A

of James and Elizabeth Kirkpatrick,
were among the early settlers of WarShe married Robert Maker of Northport, who has been dead many years. She
resided in Rockland until within a few
years, when she removed to Lowell. She
leaves a daughter, Mrs. F. G. Singhi of
Rockland, and a son, Allen J. Maker of
Lowell. Two brothers and two sisters, who
reside in Rockland, survive her—Hollis and
Benjamin Kirkpatrick, Mrs. Philena M.
The reRogers and Mrs. Jere Gregory.
mains were brought to Rockland for burial,
at Jameson-poiut cemetery, and the funeral
was held from the residence of Mrs.
Rogers,
27 Camden street, Saturday, Sept. 11th.
who

’57 he purchased a farm in Winterport
where he resided until his removal to Belfast thirty-one years ago. Here he again
entered the paper business. In 1870 he, together with the late Geo. Hardy, purchased
the privilege now known as the Rankin
sawmili, and conducted a successful axe
business. Here he continued for seven years,
when he sold his interest to his partner.
After this, during the year 1879, he became
associated with Mr. H. P. Thompson in the
manufacture of leather-board and they built
ami equipped also the edge tool facIn 1882 Mr. Sherman’s nephew,
tory.
Elmer A. Sherman, purchased Mr. Thomp-

office

NUMBER 37.

ter

in

i

1867.

ren.

Died in Belfast, Sept. 10, Isaac Holbrook
Sherman, aged 68 years. Deceased was the
second son of Richard and Zibiah Sherman
of Winterport. He received his early education in the district schools of that town
and remained on the home farm until the
age of nineteen, when he entered the employ
of a paper manufacturer. After his marriage

Nebraska 30

WashingtonIncidentally he made
some sweeping charges regarding the nonnorthw’est, but with a sultry atmosphere
enforcement of the prohibitory law.
lie prevailing. The heat increased as the day
declared that the much boasted liquor wore on, and the records of L. H. Murch
law is not. never was and never will be, show it to have been the hottest day in
successfully and energetically enforced. September, as regards average temperature,
Speaking of Portland he said: “I once for 39 years. His figures are. 86 at 12.30 p.

ian

Obituary.

In 189b Kansas raised 30 million
bushels
of wheat, Nebraska 19
million, and Oklahoma 5 million. In 1897 Kansas has 50

million bushels of
wheat,
million, and Oklahoma 20
1896 the farmers sold their
cents a bushel. Iu 1897 the

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,

Geddis of Orange, N. J., were guests the
past week of Mr. and Mrs. Francis S. Brick.

Llewellyn Pendleton returned home. Sunday from Northeast Harbor, Mt. Desert,
where he has been employed during the
summer.

Mrs. Ezra L. Talbot and sons Roy aud
Earl returned last Thursday from Franconia, N. H., where they visited Mr. Talbot's
sister, Mrs. Goodnow.
Mrs. Amos Clement and children and Miss
Abbie M. Caldwell returned borne last week
from Seal Harbor, Mt^ Desert, where they

spent

the

summer.

Mr. C. F. Wildes, city editor of the Somerville, Mass., Journal, is spending his vacation on the Maiue coast as usual, and was in
Belfast Sunday and Monday.

C. (i, Ferguson, for the past few v irs
resident of Winchester, M iss., ;■> t maiv
a
Belfast his home in the future, and wi
Mr.

a

side at 47

Congress street.

Rose A. Jones left for W
D.
Monday, after spending la
Sic- has held a pesith :i
at home.
Miss

ngF-m
ation
years

Treasury Department.

in the

Mrs. A. S.

morning,

Havener leaves thim T .ars<la\
Charleston, West
krginia,

for

where she will spend the winter
Frank O. Havener and fan. I

or

son,

r M. nLieut. S. M. Mill ken,
S. A
for Mow York, wheia lie will sp -ml tl
m
remainder of his furl*-ugh. He w
it
S. C.a
to his regiment, the Third L

day

Burlington, Vt Sept. doth.
Eugene Parker ami wife and M tst* Ha.
old left Tuesday for their home n K msas
City. They will visit in Boston, W. ester,
Pittsburg and Chicago on the way Mr i;
K. Parker will follow them

soon.

Elias R. Thompsou started Moudav ..a
trip iu the interests of Thomas Wood a
of Boston, selling his coffees and teas
He
will canvass the principal places ;u N -va
Scotia, New Brunswick and Aroosto ’k
Harold T. Sibley left Monday by steimer
Penobscot to enter Dartmouth College. He
delayed his leaving two days on aer.>unt of
the illness of his grandmother, Mrs. U muah
Thorndike.

Mrs. Thorndike is

mu.

m

tier.

Hon. F. H. Blake and Dr. E. T N n ’ey
of Bangor were in Belfast Tuesday »ft.e
noon
and called at H. L W. nl.- k's
studio, where Mr. Blake Fought a w iter
color, a Criehaveu subject. Tlu-y me in
Mr. Blake’s steam yacht Rex, and1' :• 11 tie

The retirement of Col. Hiram Chase leaves [ same evening.
Mr. H. J. Cocke the oiliest jeweler in busiMiss Agnes H. Pillsbury of Boston, who
ness in Belfast.
’Ratio has been 43 years at has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Li. L. Flanthe bench and is still at it.
ders in Bangor for a few days, has returned
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley delivered her to Orland, where she has been spending the
Over Palestine Hills on Horse- summer. Miss Pillsbury will return to Boslecture,
back,” in the Bates Baptist church, Lewis- ton in a few days to resume her musical
ton, last Thursday evening.
studies.

Joseph L. Havner w ent to Milo Junction
Saturday to visit his daughter, Mrs. G.
V. Kennedy. He returned Monday, Mrs. K.
and children accompanying him.
last

Rev. J, M. Leighton came home from Fairhaven, Mass., to attend the funeral of Mrs.
S. S. Bartlett, and returned by steamer the
Mr. and Mrs. Leighton spent a
same night.
portion of their vacation in Fairhaven. They

W. E. Rice, wife, daughter and servant, of
Lawrence, Mass., who have been spending
the summer at North Shore, Northport, left
for home Tuesday.
Capt. Ingraham of
steamer City of Bangor courteously made a
landing at Northport Camp Ground to receive them.
At

Miss Edith Williams returned to Brunswick last Friday after spending her vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Freeman M, Wood.
She is in Boston this week buying millinery

recent meeting of the Ladies’ SeaFriend Society of San Francisco very
satisfactory reports were made as to the
condition of the Sailors’ Home in that city
and the chairman specially complimented
Capt. Melville Staples and wife for their
“judicious and economical management.’’

for the establishment with which she is
nected in Brunswick.

he and his wife

will arrive home to-day.

con-

a

man’s

Capt. Staples

is

the superintendent, and both
are from Belfast.

CHARLES

ALTHOR

HALLCCK,

SPORTSMAN.

AND

York

New

|
Fall

Winter

and

Fashions.

Milliner}.

“Tam

>ew Wool Fabrics.

Crowns.

Styles

Is it Decadence?
0>hanter’»
In Making.

Stamped
ought

shoe

Colors.

from

one

many

millinery

fancy shapes,
stylish hats.

material is

of inch and

good

be.

The

price
every pair

Crawford Shoes

upon any one of the
three big fairs in Maine this year cannot
fail to be impressed with the fact that a

on

lias been wrought in the character of the attractions offered visitors
within the last few years.
It was not so

make.

we

—

stores.

in various lines
fair

half

day things have changed. One
big fairs still makes a pretence
catering to agricultural interests, but

seam, and being very pliable it is readily
fashioned into any desired style. It comes

all of them

more

pieces

beautiful

is

or

the

This

combination

of

of

color.

—

where.

“Tam O' chanters’’ made

It

leather

of either

material, and drawn high on one
with a jaunty feather, will heighten

side

guarantees

workmanship
possible to secure

is

mousseline-de-soie and chenille, usually
one

stamp

the best

braids; and still

warrants

good

it

—

w

that W
any- 0
the A

ensures

the loveliness of fair faces, and modificastyle with brims constitute
the irregular outlines so becoming to

-plete

older persons.

^

tions of this

T

it

—

satisfaction.

•

F. II

FRANCIS & CO.,
Sole Agents. Belfast.

—

SOFT CKOIVNS

will be almost

CHARLES HALLOCK

f

rom

living
1.iy who
done mme foi American, sport than
a i»_;cct of this sketch.
A i«»ve of ad-

Iliere
have

•■he

tew

me

lias led him

venture

t

men

is

f

o

contributing

he

Mpti-

tin! No.
Air

Ilalioek.

publishers

Through

a

h (!,■.

was

!

■

mi;

:•

1

an

taking

an

o

raid

«.

editor's desk.
when

lie

now

on

the

published his well known book,

:

an

ttice and
1

before

The writer first

on his way to
Labrador in the late fifties, and recalls
the aitide Lewiote on the trip foi Harwas

suliju-t

of this sketch is not
only a
but a genius of a
very high
"iiiei.
lie has not piled up millions of
doilais. as s<'ine nmie eold blooded Inen
l.ave. but lie*
bay made his mark on the
i"d (|t bum- .slid the world is better for
his Having lived, „IIis talents have not
1"'t■ ii n.-ir to aci umulare
money, although
li* has made and lost
fortunes,*but he lias
spent yea is in teaching the youth of
Ameiica not to waste the
heritage of
game and not t•» slaughter for .'daughter's
sake.
In the killing of lish I learned this
Horn him and have preached and
practiced it for many years.
in tins connection the
following an-

gitti

Hai-

and Chailes at

taken into the

apprenticeship at the case

him

met

uinmeice,

was

age

served

(

It is

e.t

Thr

we

iA] tliirty-tom yeais t-diioi and
lietois ot the New Volk

.:

'.•ally

i.

hunting region

ii

man

irom the Forest and .Stream

nounccment

Before that, however,
had crossed the gieat plains with a

Owen Wister.
Owen
Aftir

are

in demand.

as a

or

man

au-

seems to have been divided between
music and law, and before making a final

choice of
pursue

a

profession lie determined

a

course

of musical
it

Although

many.

was

orchids

a

ance

opened

roses or

whether

most

interesting personality.
graduating at Harvard, his allegi-

down with velvet

and

Wister,

thor, is

hats bear the proportion to velvet of about
one to twenty, and those few are
weighed

plumes. Large
the old or small steel buckles are
equally useful,
county and in the way of dowers only the largest

This is blit an partial stoiyot Mr. IJailock's achievements.
Mr. Mathei sats of him:

enabled to piesent here tin acm m< ‘hades
1 iallock was
allying portrait.
>>‘*ii! ;n ]v-i. and is a graduate of AmIiis fat Ik

itloiillil

Oui New A.aska."

lie

gc.

and

l;i\er trail.

return

the cumtesy of

F«-ie>t and Stream

<

Hailock ill northern Minne-

ni

a

•;

of Kittson county.
In the summer
Ins' ]Jt. wont to Alaska with the first
that territory, and on his
governor «

series ol' sketches under

m

In l.s> he founded

si

Meiii Have Fished With,'*
<ji these sketches is devoted to

•he

whiskex a:e’> :: t(1.

lod

no!

g>

to look up
the makers of illicit

sota. in

Mathei

Forest and Stream

to

iuteicsting

.vrmsi

Ficd

North

ias

i.>l,iin

ilit town

far afield and his

Isaac Walton.

graph in IXqo

ITlCSsec ai

“liait

graceful pen has enabled him to interest
he ]• b;,
.•> well as the spoilsmen in iiis
•vanderii g> in yuest of hig game or as a

disciple

Pht»ti

a

1

-<

universal, if the number
and variety of spangled velvet crowns nowexhibited are any criterion, and tasteful
contrasts are the prevailing idea.
Plain
velvet enjoys immense favor,supplemented
by ostrich feathers and plumage of
every kind, especially ecru and brown
combined, as in pheasant or owl feathers,
and the same fancy is carried out in beads
and spangles on black velvet crowns. Felt

study

resulted

to

in Gerin

high

honors, he finally declared for law, and

he

an

office in

neither

Philadelphia, lint it
nor lawyer that

musician

as

destined to become known to the
His vacations were spent in Wyom-

was

world.

The strong, free air of

ing.

the plains

THE MOST ATTRACTIVE NOVEI.TV

good managers will have their colored
embroidered batiste or organdy dresses
and waists washed with ivory soap and

<

presented

.A
i

Obei
ater

*Spen<
reiice

uy

Bai. d and Mr. George X. Lawin lilting Ober out tor natural his-

work in the Caribbean Sea.

uounct ment

sportsman’s Gazetteer,” a grand
volume of GOO pages.
Then, as a “rest”
Horn editorial work, he accompanied a U.
revenue

The

foice to the mountains of East
Buried

the

the efforts of

acquired

substantial

j

right

City

of

I

Copan.

Peabody Museum, through
Mr. Charles P. Bowditch,

the care of the

of

taking

away one-half of the

tlie dry season of each year; and to
further this purpose a committee was appointed consisting of Mr. Charles P. Bowditch, Mj Francis C. Lowell, and Professor F. W. Putnam, curatorofthe museum.
The lirst expedition was sent out in 1891.
The work of this and subsequent expeditions lias been rich in results, but I can
only outline breifly what they have accomplished, after saying a few words
about Copan itself.
In tlie central part of the ruins of Copan
ate
tlie great pyiamidal foundations on
which tlie temples arose. The principal
ruins are grouped about a main structure,
vast irregular pile, rising from tlie plain
in steps and terraces, and terminating in
bnge terraced elevations, each topped by
the remains of a temple.
The summit of
the highest of these is about one hundred
and thirty feet above the level of tlie river
which laps the foundations of the fallen
structures.
Only the foundation and
pans of the lower walls of tlie temple
now remain in
position, and these are
marked with many hieroglyphic inscriptions.
.Surrounding the temples and palaces to tlie distance of a mile or more on
every side are the remains of stone houses,
probably the dwellings of the nobles and
wealthier citizens, and beyond these are
found
innumerable stone foundations
without any remains of superstructure.
It is conjectured that on these stood
wooden houses, the dwellings of the poorer classes, of which every trace has
disap-

during

[Harper’s Weekly.

Washington County Railroad.
•lames
tract

Mitchell, who has had the conto build the Washington county

railroad, talks encouragingly of the building of the road and says that work will
commence

in two or three weeks in real

earnest, or “just
got in readiness.

be
It is claimed that the
which
will
build
the
road
will
syndicate
establish and control a new short all-rail
route from New Yoik to the provinces.
It is announced also that the syndicate
tlias secured an option of a railroad between New York and Boston, with traffic
agreements with the Boston * Maine and
Maine Central and a ninety-nine years*
lease of the old Grand Southern from St.
Stephen to St. John, which is owned by
Russell Sage.
as soon as

things

can

This will compiise

wild life in the West. etc.
The volume
will be of from Jo0 to 400
(
pages, in cloth,
I with a
portrait of the author, and other

objects found in the excavations. It was
planned to send an expedition to Copan

peared.

publication,

chapters, including
reminiscences, the stories of

antiquities of
Honduras from the government of that
country for the period of ten years, with
the

shall prove that there is a
foi undertaking the
a volume of the sketches
will

warrant

He also ; he published at once.
three books,
The Sportsman
tile iiist twenty-iive
“Camp Life in Florida,” and the boyhood

-urist

in Iso]

e

preliminary

K

■'i he

s.

M

he obtained the assistance of Prof.
ei

■published
i

to Forest and Stream readers.
have had numerous
requests for them
iu book form, aud, if this
an-

i-n JS4s, and put Mr. Fred
in charge of the expedition,

also trims the sleeve cap and lower sleeve.
A great many loose fronts are noticeable
in these illustrations, but it is still too

early to be absolutely
caprices.
THE

sure as

to

Fashion’s

life;

they

as

on

shade of blue has been revived, which
be, good news for everybody, as it

by

conceived

the cloistered in-

tellect. hut ro ugh and strong and native.
tlie good and evil alike challenging the
eye.

OLD FASHIONED

are

The juice will be sg.

his report is received work will be commenced on a dredgeboat of special
design
which it is believed will
get everything
worth having out of the river in no time?
This boat will draw but 20 inches of water, and will be about 110 feet long, large
enough for the purposes of this expedition.
It will be equipped with a sand
pump, which will handle 200 tons per
hour. Patent sluice boxes will be
placed
each side of tbe boat,
running its entire
length, and so arranged that all gold will
be saved, however fine.
During the season, tbe dredge will operate twenty-four
hours a day.
In sand which runs but $.">0
a ton, which is a conservative
estimate, it
will be seen that tbe boat will have a caof
a
pacity
$240,000 day. The boat will
be built of cedar and steel, braced
every
10 feet with water-tight
bulk-heads, separating tbe boat into air chambers, making
j it impossible to fodder or become easily
wrecked.
The expedition will be provisioned for two years, and a
gasoline
launch will act as a tender, making regular trips to tbe mouth of tbe
Y’ukon, thus
keeping connection with the base of supin
plies, bringing
provisions and taking
out tbe output.
The party will include
physician and surgeon, and complete
medical stores; also assayer,
mining engineer, mechanical engineer, electrician,
etc.
Aobody can join the expedition
without money, and each member must
have life and accident insurance in favor
of the company. The boat will be completed and delivered to the mouth of the
Y ukon, ready to move, as soon as the ice
leaves the river.
Among the prominent
men interested in the
enterprise are Henry
Alt, Jr., Hamilton Daugliaday, Charles
Gerber, George E. IV. Luehrman, Samuel
B. Rowe and Francis II. Bacon.
[St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.
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body

| is so generally becoming, and the only
color which can lay any claim to
novelty
i is a light shade of “Jockey Club,” the

bluish purple introduced last spring. The

Left

home

with

Mrs. Isabelle

Gray,

brown shades
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Sold and Guaranteed l>\ lill llAlil) II. MOODY, Belfast, Me.

iql'cst <(railc instruction,
lowest rates of tuition,

ipiwl rooms frank
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Buckspokt, Sept.

8.

The arrival of

the Grand Bankers furnished
excitement

plenty

of

along the water front on WedAbout S o’clock the long, black
bowsprit with its jumbo jib and then the
big mainsail of the Edgar S. Foster appeared in the Narrows, and a moment
later with colors flying, wing and wing,
and everything drawing, the crack banker
came up the r ver in cup-defender
style.
Close behind her came another schooner
with colors flying. She was quickly recognized as the Annie G. Quiner.
The summer’s performance of these vessels is
Both left port
something remarkable.
May 18th, bound for St. Pierre, Miquelon,
for the balance of their crews. They parted company in the bay, but both went into
that port at the same time and both sailed
for the banks on the same day. During
the summer they have been on different
parts of the fishing grounds, and when
Capt. Dorr was full of fish Capt. Snowman’s men were lashing their dories, and
when the Quiner hove in sight off St.
Pierre to land her men, the Foster was
well in towards the harbor.
The vessels
left the port for Bucksport at the same
time and came by different courses and
both tied up within five minutes of each
other.
Both brought about the same
fares, some 2,500 quintals. About noon
the N. E. Symonds, Capt. Charles Cushing, came up the river. She has some
2,800 quintal under the hatches. All skippers report fine weather and good fishing.
The last and largest, the schooner A. V.
S. Woodruff, was fast filling up and should
be in port in ten days or so.
[Bangor
Daily News.
nesday.

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

hair,
or

for free medical advice.

eyes.

KA'EIO

Stall*

Trrn

off

point off the coast of the United

in

or

Indigestion and Too Hearty Dating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORI’! D LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
1 Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.
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the Nation.

of the World.

IT GIVES the most reliable market

reports

IT GIVES brilliant and instructive1 editorials
IT GIVES

fascinating

IT GIVES

an

short stories.

unexcelled

agricultural department,

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.

Cape Hatteras, the new
light vessel which has just been fitted out
at Staten Island, New York.
Diamoud
shoals is considered to be the most dangerous

in

wife of Silvauus \V.

Washington, 1). C., Sept. 8.—Before
September has passed the lighthouse board
expects to have in position on tbe Diashoals,

(arm,

villay;<‘

IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.

Light Ship.

on

EVERY

Five Children.

Then it was he discovered that his wife
had taken all her clothing-in two trunks
and several valises, and with the children
had gone away.
He says his wife tried to
get some of the neighbors to row her
across the river to Castine, hut they declined, and she had to get a straugei to
do it.
At Castine she took the steamer
Koekland for Belfast.
On the Rockland
she purchased tickets for herself and children to Boston, and took the steamer
Penobscot, arriving here on Saturday.
Mrs. (tray is ;10 years old, 5 feet, 4
inches tall and we ighs 120 pounds.
She
is spare and pale.
She came from Cape
Breton and was married to Mr. Gray l.">
years ago in Gloucester.
They removed
soon after to Maine.
The oldest child, Alvina L., is 14 years
old; Jessie is 12; Steadman is s; Elvira is
J, and Eretha is 1 year old. Alvina was
at work up to the time Mrs. Gray left
home.
Nothing could be found of tbe whereabouts of Mrs. Gray and tbe children in
Boston. She has a sister, Katie Black,
who is at work in the Crawford House. A
Journal reporter saw7 her Tuesday, and
she said that she knew nothing of her
sister.
She has not seen her for 12 years,
she said.
Another sister, Flora, lived in
Boston, but Katie says that she went to
Breton
last week. [Boston Journal,
Cape
Sept 8.
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IT GIVES all

II

Gray, with her live children, is missing

New

intMii!)(kr <»(

a

IT GIVES entertainment to young and old.
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to everybody

are

Bucksport Bankers.

Boston.

HO-TO-BAC'"SF

and mini!."

If it is true that Paderewski has cut his
States.
The new vessel was constructed
we shall know whether it was his hair
his playing that drove women into hy- ; by the Bath Iron works, Maine, at the contract price of $59,000.
sterics at his concerts.
The light-vessel
will be towed from Staten Island on the
15th inst. and it is expected that it will be
MIIMVAIU’C Asthma Cure, with
IVIUIl ■ KMn O Munyon's Asthma placed in its permanent position on the
herbs, will control this awful complaint when 20tli, the
anchorage ground being 27
everything else fails. Munyon’s Remedies, a miles
off Hatteras.
separate cure for each disease, for sale at all
25c.
A
a
QVIIba
According to Debs, the longer a man works druggists. Mostly
the poorer he becomes. It will be noticed When in doubt, write to #4391 I ri IVI #4
The schools have begun. Little feet are
Prof. Munvon,1505 Arch f\ I 1m*
Debs is carefully guarding himself against
hurrying along to bright faces and laughing
Street,Philadelphia. Pa.,
4J
CL

j impoverishment.

St. Louis.

Over l.OOO.nnobores soli. .“100.00.1 cures pro1: e its power to destroy thedesire for tohacco in any
form. No-to-bacis the greatest nerve-food in the world
Many g:uu l.i pounds in in davs and .•
fails to make the weak upoient man strong. vigorous and magnet
Just try a box. V<>u w
lighted. We expect you to believe u hat w.- say for a
is ahsolutolv gu.iraiil.efd nv druggow here. Send tor our hook let
l»..i.'t I’, o-ar.-o Spi? and Smoke Vour Life A»:i)
-maraud
tree sampi*-. AlldressTllE STLULi.YU KEMEUY CO., Chicago or .New York.

! should

as

Landlord Whipple of Boston appears to
be disposed to test the quality of all nationalities iu the line of servants in his
hotels. At Young’s he employs colored
table servants exclusively; at Barker’s
most .of them are Irish, while at the uew
Hotel Touraine they will be French.

Chicago.

[ PILLS

from her home at Cape Rosier, near Casprominent, crimson tine, Me. Mr. Gray called at Police Head-'
holds its own, cerise is always
welcome, quarters Tuesday and said that his wile
Gold Dredge for the Yukon.
and green occupies a large
territory. had bought tickets for Boston for herself
Brunettes would be in despair without
A St. Louis company lias been
and children, and had left on Friday last
organpink, and this charming color enlivens a while he was away on a tishiug trip. He
ized with tlie avowed purpose of
taking new
Black and white placed to- says there was no trouble between himself
gray.
up tbe bottom of the Yukon River. They
and wife, and that he knows of no reason
are
gether
particularly
stylish in millinto
it
expect
put
carefully back when they
why she should leave her home.
where the range of color is always
ery,
Mr. Gray follows the sea. All last sumget through with it, but by that time it
will be no more attractive than the bottom widest, and sharp contrasts as a rule mer he was on the yacht Embla of New
He left the Embla on August 22d
have given place to several shades of one York.
of the Mississippi, for the
company will
and returned home.
On Tuesday of last
have all the gold there was in it.
color, or delicate combinations.
Already
week he went on a fishing trip to Burnta mining
engineer is at C'hilkoot Pass, eu
Verona
Clarke.
coat
and
did
not return until Sunday.
route to the golden
waters, and as soon

illustrations.

MADE ONLY BY

To read his writings is like walking
windy upland in fall, when the hard

weather braces

|
f

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

Tiver
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war

from your grocer.
Sold everywhere and cleans everything.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
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Seminole

at

impregnated his blood: the life of the
in wool dress fabrics is bordered dress cowboys, Indians, and soldiers, from be"You have all sorts of pie, 1 see by the
lengths of seven yards, having either satin ing merely observed, became known and
in the window,” said the facetious
stripes or gay Scotch plaid borders, the sympathetically understood He lias done sign
customer, as he went into a bakery and
latter so wide as to suggest the possibility for them, through his contributions to the
addressed one of the young women who
of a waist being made of the plaid with a
Harper periodicals, what Bret Ilarte did stood behind the counter.
skirt, of the plain material.
''\ es. sir.
What kind do you want?"
As is usual at for the California pioneers and
Kudyard
"1 will take a magpie, if you please.”
this season plaids are up again, and al- Kipling for the soldiers and sailors of the
At this remark another young woman
though lovely combinations of crimson British Empire.
snickered, hut the other girl turned to
and black attract one's fancy, or those in
her promptly and said: “Here, llertha!
You’re wanted.”
other colors shaded by black camel's hair,
[Harper’s Bazar.
yet the prudent shopper will remember to
Sullivan has voted to exempt Long Bond
how few plaids are really suitable, and howWatei ( ompany from taxation for twenty
pronounced a plaid costume always is:
years, and appreciate over >d(X) yearly for
lire hydrants.
The company also asks a
but even if new fashions are alluring the
The exguarantee of ITo water takers.
garments belonging to a waning season
of
pense
extending the system to Sullivan
should be looked after, and soon now all
and West Sullivan will be large.

Publishing Company will be read with in- laid away, thus ensuring their bright colhe
terest:
“It was a happy
thought of Mr. ors or pale shades for another season.
Fled Mather to write of his
wagon tiain over the Santa Fe trail, the
PLAIN MATERIALS
fishing comfollowing year taking the old Bed Kivei panions. The chapters were received with enjoy renewed prestige, and
broadcloth,
trail from >t. Paul to Ptmbina, and writ- a warm welcome at the
beginning, and camel’s hair, wool surahs (with a satin
have
noth
been
of
for
His
later
sustained
up
niping
interest. Either finish) cheviot serges, and in fact all plainHarper’s.
wanderings it would take too much space Mr. Mather lias enjoyed a fishing com- colored stuffs, are in such
beauty and vato recount.
radeship with au unusual number .of in- riety that scarcely a doubt can be felt as
lu
with other sportsmen, he teresting characters, or else he has in an to their firm
footing for this season at
OWEN WISTER
founded Blooming Grove Park, in Pike' unusual degree the
faculty of appreciat- least.
con
and
ing
making the most of those with
Much is expected of fancy black passein
! whom lie comes in contact in his
To quote Theodore Roosevelt:
“Many
menteries, or braiding as it is called this
angling
I
IS7
founded the well known sports- j experiences. A
large share at least of the season, and certainly nothing can be more men before him have seen and felt the
man's journal, Forest and Stream, and the chaitn with which lie has
wonder of that phase of western life
invested iiis appropriate for plain fabrics, yet it was
which is now closing, but Mr. Wister
writer was one of his early contributors.
characters must be found iu his own
New illustraper- not a success last spring.
.Mr. ilalloek edited Forest and Stream
sonality, the touchstone to discover iu tions show braiding even on plaids, with makes us to see what he has seen and infor us what he has heard.
In the meantime he devoted others flic
Ilis
until IssO.
possibilities we have all so skirts and sleeves just about as they now- terprets
much attention to the 'development of : much
enjoyed reading about. The “Men are, but in dresses made of bordered fab- short sketches are so many cantos in the
Florida and advocated the draining of
I Have Fished \\ ith
great epic of life on the vanishing wilderhave been among rics in several cases the border runs
up ness.
lie put the first boat \ the most
Lake ikechobee.
He shows us heroic figures and a
popular series of papers ever the side, sometimes to the shoulder, and
on that lake that had been there since tlie 1
not heroes and the heroic life
heroic
per's Magazine.

of
of

the main points of interest
consist of features quite foreign to the
farm and the farmer.
There is racing of
various sorts; Kigby and Bangor have had
Troop F., which lias made a remarkable
hit and proved a drawing card of great
value to the fair managements; balloon
ascensions have shown people who haven’t
had the opportunity to observe for themselves in what direction the average plant
grows: trick bicycle riders have shown
amateur wheelmen what the wheel is capable of under skilful management: baseball games, “leaps for life,’’ trapeze performances, and a host of side attractions
have been introduced and the crowds
have come to see them.
It has been a
grand three-ring circus, and more too.
'flie result of this turning from the original purposes of these big fairs will be
watched with interest.
Possibly this is
what the people who support the fairs by
their patronage prefer.
Of course a good
part of the attendance is composed of the
residents of the cities where they are held,
and it may be that the farmers themselves
are better suited to go and see something
entirely new and novel instead of things
that they are every day familiar with.
If
entertainment, pure and simple, is demanded. a sort of day off for fun and
lrolic, then the new order of things may
he all right.
One thing is sure the sensational teatures have this year done all
that the managers could have asked for
in drawing patronage and that of course
i> the prime consideration with them.
[ Wnterville Mail.
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HOLD
DUST

offered and won; the

To

the

crown

were

farmer's affair.

was a

wide ribbon joined together with two or
three rows of chenille concealing the

in two

WASHING

is a long and hard one.
It's much easier to get

very long ago that the State fairs were
agricultural fairs and little else. There
were farm animals and farm
products ou ;
display: premiums for the best exhibits !

lovely
a

DUST

The Road to Klondike

big change

of

You pay your dealer the
same prices
that we get
in our own
everywhere

forms the basis
Another

to

the

the sole of

four inches wide to he sewn

in

together
of

to

and

name

[Correspondence of The Journal.
In looking over fall and winter millinery,
one is immediately impressed with the
predomiuenee of velvet and chenille; and
the latter, interwoven with “satin braid"
straw in hundreds of different designs

a
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—
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The attendance
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but not without bread.1
Poor bread is
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/is poor you have the wrong'
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Tinware and Kitchen Goods.

Blue Flame Oil Stoves, Lamp Stoves of all i
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H. H.

engine, and you must burn
it right to get the power. To
regain health, you must have
good food and digest it.
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in Costa Rica.

Kailway Travelling

il

funny they look under the nodding decoration, while their drivers prod and
punch them with a long pole tipped with

Arenas, the Pacific Port, to ihe Old
illy of Esparza.

Puma

>i!

Correspondence

of The

iron

an

Journal.]

point.

I,/.a, Costa Rica, July 27, 1807.
these days, revolutions permitting,

Some of the houses of Tunta Arenas—
notably those of the German

ill be continuous transportation by
less this small Republic.
At pres

the captain of the port, and other
government
officials—would do credit to any
town; but the majority are windowless,

a
•t

merchants,

“system" falls short where most
leaving the worst bit of country

ts

■d.

heart of the interior to be traversed
orse

mule back.

or

From

Funta

the Pacific port, the railway is
1 ieted only 14 miles inland, to Esparhe old city at the foot of the Agua-

aas,

Mountains.
On the Atlantic side, l
id runs from Port Limon to Alajue- i

miles, whence a branch road trends
the important town Heredia, passes !
gh San Jose, the capital, and ends |
A third road diverges from j
ago.
tin line about 40 miles west from ^
goes southeast to Carrillo, aud !
C rough a rich coffee growing sec|
ar

the Irazu mountains—70 miles

|

All these Hues

|
j

in the hands

are

English corporation

known

the

as

Rican Railway Company and domi;n
The government of
London.
Rica

about

owns

me-third of the

eventually

and will

possess it all,
he
years of the concession have
unless in the meantime it gets
—

waiting and finds

•i

pretext

some

nulling the contract.

Another im:

railway is projected, and I bemartially built, under a concession
ced eight years ago by Mr. Minor C.

I

itizen of the United Mates. His

I

/.

>

from

ins

the

into the San

s

where the
;y

Rio

Frio, (which
Juan river) aud the
lose and Carrillo

>an

the Jimenez river.

ciosses

I

Its

e>tablish prompt eommunicatween Puerto Limon and the upper
to

s

■f the Mtn Juan river, thus permitc
improvement of an enormous

Fixing Colors.

A

Wash the Most Delicate of summer Lawns.
Will it wash.1
is a question so often
asked by the careful woman before
purchasing the delicate colored muslins ami
lawns so desirable in warm
weather.
Sometimes she receives
"\es,” sometimes
How lo

“I don’t know, I guess
so,’’ as a reply. In
almost every instance the
opinion of the
with cane walls and thatched
roofs, and salesman is not worth the proverbial row
the best that can be said of them is that of pins, since it is
impossible to tell
whether a color will or will not wash unthe ventilation is excellent.
Nearly every til a trial has been made.
And even after
house has its brand-new
sewing machine, the (list trial one need not feel too
buzzing away just inside the doorway, for delicate shades, unless properly secure,
"set ’’’
manipulated by a proud, but barefooted almost invariably lose a little of their
brightness each time the garment is launwoman—not so much suggestive of
prog- dered.
So by far the safest
is to
as
of
the
ress, however,
persuasive pow- “set” the color before it goes way
to the tub
ers of some Yankee
‘'agent.” Being the for the first time.
One of the best methods of
only seaport of account on the western
setting delicate colors is also the cheapest and least
coast, 1’unta Arenas is also a bathing troublesome. It consists
in simply makplace of fashionable resort—the Cape May ing a strong brine of cold water and salt
and
of the country, with this difference, that
soaking the garment from 12 to 24
Of course this should be done
the Costa llican resort is patronized in hours.
just
before goiDg to the laundry, and the salt
winter instead of summer.
The season should not be allowed
to dry in it.
This
opens in January and closes in April, and is especially good for all shades of pink
and
and
colors
those
once
set
months
green,
this
the
‘‘first
families”
during
way
will be bright as long as there is a
flock here to flirt with Neptune, and inscrap
of cloth.
cidentally, perhaps, with one another.
A strong solution of alum and water is
Their cottages extend for miles along the good, particularly with blues and the more
delicate
shore, and they have their bathing boxes is not asshades of brown. But its effect
lasting as that of salt, and it is
anil clam bakes, their yachting parties
sometimes necessary to renew the batli
and horseback jaunts, very much after after the first three or four
washings.
Yet another, and very highly spoken of
the manner of North Americans.
wash to insure against fading,is a solution
There is a big clean-looking hospital at
of sugar of lead and water, about a nickthe edge of the town, which is said to ful- el's worth of the
drug to a gallon of water.
fill its purpose satisfactorily.
Booking This recipe has but one objection, it is
over its records,
1 saw that within the poisonous, and for that reason in a house
where there are children or animals it
last 10 years 020 foreigners have been
should be handled with the utmost care.
treated within it, and 000 natives; and The same
objection can he raised against
out of the whole number
only 201 died. the use of copperas water, though there
The diseases were principally remittant are some colors, lilacs ami yellows, that
can only be made fast
soaking them in
fever, dysenteries and ulcers. The lo- it for something morebythan
eight or ten
cality is not unhealthful, and yellow fever hours. Solutions of salt or alum are perhas never visited it. however it may be fectly harmless, hut too much care cannot
be exerted in the handling of
sugar of lead
raging in Panama, not far below, or and copperas.
in Acapulco above.
\\
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two

three hours in the
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by no
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Electric Railway Project.
Calls Him

(ialllnger to Carl Sehurz.
Turncoat In Politics.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 8.

Senator

H.

New

in which Mr. Sehurz took is-

published,
sue

Senator J.

Hampshire has made
letter in reply to a comfrom Carl Sehurz, recently

Gallinger of
public an open
munication

a

with Mr.

Gallinger

on

statements

made by the latter bearing on civil service
reform. Following are the leading points:
Hon. Carl Schvrz:
Dear Sir—I have read your open letter
addressed to me, in which you announce,
with your usual swagger and bravado, 1
that if I desire to continue this conversation you will be at my service. It is not
for the purpose of gratifying your egotism,
made boundless by the versatility with
which you have espoused all shades of
political opinions since first you landed in
this country, nor because I feel that I am
an
adept in your methods of warfare,
that I take notice of your ill mannered
and inconsequential letter.
It were probably better to suffer you to lapse again for those who will go to-day and get. a package of
into that political obscurity where your GRAIN-O. It takes the
place of coffee at about
disloyalty to Republican principles pre- 1-4 the cost. It is a food drink, full of health, and
cipitated you than to gratify your yearn- can be given to the children as well as the adult
ing desire for notoriety by keeping you with great benefit. It is made of pure grains and
longer in public view, into whose presence looks and tastes like the finest grades of Mocha
you have seized this opportunity of obJava coffee. It satisfies everyone. A cup of
truding yourself. But when you pose as Grain-O is better for the system than a tonic, bethe moral mentor of
the Republican cause its benefit is permanent. What coffee breaks
down Grain-O builds
Ask your grocer for
party, a party whose cause you have re- Grain-O. 15c. and 25c.tip.
peatedly betrayed, and the leading plank
of whose platform you openly repudiate
in the advice you are so anxious to give
its followers, i may be pardoned it i recall to that generation who have come to
years of understanding since you left the
stage of political action who this Carl
Sehurz is who so flippantly assumes to interpret Republican principles to those
who, when he was coquetting with the
enemy, were steadfast in support of its I1NT
MAINE,
candidates and platform.
Mr. Gallinger goes on to quote from the
late James G. Blaine and others to sub
stautiate his characterization of Mr.
Sehurz as “one who is always at home to
controversy, and whose frequent migrations in party and residential associations
have marked him as the Wandering Jew
of American politics." lie then continues
the attack as follows:

|

Virginia—the

fact

remains

trousers, carrying antique
bayonets anti cartridge boxes. They

that

ng is attended with many ditiiculIf a straight line were drawn from

of Costa ltica's

ocean, between Punta Arenas
Pacific and Port Limon on the

minutes

Yet

ital from the Pacific port you have
tway round lfobin Hood’s barn, so
and make

a

ught to be

en-

Every

ten

the gate of the

lively solo, for what
say? The bells of sev-

a

purpose, who can
eral churches rattled their rusty tongues
for vespers, apparently all unheeded.

reach

to

are

Guitars and mandolins

tinkled in many
and the patter of dancing feet
inside. Here and there a group

three

days' journey of doorways,
accomplished in three was heard

Y»u may go by rail from Punta j of musicians with rude marimbus carried
M
Ksparza—14 miles: there en- i on a spirited concert, and raked in reales
.vs “i
horses, (it you can) to take > from admirers of the
Spanish and Indian
Alajucla, :>*J miles, where you air.s.
who could
hands on

j

"trike

Everybody

!
Saul

railroad and double back

a

lay

any sort of musical instrument gave vent
part of the same course, to
to the
At last a
melody within him.
Only three trains weekly run out I bra.-s band piped up in the middle of the
:ita Arenas.
The schedule time of j pin/ t and the aristocrats turned out to
ue is .: p. m.,
but the actual time is exhibit their best clothes on tlie promesuits the convenience of the

:

planters

the

who have c<»l’fee

Then is n<f

railway

.*stati-m.

|

nade.

j
|

insist ant reminders—

Angel us

Still tlie

bells continued

•'Ava Maria! *Tis tlie hour of prayer.
Ava Maria! "Tis the hour of love."

iile: s may wait, but a whi>- j
dims repeated, gives malice And just as the sun, in crimson and goldminutes the locomotive may be en glory, was going to bed in the western
>
start.
We left on .‘Sunday Gulf, the shrill whistle ol' the tiuy loco-

;

-"i■

and

n.

the train did not get J motive sounded, and we bade
nearly dark that day had j willing .alios to Puuta Arenas.

dl

as

to

me

see

all there is of Punta

1 hmmh the

town

Our

and

has been set-

in dm Pith century and
seaj.nii or ••i.'i ( ->s:a t,u a.
oi
iff are rather primitive.

uis

but one mail

,t

day

to

I

section of

the eupi-

ulway

1

right

tracks meander

several of the

remote

to

FUR

m'd to

repletion

the

have

U11U^.'<

inrj Sdj

u 11 <t (.

>''U

frcffii the

point

of

departure

as

the

it would be for the same distance in
the United states, and the rate of speed
one-third as great.
The English conductor was dressed in jacket and trousers of
as

sea-

with some of the

•fee grown in the world.
The
mnch service at the big iron pier

cloth,

dark-blue

and the

shining handle
be excellent, so that a thousand of a revolver protruded suggestively from
We stopped twice,
coffee per hour can be loaded, by his right hip pocket.
well as by day, when necessary, once to get water and once to make steam.
strange carts continually passing The road for the first few miles leads
fro, laden with merchandise for through a tropically rich forest, peopled
'••rior or carrying coffee down to with birds of brilliant plumage, but with
■

smell of salt water in the air, and the
beating upon a rocky shore.
Presently it turns inland, through cocoa-

It is not easy to convey
pen an accurate picture of those
structures.
A pole projects from

a

lings.

:

sound of surf

i-

and coffee groves, and past groups of
thatched cottages set in flowery gardens.
nut

■us frame, to which an axle is boltrneath. The ends of the axle pro■

We crossed

through

noteworthy bridge, which
company has thrown across
the Barranca River.
It is 127 yards long
and said to be the finest bridge in Central

enormous wheels of solid
the latter being at least 4 inches
the tire and .} feet in diameter.
A
of open cane-work placed with-

»e

1

the

ponderous

tlie

load—generally coffee,

Esparza lies

s

freightage thereon
100 pounds.
Over

sewed

her,

and

dangling

house

outside

thongs
are

long distances,—from

fields

artago and .Sail Jose, and even
lie far away valley of the Tiribi,
■ked by the mountains of San

bringing the product of plantalarge and small, to the ports for
cut to

the United States and Eu-

Peering out

|

anopy

I

! some

one

from beneath the

than 700 feet

with flowers and half-hid-

church, surrounded by

a

and enshrined within

taugle

a

beautiful

garden

of blossom-

On the opposite aide of the

plaza is a charming inn, as Frenehy as
anything to be found in France, kept by a
fat Madame, whose lean husband appears
to be as unnecessary an
appendage to the
establishment as was the good uaturedly
The town was
superfluous Joseph.
founded Some three centuries ago, by Don
Diego Artieda de Cherino, who uamed it
Esparza, after his native village in Southern
The latter-day, railroadSpain.
building Englishmen, who make it a point
to take the romance out of all
Spanish
names, insist on calling it Esparta—a

(

1

over-run

ing creepers.

the

gourd, iron pot, and other utensils
along the road. Many of the carts
bom

more

den by dense vegetation.
Upon one side
of the ever-present plaza is a quaint old

averages
the bags

pci
ox-hide is fastened with

little

a

sea-level, amid lime and orange
groves, cocoa-palms and bananas; every
above

'■ags of coarse white cotton. Each
ill carry s-00 to 1,000 pounds of cofthe

one

railway

America.

wheels supports an
of untanned oxhide.
On a plats
the bottom of the box thus form-

ux-

may often see the brown
of the mountains,

daughter

wonderful dark eyes, like those of
Rosettes’ blessed damozel are

word which has

no

meaning whatever.

Nowadays the last mentioned name is
commonly used, but you and I, dearwill not lend our countenance to
greatest possible reader,
such sacriligious proceeding, and
the head of the any

than the depths of water stilled at
The wives and children of the colfee

per

j

biers

consider it the

"easure to accompany
lse on the
long journey to port; and
useful do they prove themselves,

uing

tiie

tortillas

with

us

of time.

it shall remain Esparza to the end
Fannie Brigham Ward.

and

cooking the
gathering wild garlic and plan/;"•*!
■ui.s
by the wayside, and supplying the

The latest

intelligence

from Labrador

confirms the reports of the complete failure of the
codfishery this season. The
catch is very small and the low prices

bui;

with water and edible palm tops for
•uer.
While on the march the fore-

of the oxen are shaded
by broad
iives of the
palm or pavel—and very

probably

mean

fishermen.
I

Where were vour “moral” objections
then? High taiiff seems to have been good
enough for you when in office, but to be
“immoral” when you are in private life.
What is there in your record to justify
you in calling in question any man’s party
loyalty? You who, in turn, have scorned
about all the political principles and
pledges made by the parties to which you
have been temporarily attached: You, to
whom this glorious country of ours looks
“morally small?” What have you ever
had to do with party organizations, ex j
cept to betray them? From the time when
you were chief conspirator in the Greeley
movement >f 187- to wreck the Republican Party and
destroy Gen. Grant, when
have you ever rendered it, or any other
party, disinterested service?
And now my dear sir, in closing permit
me to say that l cannot
ponds.
reciprocate fully
One of the most frequent sources of in- the invitation contained in the last parafection is the overflowing of pastures by gaph of y-»ur letter, as ordinarily l should
streams into which a large extent of ma- ; choose a -uiTespondeut less abusive and
mired lands may have been drained, or j more candid than you.
The Republican
into which the wastes of towns or cities ! party cares nothing for your views on the
may have been discharged. On this ac- j taiiff, pensions, the freedom of Cuba, the
count the shepherd canuot exercise too
j development of the American merchant
great caution for the protection of his : marine, the Monroe doctrine, honest civil
or
estimate too highly those most service reform, and other planks of its
docks,
: of
You are at war with tn
favorable localities where the streams; platform.
d«*w down uncleared mountain slopes, ; them, even if you do not consider li on
Rut it there remains any
from primeval forests, or where ti e sparse ••immoral.'’
population has never dedled the soil with lingering doubt in your mind that you are
filth and impregnated it with the germs what 1 designate you. a traitor to the Reof disease. Nor can he estimate tt o high- publican party. I may be at home to your
ly the pure artesian fountain flowing fut ure inquiries.
I have the honor to be,
from far down below the sou tees of imVery respectfully yoiw.s,
purity, and supplying the Hocks with
J. 11. Galu N (. i:u.
wholesome drink.
And in the choice of a
of
a
or
for
a
farm
for
the
Salisbury Heights. \. 11.. Sept. 4, i>'.'7.
range
rearing
dock this point is to be considered first
and last as being of the most paramount
Spoke to the Farmers

poisons
very fount of life and carries
into an animal what may be the most injurious to the health of it.
There are, however, some injurious
matters existing iu water which are more
especially deserving of notice on account
of their very deleterious effects, such as
eggs or germs or organic matter, either
vegetable or animal, as the spores of various minute plants, and the embryos of
the most deadly parasitic an mals.
Of these may be mentioned the germs
of epidemic diseases due to the growth iu
the blood of minute plants derived from
these germs, and the dead.v parasites,
such as the liver liuke, the various intestinal worms, and the ova of many tape
worms.
All these may be taken into
sheep iu water drank from streams or
or
most frequently from stagnant
springs

a

severe

winter for the

Address of (iov. Powers at York
l* range.

Wedding Bells.
The

Woomvakd-Lvfokd.

Lyford

was

celebrated at

noon

marriage

of

Sept. sth,

at

the residence of the bride’s father, Thomas
Lyford, Esq., on Fifth street. The wed-

ding

ceremony,

which

was

very

simple

and informal, was witnessed by a small
party of the relatives and immediate
friends of the couple. The floral decorations were among the most effective ever
seen at a house wedding iu this city.
The
prevailing color iu the dining room was
pink, the parlor was in green and white
and the hall in yellow.
The ceremony
was performed by Kev. A. E. Kingsley,
pastor of the First Baptist church, ami
music was furnished by members of Pullen’s symphony orchestra.
The bride
wTore a grey cloth travelling dress trimmed with crimson velvet and carried a
bouquet of roses.
After the ceremony lunch was served by
Mrs. Mary Smith Lutz, and at 1.40 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodward left for a wedding trip through the White Mountains
and to Boston and New York and other
cities.
The bride is one of Bangor’s most
cultured and charming young ladies and
has many friends.
Mr. Woodward is the
junior member of Lyford A Woodward,
hatters and furriers, a concern which is
among the most prominent and best
known in Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodward were the recipients of many handsome presents from friends in this city
and elsewhere.
On their return to Bangor they will live in the Hatch residence
on North High street.
[Bangor Commercial.
The G.

A. R. aird their British Flag.

The other (lav some G. A. Rs.,
Who camped in Buffalo,
Concluded for a little lark,
To Canada they’d go;
And so a party of them went
And didn’t go it slow.
the town they struck,
they went ashore
formed themselves in line of

Toronto

was

And when

march
And swung their flag galore;
Which made the people ’round that way

They

Particularly

sore,

Because they have a law that says
No foreign flag shall fly
In Canada unless there is
A Union Jack near by;
And so they struck the G. A. Rs.,
To know the reason why.
Rs, apologized ;
They didn’t know, they said,

The G. A.

The customs of a country where
The flag it flew was red,
And hurried off to get it straight
So they could go ahead.
And go ahead they did with speed,
Upon those foreign shores,
With loud hurrahs, and lively songs
And other kinds of roars ;
While over them Old Glory waved
As big as all outdoors.
But they were safe, for near at hand
A Union Jack they flew,
To keep within the law and make
The cops know what to do!
But the inch dimensions of that Jack
Were only two by
[New York Sun.

two.

County Pomona

night.

Just Received ffom New York,
THREE LINE?? OF SAMPLES FOR

CUSTOM SUITS for FALL and WINTER.
We Guarantee the Fit and

possible

Old

Workmanship.

the

j

j

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION' done in the best

>

manner.

Style Capes
MADij INTO

STYLISH

COLLARETTES.
Goods sent

on

approval and orders by

promptly attended

mail

to.

PRICES LOW.

3m33

LYFORD & WOODWARD,
FURRIERS,
BANGOR,

MAINE.

Staples & Cottrell, “tSe.

Maine Central R. R,
TIME-TABLE.
On and after June 20, l MR, trains connect mg at
Burnham and Waterville with throng?) trains for
and

ln;m

wiFi

ton

Bangor.

run as

v*^

Waterville, Portland and Bos-

*7V

follows:
FROM

BELFAST.
A

M

Belfast, depart.
Citvpoint

]

1* M
‘go
35

I* M
3 45
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45
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4 45
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0 25
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7 15
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Brooks
7 2d
Knox
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7 45
Thorndike..
Unity. 7 55
8 25
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Clinton.
8 45
Benton
114"
Bangor

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

55
35

7

Waterville

8 13

7

..

...

...

..

A M
8 52

Portland.
K. D.
,,
( sv.
<

r m
.V.>

11

4
4 ii'j

4

25

<

13
35
4'.

First Quality,

Buy Your Winter's Coal.

Thoroughly Prepared

Boston.
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!• M
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A M
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_

S3"
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A

1» M

M

oo
A M
7 0"
7 l.i
A M
0 45
0 1 o
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015
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7
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M
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Clinton.

0

7
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Unity.

8
8
s
0
0
0
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Thorndike.
Knox..
Brooks.
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..

o

rati a iis m ini
I’n.’t «at
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on

0 40
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ih/tt

4 30
1 40

Furnaee

M
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5 o5
5 22
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join
45
10 12
MO 3o
MO 50

Chestnut Coni,
Store
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I-

I0
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>
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1 4"
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5 35
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Now is the Time to

TO BELFAST.

The York County
sept.
Cit} point..
Pomona Arrange held its field meeting here Belfast, arrive....
Ai i-»:»-1*,

Mr.Clias.E. Woodward and Miss Marion E.

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient taken before breakfast and on retiring at

{

REPAIRING

'."UCI

Wilmington, Del.
employed on this importance.
road, going both ways,

where postage-stamps are sold is
from the post office.
The fare for the 14
miles to Esparza is three times as much

huge

in-houses, which during the

engine—

place

of

around

streets

passenger

passengers need not worry about the danThe ticket office is as
ger of collisions.

unable at the post office, but you
for them to a merchant, half a
who alone has the

one

The

ears.

un-

ton, X. «).. the cars in
As only one engine is

the post ottice is open only one
fore its departure,
stamps are

■'ay.

freight

not

which burned wood—was made in Tren-

early
;i

train consisted of

three

a

derangement of the
stomach, torpid liver,
[ cr constipation can be
readily cured by a
pleasant draught of
[

^Largest Stock of*
FURS

the

army, whose
men.

at

trumpeter

a

cuartel executed

Jose would be less than six

the south of it.

to

regular

tire force numbers 000

to

Sun

train to make

our

ieadache

SURPRISE]sI N STORE

A GREAT

never favored high tariff protection,
ready was
Water is directly absorbed into the and tiiat you “regard that
policy as, ui
means a monotonous experience.
It was
the
blood with whatever impurity may be
long run, economically as well as
great advantage to both Costa Rica
still
Sunday afternoon, the gala day of tlie contained in it,
more than
It is morally injurious—morally
says an exchange.
^
economically.” Pray, when did you make
aragna—to say nothing of proving week; music was in the air, cock-pits, to some extent strained or
filtered of the discovery that
high tariff was morally
teet Klondike to Mr. Keith and his
gambling booths, billiard saloons and what it may have of solid matter not dis- injurious?
You accepted an election to
Cl’S.
full
in
blast.
drinking places
Lounging solved in it, but whatever is held iu solu- the United states senate by the Republi'.withstanding.all these roads—in a everywhere were dirty, miserable-looking tion, and some of what it may have that can Party in 18(38, which place you held
is not dissolved to some extent, goes into for six years.
The Republican Party was
rv which lacks exactly 1«>45 miles of
soldiers, uniformed only in cotton shirts
the blood with it.
Thus impure water then, as now. a party of high tariff.
as much territory as the Mate of
and
sword-

for

very fertile land which is now
In other respects it will
useless.
ot

Another new railway project seems to
be in order for Washington
county, which
is to be an electric road from Lubec to
ilachias, running through the tours of
Trescott, Whiting and East Machias, a
distance of 28 miles.
At first the proposition of building this road was
regarded
by the railroad magnates as being in direct opposition to the interests of the
Washington county railroad, but now it is
conceded by all that it is a move
directly
independent of the “Grand Railway Opposition” of the county and such a road
will be a great “feeder” for the
Washington county road.
This electric road will
have mail, express and freight
service, as
well as carry passengers." It will undoubtedly jprove a success and will tend
to encourage the construction of a road
from Gardiner’s Corner to Cutler, the
blooming little summer resort that is
without facilities to get to it.
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on the grounds of the county courtrFlag station.
I.nnir •■* tickets f ir 10 T<>n are now sohl at $5.00
house.
The meeting was called to order
n Branch.
in Belfast
all st.o ;•
by Elliot Fernald, master <>!' tlie grange, fr*Thtoogi; :,. and
kets t<’ .5! point.- West ami Northand Hon. Amos M. Allen. Speaker Hoed’
west via ail rentes, for saie bv F. \. UU"Wi
\,
CKORiiKh KYANS.
private secretary, was made presiding Agent, Belfast.
Cenerai
Manager.
officer.
I F. K. Booth by, tlen'l Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
The speakers of the forenoon were Hon.
Portland, dune 10, 1807.
James A- Huberts of Norway,Prof. Woods
of the State College, Dr. J. W. Dearborn
>
Stare,.rd
percent. Nickel Steel
of Parsonstield, Judge George W. Hanson
of Bangor, Ralph Keay ami B. ( Jordan
ol the VY or Id. have no
A basket picnic was indulged
of Alfred.
in at the noon hour by the families of farmers from all over the county.
FIVE TUI PS A WEEK TO AND
Governor Powers arrived at '1 p. m. and
FROM BOSTON.
Models 40, 41 and 44, known everywhere and N.t't n«*
Edwin Wiggin of
was escorted by Hon.
superior except the 1MI7 < olumbhts,
Presque isle, Master of the State grange,
S60
and I)r. J. W. Dearborn.
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,
...
$65
Alter a speech by State Master Wiggin,
the governoi was introduced and made a
He said in substance:
brief address.
I am glad to meet and greet so many
farmers.
Maine farmers have nothing to
apologize for. It is her farmers that
1897 Models reduced from $75 to $50
Maine is indebted to for the proud position
which she occupies in the Union of States.
! Commencing Hondav, Sept. 0, 1897. steamers
There is no part of farm labor with are
Eipial to any bicycles made except Celumbias.
due to leave Belfast
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, Monwhich 1 am not familiar, and I am not
We ask experts to examine tliim piece b\ piece.
ashamed to have eaten bread earned by days and Fridays at about 2.30 i\ m., Tuesdays,
and
at
5
i*.
si.
Saturdays
Of the seven- Thursdays
the sweat of my own brow.
For Biicksport. W.nterport and Bangor at from
Other
$40, $30.
ty millions of people, Jl\000,000, are en- 7 to 8 a. m. on Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday morning.
gaged in agricultural pursuits.
SOME
SECOND-HAND
BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.
For Searsport and Hampden, Wednesdays and
“The
As Daniel Webster once said:
Sundays at about 8 a m.
farmers are God’s people.”
Agriculture
Columbia(.iuai..j;"ein.-.
(jE0. x REA[)
KKTURNING :
Belfast.
lies at the base of all industries, and withFrom Boston, at 5 r. m., every day except Sunout it all other industries must cease.
44 MAIN STREET.
I have traveled extensively in our own day and Thursday.
From Boston, via wav landings, except Hampcountry and have seen farms in every den and Searsport, Mondays and Fridays
at 1 1 a.
State in the Union, and L am free to m., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 i*. st.
I______
From
say that the comparison is very much in 2 i*. m., Hampden at 11.20 a. m., and Searsport at
Mondays and Fridays.
Our destiny is surely
favor of Maine.
CHAS. K. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
in the hands of the farmer.
Maine
CALVIN AUSTIN, (ien'l Supt., Boston.
faces the rising and not the setting sun. I
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston
see
that
all
can
now
the
think
day when
will
sit
uo
in
sackcloth
prosperity
longer
and ashes.
After giving the farmers some advice
Over \Thirtetn Milhous (
) lire luriirotur struts.
in regard to doing business, lie closed by
admonishing the farmers to see to it that
SPIilXIlFlIOl.H FlliK AKII SI \ It INK, (illANITK STATE Fll:i; INM'KAN. I Co.. Iiu \Sall property of the State shall bear a fair
AOCIATION OF l’lllI.ADKI.PlIlA, C'Al'lTOl. Kiln: IXMlIANll: Co.,
share of the burden of the State.
This was the first visit of the governor
National Kiick lNsriiANT'h Co., IIAIITFOIJII, Conn.
to the shire town of the county.
The
RISKS
DKS1RABLK
NVRITTKNi A'l'lCURRKNT
who
followed
the
speakers
governor were
RACKS.;?
m
cIT —
Commencing Hay 25. 1897. steamlion. C. IF Mattocks of Portland, and
'MmmmSttttC er Rockland, Capt M. L Abbott.
LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
TRAVELERS
Hon. B. W. McKeen of Norway.
While will leave Belfast at 8 o’clock a. M.,(or upon arrival of steamer from Boston) daily except Monthey were addressing the gathering the day,
TORNAINI INSCRANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, al lea rain, on I,..
amptablr.
governor held an informal reception in the
For Castine, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
OK MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
CORRESPONDENT
court room
and Brook!in, and when there are passengers will
stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOURHT AND SOLD.
RETURNING
LOANS NEOOTIATKD.
Will leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
REAL BSTATE. BOIOIIT ANO SOLD. EAPH'orre&pondenre Sollelied.
41tr
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston (except on Wednesdays and Fridays).
Through rates for passengers and freight to Bar
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constiHarbor and all landings on Mount Desert Island.
pation. sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
cured by Hood’s Tills.
They do their work
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Bo93ton

to-day

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

1897 Models.

Tibine,
ecjLial, S75.

1896 COLUMBIAS.

Hartford

Bicycles

Hartfords, $45,

AKent(

Fred Atwood,

SEDGWICK LINE.

Boston &

Winterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Bangor Steamship Co.

Liver Ills

GEO. F. MIES, «.D„D.D.S.,

Hood’s

easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
26 cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. T. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The only Till to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

P

Hi) I1

»

p

i

\Q

H
Ulllvi

plete, has

STEAM BOILER
about 25 H. P., with
A

all connections

The Nose and Throat.
No. Ji41>

Newbury Street,

com-

but little used by Belfast Coliseum Co. Call on
ASA b. HIGGS or
been

N. F. HUSTON,
Belfast, May e, 18U7.—18tf

(Near Corner

BOSTON.

of

Fairfieli.

Indian Paste.

I’sed by mechanics and house
keepers to remove
all kinds of stains from the hands without
injury
to the skin.

St.)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
Octo‘i3q 1806.—Iy45

PRICE 10c. PER TIMBLER

POOR & SON,

Druggists.
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Republican

j ^^"Man^er-

CHAB1.ES A. ril.sin RV.

John L.

complains

of the bad water in

It must be pretty bad to be objectionable for external use.

Bangor.

will

Tammany says it
publican candidate
New York.

for

lay Low
Mayor of

the ReGreater

There's millions in it"—for

shop

concern

have

a

Wool

has made

as

advance

an

Is that the

as
re-

Altgeld to McLean—“Why didn’t
warning by my fate and keep
gold bond out of sight?”
take

Was it the
Britain

that

of

“gold powers”

Great

Mulhall

statistician

sent

you
that

here to show that this is the most

country

in the world?

shall have gotten rid of that

particular devil.

and Ohio report extreme activity and interest in the fight which is to be made in
those States.

Tired, Weak, Nervous,
Than because of the work itself, Every
physician says so, and that the only remedy is in building up by taking a good
nerve tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. For the troubles
Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
work, nervousness, and impure blood,
cure

responsible for

by

the Wilson law is

the low wages which caus-

ed it.

fall.
would

York;

sheep which

flood

befell them under the Wilson

the

are

rvil

body

only pills

now

scarcely seem possible that anysuccessfully argue in favor of

could

currency made from metal whose value
has fallen over 25 per cent, in eighteen
mouths. Yet that is a fact as to silver.
On March "th of last year it was worth "0
cents an ounce in New York, now it is
worth 52 cents.
How it

to take

rMl IS with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

S

One year ago one ounce of silver
buy one bushel of wheat in New

would

The One True Blood Purifier.
$l ; six for $5.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Howell. Mass.

the 75 million dollars loss in the value of

that

it takes two ounces, and silver
is still falling and wheat still rising.
It

in

Sarsaparilla

The advance in the price of wool and
sheep will soon bring back to the farmers

is

it

as

the basis of the battle in every State
where there are important elections this

Hood’s

apparent it becomes that the reduc-

Remarkable

the silver cause should still have any life
left in it, it is a fact.
It is to be made

The more the coal strike is studied the

drop

left in the bucket.

warm, in fact. Parties arriving here from
New York, Nebraska, Kentucky, Iowa,

down,

thousands have found relief and

NORTHPORT

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Washington, D. C., Sept. 13, ISO".
The political campaigns in the various
States are warming up—growing very

Is never done, and it is especially wearing
and wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue,
it is more because of
this condition of the blood that women
are run

tion in the coal tariff

we

big

wheat in the past year.
sult of “scarcity,” too?

more

is that he is possessed by the devil. Very
likely. But when Kelley expiates his
crime

rkets.

No doubt the members of the firm

Kelley, the murderei of Cashier Stickney, states that the reason for his crime

War*

shouting about
foreign

has

failed with liabilities of one million dollars.

ma

prosperous

A New York bucket

not

that recent sale of American tin in

over

Tammany.

are

Our Washington Letter.

sume

that

is

to win

any party
battle with silver

a

can

now

as-

as

the

NEWS.

Striking

*

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Pattersou spent Sunday with friends in Lineolnville.

Mr. William Phillips of Knox has been
visiting friends here for the past few days.
Mrs. Evie Fernald of Somerville, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. A. E. Drinkwater.

Miss Helen Knight’s is teaching the Doyle
school, and Annie Rhoades the Woods’
school.
Leslie Deane will
ami

Joseph Heal

the grand jury,
the traverse jury from

serve on

on

this town.
Mrs.

William Doig and family left for
York Monday, having spent a delightful summer here.
New

Capt. Isaac Crockett, a former resident of
this town, is here from Massachusetts visiting relatives and friends.
Three houses in the back part of the town
were recently entered by burglars, but nothing of much value was taken.
Mrs.

T. H. Swain and

son

and Mrs. Emma

Leggett finished their stay here Wednesday
and returned to Glenridge, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Orcutt and daughter
Windsor returned home the first of the
week from a very pleasant visit to Mrs.
Elzora Brown.

By Deputy Sheriffs.

Your

Several of our citizens attended tie fair at
Monroe and reported a first rate time.

Oh

dear!

Perhaps we shall now see
the Professor running for Governor of
Maine ona platform of death to deer!

law.

chief issue in States where

of

law.

time siDce the close of the civil

no

“Because it is my deliberate judgment
that the prosperity of America is mainly

have the prospects of the Republican
party in the South been as bright as at

Yellow fever has made its appearance
in the .''outh.
As usual it was at first

due to its system of protective laws, I
urge that Germany has now reached the

present, after the large defections from
the Democratic party to populism and

called

point

where it is necessary to imitate the
tariff system of
the United States.”

the increased

''malarial fever,” but it is now
conceded that the unwelcome visitor is
the

called

John, sometimes [Bismarck.
Experience has

Bronze

genuine
Yellow

Jack.

Cough,

like a dog’s bark, is a sign that
there is something foreign
around which shouldn’t be
there- You can quiet the noise,
but the danger may be there
just the same. SCOTT’S
EMULSION of Cod-liver Oil
is not a cough specific; it does
not merely allay the symptoms
but it does give such strength
to the body that it is able to
throw off the disease.
You know the old proverb
of "the ounce of prevention ?”
Don’t neglect your cough. A
book which will tell you more
on the subject sent free on re-

tine: but it

ing fan prevent its
four weeks of

run

of twelve weeks—

increase,

four weeks wheu

the number of

cases

remains about the

same, and four weeks of decrease.
Mis.

Helen N.

Xatii ual

Packard attended the

Encampment,
in

and

letter

G. A. It., in Buffathe Springfield,

lo,
Mass., Eepublican gives a most interesting and spi ited account of the great palade.

a

“Xo other

body

of

men
on

on

earth

the mul-

titude that that procession did,” writes
this patriotic v oman.
Elsewhere she
-says:
Like the battle in the clouds, or Sherman's march to the sea, the parade of yesteiday is history to-day. Another decade
^ ill so decimate the ranks of the Grand
Army that a parade will be impossible.
Few of the thousands who witnessed the
pageant of yesterday will see another, but
this cue v' ill live long in the1 memories of
those who looked upon it, and the childieu of the living shield will receive an

impression they

forget.

can never

stockholders here the ventilation of
at:aiis of this concern may furnish food

our own workman.
Skilled workin Mexico get less than one-half the
wages paid in this country and get that in
“dollars” worth only 40 cents, thus re-

r

ilection,

nothing

if

more.

For ex-

imiple, the Opinion says:

ducing

percent, of the total vote in the State,
while they had 30 per cent, of it in
Georgia, 52 per cent, in West Virginia,

the real

that of our

earnings

own

to about one-fifth

the fall in silver is

due to scarcity of
But this very statement merely
strengthens the assertion of their opponents, who insist that the low price of
wheat was the result of pleuteousness

Very true, and it might be added that
unite as often the “insignificant percentThe Opinion
ages of cash” are wanting.
iiatura'dy endeavors to make as good a

possible for the local stockholders; but evidently thinks their manshowing
agement

as

was

and that

not

the

what it should have been,
management, after

later

the removal of

Mass.,

the concern

open to even
The issue now

was

criticism.

which is to be the

ceedings,

to

Lowell,

more

severe

raised,

and

subject

of court prois whether the Rockland stock-

holders shall be

compelled to pay the full
These men enpar value for their stock.
dorsed notes for the company last spring

to

the amount of

ly allowed the

mortgaged
halt

w

£15,000, and subsequentcompany’s plant to be

for £10,000, and only called

a

hen two months of business under

the management of Mr. Carlow involved
the company yet deeper and left a large
s>um

of money unaccounted for.”
the Opinion to say further:

This

moves

Whatever may be the legal liability of
the Rockland stockholders, they certainly
cannot be justly criticised for refusing to
furnish more money on this showing. The
Rockland men have enough to answer for
in connection with the management of the
company when it was in their hands; and
if all the allegations in regard to the way
the stock was placed on the market are
true, some of them are seriously comprotni d.
But it must be remembered that
at present these charges rest upon mere allegations, and ro proof whatever was adduced at the meeting on Friday.

Opinion wrell says:
please, that it was

In this connection the

Granting,

if you

votes

cheap production

and trans-

for

McKinley

in

been

increasing rapidly

Blaine.
The statistics of the cotton crop for
last year show it to have been S, 757,0(4
It has been sold for about

$350,-

than the total

more

volume of the greenback currency. This
is more than live times the value of the
annual silver product of the
country.
What

folly is it then for cotton-growers
to think that their prosperity
depends

upon “doing something for silver,” when
all the silver produced in the

country

bales!

buy

[X.

in five of their cotton
Y. World (Deni.)
one

Texas,

Republicans have
in numbers and

which, by constitutional proa
large disfranchisement

there is

of colored voters.

Democratic

would not

is

the

party, which is

The chief

growth
a

of

cause

the

of this

Populist

white man's party, and

has withdrawn

many voters from the
candidates without getting

many recruits from Republican ranks. In
no Presidential election since the close of
the civil
so

large

States

war
an

have the

Mr. McKin-

ley received 12 electoral votes in Kentucky, 8 in Maryland, and 0 in West Virginia, which, with 3 in Delaware, makes a
total of 20 in what was formerly the solid
In three States—North Carolina,
South.
Virginia and Tennessee, the contest between the Democrats and the Populists
on the one iiand and the Republicans on
the other was very close, and the severance of friendly political relations between the Democrats and the Populists in
these States makes
heretofore
York Sun

more

Republican
(Democratic.)

probable than

success.

[New

City

are

Pj;

are

at

H. Tootbaker and Miss Sadie Stevens
Dixmont are at Brown’s.

W.
of

Mrs. Albert Chick and family
Kidder cottage

on

Maple

are

at

the

street.

The Waquoit has several boarders to
main until the 20th of the month.

The Olive Pecker

will

is the

\V. M. Lincoln and F. A. Lincoln and
coign of vantage in
tight in New York family are at the Lincoln cottage.
this fall relates to the mayoralty, but it is
E. G. Steele and A. It. Kingsbury of Walfor a first mayor of the largest city in the
tham, Mass., are at the Shaw cottage.
United States and second largest city in
Mark Mendell has dug two wells at South
the world, and will decide whether or not Shore, for Messrs. Terrell and Smith.
Tammany Hall shall control Greater New
Charles Tibbetts and wife of Philadelphia
If Tammany gets control it will are in their cottage on Ruggles Park.
York.
greatly endanger Republican prospects in
Mrs. Charles Gray of Old Town is having
the State indefinitely.
Those opposed to extensive repairs made on her cottage.
Tammany and free silver must therefore
Mr. Cohan of Auburn and Miss Grace
combine on one good man.
By refusing Grierson are at the White Rock cottage.
to do so they give Greater New York and
Mrs. Jennie Meservey and Miss Emma
probably the State over to the Tammany- Paul of Morrill are at the Morrill cottage.
silver Democrats indefinitely.
Mr. Harry Thompson and daughter of
There is good reason to hope that the North Searsmont are at the Walls
cottage,
party in Maryland will fall into line, now
Stevens and Terrell are making great imthat the factional fight in the Republican
provements to their premises on the South
ranks is over, and with the aid of the gold Shore.

Gorman’s free-silver

erally

conceded

leanings and the genopinion that he would

vote for free silver in the

senate, the

sound-money Democrats throughout the
are ready to again co-operate with
! the Republicans, as are also, of course,
I

; State

j

all the anti-Gorman men, to secure his defeat.

Generally speaking,
I

to

|

The

the drift all seems

be in the direction of

people

ites made

see
a

that

Republicanism.
Bryan and the silver-

deliberate effort to deceive

last year, and many of those who
voted for him will have nothing further

them
to

do

with silver.

leaders

are

ing

an

active

are

out

But the Democratic

when the trial comes off in Boston it \v
as exc.t-.ng as that of the Herher
ler in which Mate tiraui figured. T
son, the steward, was the murderer,
apparently, will he established w
much trouble upon the confession
but the fact that the crew were all, -.*■
ing to the statements coming from
America now, concerned in the niunh
ing drawn lots as to who should do
them in a certain degree accompli-

quite

Winchenbach and wife and A. M.
are at the Morrill cottage for the week.
Lewis

Daggett of Morrill

Robert Brown, wife and son are visiting
Mrs. Brown’s mother, Mrs. Gray, at her cottage on Ruggles Park.
F. A. Gilkey has built a seawall, graded
his lot and made other improvements at his
place on the South Shore.

Capt. Trueworthy has been out every day
past week with his yacht, the Hattie C.
Mehan, with large parties.

the

“still hunt” for votes whose

the Ferguson cottage until October
1st, when they will return to Jacksonville,
Fla., for the winter.

main at

result may surprise the Republicans, unSecret Societies.
apprehend not the slightest trouble,”
less they are wide awake and working to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles French, Mr
and
said Senator Foraker, “in carrying the
The fifth annual meeting of the Grand arouse every man and push him enthusiMrs. Pettee, Mr. and Mrs. Colson, Eben
State of Ohio for the Republican
party. Chapter of Maine, Order of the Eastern Star, astically into the fight. The tide is nowBunker, Clyde Pettee, Lester French and
The business revival and report of good was held in Auburn
all running in the right direction, but this
Sept. 9th.
Clara Pettee are at the Buttercup.
times from all over that section of the
District Deputy 0. W. Sims of Hallowell very evidence of prospective victory is
Mrs. Baldwin and Mrs. Grant will remain
country has helped our cause wonderful- visited Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., last liable to lead to over-confidence on the in the Clinton
cottage until the 20th of this
and
or
of
the
the
work
at
least
some
of
and
we
to
believe
it
exemplified
ly,
part
Republicans,
has, and think Thursday evening
month. Mrs. Baldwin has bought a lot at
of the workman degree.
it will aid us iu sweeping the State.
allow dissensions to arise which will pre- Shore Acres and will build a
cottage this
“The Republican party will not carry
Maj. Francis H. Welch of this city will go vent a solid frout against the enemy.
fall.
V. A. Simmons, wife and daughter, DanOhio, however, by the large majorities of to Waterville next Wednesday to serve on
the past, for instance, like in 1895, when tae auditing committee of the Brigade aciel Graves and wife of Searsmont, Robert
Transfers
in
Estate.
Real
counts of the Uniform Rank, Knights of
Graves and wife of Smithtield and C. B.
our majority ran away up above
100,000.
Pythias.
We will carry
The following transfers in real estate were Ring and wife of Moutvilie are at the Walkthe State by a good
The Maine Government of the United
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds er cottage.
margin, I believe, but you understand Order of
Independent Odd Ladies, convened for the week ending Sept. 15, 1S‘.»7: Daniel
The following party is at the Fuller cotthe issues and conditions have changin Portland Sept. 8th.
After a banquet, W.
Prouty, et al., Worcester, to F. S. Frank, tage: Mrs. Bean and son Walter, Mark
ed a great deal during the last few
served at 6 30 p. in., to 200 ladies, the sesland in Islesboro. Mary B. WebMesser, Mrs. Fred Waterhouse and daughyears.
Then, being the party in power, sions of the Board of Government were held. Bangor;
ber, Chelsea, Mass., to Frank W. Webber, ter Nora, and Mrs. Yolney Thompson, all of
we will, of course, have to answer for a
The degree of Past Lady was conferred on
Searsport; land and buildings in Searsport, Centre Montville.
lot of supposed sins, as is always the case. two candidates.
Evelena C. Moody, Belfast, to Martha H.

opening of
speech in

the

campaign,

Cincinnati

and make

next

a

Saturday

night.”

The high court of Maine, Independent
Order of Foresters, met in Portland Sept.
9th, Rev. C. F. Andrews of Old Town, H. C.
About 80 were present out of
entitled to seats in the court. The high
chief ranger, in his address, advocated holding the high court only once in two years.
In 1895 the membership was 1000, represent-

R., presiding.

The Senator is

in excellent health at

present, and declares that lie feels fully
capable of taking an active part in the
coming campaign. [Washington Post.
The

Populists in the Farmers’ National
Congress were badly defeated during its
sessions.
“Calamity” Weller of Iowa

108

The present membership is
about 2,385. The high secretary’s report
covered the work of the high court for two
years. The total number of courts is 09, gain
in membership 1,287.

ing

35 courts.

State.

On

a

call of States

a

three-to-one

Maine

as

the tourist travel?

[Francis Wig-

Ferguson,
buildings

Winchester, Mass.;

land

and

in Belfast.
Hulda A. Fifield,
Manchester, Me., to Geo. S. Lowell, Montville; land and buildings in Liberty. Geo.
S. Lowell, to Sophronia A. Skinner, Boston ;
land in Liberty. Katie G. Small, et ah,
Nashua, N. H ,to Albert R. Crosby, Boston;
land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Wm. T. Rogers, Belfast, to Joseph Estes,
do.; land in Belfast. W. C. Knowles, Jackson, to S. P. Larrabee, Unity ; land in Unity.
A. E. Nickerson, Swanville to Harriet C.
Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in Swau-

Julia Cuddy, Portland,
Foley, Winterport; land and
Winterport. James H. Foley
Foley, Winterport;| land and

ville.

to

James H.

buildings
to Mary A*
buildings in
Winterport. James Bryant et als., East
Vassalboro, to Ellen M. Small, Freedom;
land in Freedom. Orrisou E. French, Liucolnville, to Phebe J. French, do.; land and
buildings in Liucolnville. Henry A. Waterman, Nortbport, to Emmagene S. Waterman, do.; land in Nortbport.
in

Esq., of Houlton.
majority against the resolution was de- gin,
What has the city done and what should
Another
financial
resolution
veloped.
it do for the country ? [Prof. W. W. Stetson
News of the Oranges.
was similarly disposed of after a
short of Auburn.
What has the country done and what
discussion to avoid filibustering, which should it do for the city? [Hon. Charles F.
Seaside Grange has an interesting program
had been resorted to by tlie Populists. Libby of Portland.
in preparation for next Saturday evening,
General discussion.
Later in tlie day the Populists were again
including a paper on Alaska by M. C. Hill,
“turned down”
the final report of the
Resolutions
Committee on Resolutions.
on

were

adopted commending the Secretary

Judge Black, at San Francisco, Tuesday
decided the Aagus-Craven case in favor of
the plaintiffs, the heirs of the late Senator
Fair.

and one on “Ought the sisters to keep silence
in the Granges” by W. P. Thompson. There
will be a harvest feast Sept. 25th.

Landlord Danforth of the Northport Hotel
left Saturday for Bangor, after thoroughly
cleauing the house from cellar to garret, and
putting everything in order for another season.
The hotel has had an excellent run of

patronage

this year.

Special Message

to

Men.

When the desolating fact of impaired vigor
comes home to men the force of the blow is
crushing. They know themselves inferior to
their fellows, and they shrink from companTheir ambition is gone, and hope
When hope vanishes despair takes
All this is without warrant, for
its place.
these men can be cured. Dr. Greene, the
famous specialist in men’s diseases, has
found the remedies that restore vitality in
and
build
remedies
men.
These
up
strengthen, and thousands of men w'alk the

ionship.
with it.

the charges very greatly

j

greeting.

Time has brought some changes: to some
the day lias been long and they have fallen
asleep like tired children. If we miss their
presence we would not awaken them for w»know that “He givetli His beloved sleep
Others of us are “waiting until the shadows
are a little longer grown,” when we, t
will feel the need of rest. Indeed, we ail
look forward to that reunion in which
neither distance nor time will separate us
a reunion unto eternity.
The day may he
long to some, but t.ie night will surely ivnie
and rest and peace to all His children.
Had we the magician’s wand we would
have you all in Golden Gate Park in San
Francisco to celebrate this reunion, t think
it is one. of the most beautiful spots on earth
with its lawns and artistic dower beds. In
our mild climate
every plant and dower
will

grow ami

thrive,

have both spared

ami

nature

and

art

make this
garden veritable paradise. Put, failing the
mystic power, you will nut be with us.
We would be so glad to be with you really in person, but we did not think it best, to
take such a long trip this summer. \\ h took
a shorter one during the month of July into
Oregon and Washington. The climate
there is quite different from that of California. It rams during the summer as it
does in Maine. When we picked wild berries and gathered hazel nuts and enjoyed
the summer showers we felt as though we
were m Maine again.
Times are better here now than they have
been for the past few years. Grain and hay
and other farm products are bringing better
prices; when the farmers make money the
country seems to go all right. The mining
excitements are taking a great many people
to Alaska from California; main others
have gone to the northern counties of this
State where there seems to he a boom on a.
count of the newly discovered gold mines.
Now, dear friends, we hope the day will
be pleasant, and ail who come will g< twav
feeling that the time was well spent. \V>
hope that when you gather around the table
to hold a pleasant conservation ami to recall the days that are past, you will imagine
you are boys and girls again with Frank
and Sarah among you. You may be assured
that ou that day we will n<*t forget \— We
would so much like to see you aii iml spend
a month on tin* Camp Ground.
Ther** never
will be any dearer spot
me than Maiim. I
love its hills, its grassy kn-*ys, its, e..o!
I remember the
spring water. How w.
no

means

LEADS THEM ALL

to

a

spring

we

used to drink from

oil

oar

way

home from gathering blackberries. N watvr
has ever tasted so pure and del m nis.
H tpMrs. Robert Emery of New York lias de- ; py days of childhood I
The people who came from Main ho! I a
eided to build this fall and has engaged H.
picnic here every year ami it is very pie.isJ. Morrison of Belfast to do the work.
aut to see with what loving remembrance
they esteem the laud of their birth
The season at the Camp Ground this seaWith many kind and loving thoughts we
son
continues much longer than usual. will say good bye.
S. J Cross,

were open Sept. 12th.
asleep. They are conduct- Thirty-sevenc ottages
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Kennedy will reand vigilant campaign, and

“I

“I will be in Ohio in time to be at the

Dear Friends: In imagination I am with
you at you at your reunion; I reach across
mountains and plains to clasp hands with
you; J gaze with far seeing eyes over all
that is grand and beautiful between California and Maine: f see familiar faces, and
hear familiar voices giving us a cordial

not

on a

Tragedy

—

re-

Young is at her cottage and Capt.
join her here this week.

Mrs.

Young

i Democrats and the anti-Gorman men win
in the fight for the legislature.
Owing to

electoral vote in the Southern

they did last year.

as

j
|

Republicans polled

proper to capitalize the company for
£250,000, and to take a third of the stock, introduced a resolution for a restoration
State Board of Trade.
payiDg a few cents on the dollar them- of free coinage of silver. This was reselves, and selling the remainder at par, ported unfavorably and rejected. Then
The State Board of Trade is in session at
they should have realized that they were came a resolution
favoring the prohibition Ellsworth this week. The banquet was to
a. sumiug some moral, as well as legal
of “private monopoly in public necessi- take place last evening, and the business
and financial, responsibility as well.
discussion of topics to-day,
ties,” even to the extent of the exercise meeting and
The program is as follows:
of the right of eminent domain and the Sept. l(3th.
The 19th flaine Reunion.
What other one thing contributes so much
acquirement of such necessities by the to the material interest of the State of
annual reunion of the survivors of

Tlie
the 19th Maine Regiment, at Windermere
Park, Unity, Sept. 14th, was attended by a
large number of the members of the associaThe morning session was devoted to
tion
an informal reception of the visitors and to
renewing old friendships. The first business meeting was called at 2 p. m., when
the reports were read and the officers for
the coming year elected. The officers were:
President, E. W. Ellis, Belfast; vice president, Israel A. Gardner, Belfast; secretary,
Silas Adams, Waterville; chaplain, J. I).
Emerson, Skowhegan. It was voted to hold
the next reunion August 25,1898, at Belfast.

New York

are

the State contest. The

exception of two, South Carolina and Misin

over-confident.

not

influence in all the States, particularly in
those on the southern border, with the

cious and momentous result is that never
before in the history of the world has

something

45

1802, 81,000.

change

enjoyed, education acquired,
and independence secured by so large a
majority of the total population as the
United .state of America.”
[James G.

and Hobart in

The fact is that the

“The benefit of protection goes first
men who earn their bread
in the sweat of their faces.
The auspiand last to the

or

polled

State in which the Republican vote in
1880 was only 57,000; in 1888, 88,000, and

sisippi,
vision,

portation.

000,000,

have

their

at

are

Hannah Webster and Miss White
the J). C. cottage.

Mrs. J. H. Snow and Mrs. Adams
their cottage on the Square.
F. O. Smith ami family of Belfast
their cottage on South Shore.

of

goes without saying that the Republicans
will sweep the State now that they have
the enemy on the run, providing they are

a

wheat.

with

should

Miss

platform and are
trying to get away from it when, within
two months after its adoption, the metal
ashamed

will not let their opponents get away from
the issue which the}’ have made.
It also

4G per cent, in Virginia, and 47 per cent,
in North Carolina, besides polling 107,000

workmen.

The wheat question is a hard one for the
silver patriots to explain.
They are now
saying the advance in wheat in the face of

coupled

Republicans

J. M. Smith and wife of Newburgh
Brown’s for the week.
still at

which it advocates as money declined 15
It goes without saying, howper cent.
ever, that the Republicans of the State

politics it must seem somewhat surprising that Kentucky and Maryland, two Democratic strongholds, should
have Republican Governors, aud that in
Tennessee at the last Presidential election

bales.

The assignment of large blocks of
suuck to the Rockland men on the payincut of insignificant percentages of cash
may he criticised; but it is not. an uncommon thing in the promotion of
corporate
business enterprises.

of

the

no

for

south

To the student

men

comfort been

The Rockland Opinion of last week devoted about three columns of space to
tie aft airs of the Red beal Remedy Com] any; and wliRe, fortunately, there are

manufac-

that of

to

could have the electrial effect

in the

worth in the New

was

Generali) (01>

RTlie new account of the Olive 1
tragedy in which the captain and m if
murdered, as told in the dispatch—
New York, apparently makes it cert a

of

Small wonder then that the Democrats
are

of American

With the Mexican dollar worth only 40
spread of this dread disprevented by a strict quaran- cents, the lot of the workingman in that
it once gains a foothold nothcountry does not compare favorably with

be

tures

development of
principal States

of silver

could not

York markets 00.6 cents, and it is now
worth but 52 cents and still going down.

war

Mason and Dixon's line.

shown that the
ease can

ounce

an

At

they

Their Action

demned.
The strike situation reached a terr
crisis on the outskirts of Latimer, Pa
Friday afternoon, when a hand of <1.
sheriffs tired into an infuriated
miners, killing 20 and wounding 4" <>>
some of them fatal I y. It was an awfui
Nothing happened like it even in a!! t he g
Carnegie strike at Homestead, in spit!
the feeling that was caused. The bad f>
between the officials and miners ma.\
had something to do with it. The ;o
ail say that some one struck the slno
fore the shooting had begun; also tl
riot act had her n plainly read to the in*
they were ordered to disperse. But the si
declares he ordered no volleys. Tin*
were defving law when they refused
tire, and undoubtedly under the law
sheriff' and ’:is men had the technical
p
to shoot w Inch they employed. But tin
nut have grounds for wholesale murd
feeling of horror ensues. Some meanhave been taken by which the sla
would not have been so dreadful.

quest.
Agriculture for his efforts in behalf of win on that issue a year ago, is hard to
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emul
Bid Mr. Bryan demand that SI,500 he the dairy industry; favoring Government understand.
•ion of Cod-liver Oil. Put up in 50
On last Presidential election
is to get for his Ohio speech in “gold inspection and grading of butter for ex- day silver was worth 05.7.
cts. and $1.00 sizes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reed, Miss Carrie
To-day it is
coin of present standard weight and fine- port, and the reduction of official salaries; worth 51 cents, a fall of over 20 per cent.
Cleveland and maid closed their summer
SCOTT & BOWNE, New York
complicate
ness'?”
That is the habit of his masters; providing for a committee to report a plan If the Democrats could not carry Ohio, outing here last Monday and returned to
back:’
N. J.
the
for
States
Glenridge,
between
for
not
too?
co-operation
why
Bryan,
Kentucky, Iowa, Maryland, or New York
NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND.
the prevention of the spread of contagious on the silver issue in
“The business boom is growing. EveryCross and Jackson Family Reunion.
November, 1S9G,
Miss Etta Dickey is at Shadyside
Reso- with their
Professor Wilson does no seem to be diseases among domestic animals.
From
cottage.
thing looks better and better.
proposed dollar worth 51 cents,
Our Morrill correspondent writes “The
Miles Pease and sou are painting their cotNew York, the great distributing centre much in demand as a campaign orator lutions introduced by Mr. Loucks favor- how can
they expect to win this fall with
Cross and Jackson family reunion, held at
of American trade, the reports are en- among the Democrats this year.
Ilis ing the income tax, Government control a dollar worth only 40 cents? Yet
the Grange hall last Thursday, Sept. Pth
they tage.
The Frisbee family are still at the Hazel- was a success. More than ‘20o were
couraging in the extreme.” Thus opens name is a little too suggestive of the re- of telegraph and telephone, the prohibi- are going into the fight for it everywhere,
present.
tion of corporate ownership of land for
an cditoiial in the Boston Herald, erstcent bitter experiences of the workingQuite a literary program was carried out and
though there are signs of weakening in wood.
the social feature was very much enjoyed, all
while the champion of Cleveland’s free men and farmers of this country.
A. C. Currier and wife are still at the Tutspeculative purposes, and the initiative spots.
of which will he duly reported by their
trade policy.
tle cottage.
and referendum had been turned down
The Democrats, it seems, from reports
Mrs. D. Howard is still at her cottage on special correspondent." The expected reOne remarkable development of the in committee, and Mr. Loucks had made
received, are trying to run away from
I’M f. L. C. Bateman writes from Head
port l;as not arrived, but we have been rea
minority report in each case. He was their platform made but a short two Park Row.
Elver that the farmers are up in arms opening months of the new tariff law is
quested to publish the following letter,
allowed to speak in support of each of the
the
with
is
which
it
Mr.
the
law
Cross
and
deer
and
are
are
at
their
general
gratification
family
mouths since.
This action, however, is
against
protecting
cottage which was received too late to be read at
hound to be heard.
“If they cannot have accepted irrespective of party.
oil Griffin street.
Even the resolutions, and then the congress over- not to be wondered at in view of the
fact
the reunion.
a hearing through the legislature and the
its
committee.
Democrats are omitting the usual talk whelmingly sustained
that silver has fallen 15 per cent, in value JSMrs. J. D. Tucker of Belfast is at her cotdll E. 2Nth, St., Oakland, C vlie.
foes-, they will be quite likely to have it
about increase in prices under the new [New York World.
September 1, 1SP7.
tage on Broadway.
even in that short space of time. July 10th
at the polls.”
Alaska cost the United Mates $7,400,000.
At compound interest for twenty
years, this means Alaska has cost $44,417,;>.00
It is time we were getting a little
gold back. [Atchison Globe.
What do you want of "a little gold

Miners Shot Down

Brackett

Family Reunion.

The annual rePortland, Me., Sept.
of the Brackett family was held yesterday with 100 present C. G. Brackett,

Masonic Temple, Belfast,

HEATERS
RADIATOF

~

HOT WATER OB STE.

BEST FOR ECONOMY-ffflCIENCY-DI'
11

curneyffeaterm

163 1 ranltlin Street.

corner

i-

Cotures's

Dr.W. LAW

t

union
vice

president,

presided.

Miss

Maude

Brackett of Pittsfield played a very pleasing
was followed by words

VETERINARY SURGE*

piano solo, which
of welcome by the

Graduate and Medalist Ontari
vice president.
Letters were read by the secretary, Miss
ary College,
Florence Brackett, from Capt. C. C. Rollins
Wishes r.• announce *,» the people f
of Chelsea, Mass., and Mrs. Edward S.
Goodwin of South Berwick, Me. Then Miss vicinity that lie has opened an r?;
.,ud is pr«
Ethelyn Brackett of Newport entertained ot the Belfast Livery (
the audience with a reading, “The Storm,'' all diseases of the 1 i.*•
-ji.•
after which the carefully prepared report of
scientific and humane principle-.
the secretary was read. Remarks were
made by Rev. David Brackett of Brooks,
James Brackett of East Corinth and Gilman Brackett of Portland.
The otlicers for the ensuing year are C.
D. Bowman of Pittsfield, pres.; C.G. Brackett of Newport, vice pres.; Miss Mary C
Bowman of Pittsfield, sec.; C. G. Brackett !
L. A. Clement, P. S. Brown. Mrs. H .1
s >o
Hstablished in
Brackett, Mrs. Angelina Brackett, Mrs. K. 1
J. Bean and Mrs. L. A. Clement, < ommittee j CAPITAL
STOCK,
$150,000
of arrangements.
Gilman Brackett, having pri cured the
SURPLUS,
$33.00o;
Brackett coat of arms, presented it to the
Association, and it was proposed that at
l>KPOSI I > so*
some future time badges bearing the coat of
arms lie obtained.
The invitation extended
by C. B. Brackett to hold the 70th reunion Safe
deposit boxes for rent at .f3
in 1808 at his home in Newport was accepted.
$s a year.
It is expected that Hon. Thomas Brackett
Reed will attend the reunion of isos.
Our new vault is unequaled n. 1
ami UNEXCELLED
Sick-poison is a poison which makes you
The and burglary iu the country,
It comes from the stomach.
sick.
Stomach makes it out of undigested food.
Those rentiinr boxes i.m haw
The blood gets it and taints the whole
privilege of takim; their boxes t
body with it. That's the way of it.
Tiie way to he rid of it is to look after vault.
■

=

your digeatiou.
If your food is all properly digested, there
will be none left in the stomach to make sickpoison out of.
If your stomach is too weak to see to this
properly by itself, help it along with a few
doses of Shaker Digestive Cordial.
That’s the cure of it.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is a delicious,
healthful, tonic cordial, made of pure medicinal plants, herbs and wine.

It positively

cures

vents the formation of
At druggists. Trial

indigestion and
sick-poison.

bottles

pre-

10 cents.

Subjects for Discussion.
earth to-day who have been permanently restored to vigorous manhood by their use.
The Maine W. C. T. U. holds its next
Weakness vanishes, hope and ambition re- I State convention in Bath the latter part of
field
turn, and the patient is truly a new man. ! this month. An exceptionally inviting
for the promulgation of W. C. T. l\ docDr. Greeue’s glorious discoveries are the
trine as to marriage, divorce, and other sosafeguard of many thousand homes to-day. cial problems. The decision of Judge WhiteHis wonderful Nervura alone has made him house as to the custody of the Roberts’
famous. You may consult Dr. Greene at twins and the various details of the recent
his office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., or chapter of unsavory scandal in the shipping
w'rite to him, and there will be absolutely city is sure to furnish the talking women of
no
charge for consultation or advice in the convention with fertile and interesting
either case, whether you call or write. The themes for discourse and resolution. Nothin recent
system of treatment by mail is perfect, and ing like it lias occurred in Maine
is absolutely confidential.
[Bridgton News.
years, to say the least.

=

_,

oil

Hay horse six years old, stands
weighs 117”* pounds. Kxtra drivi
perfectly sound and smooth, no tu
the stable and safe lor a lady to .0
chance for somebody to obtain a 1
horse at a low price.

MRS. Cl. F. STOx
High Street.

lw37*

E. H DURGIN, M P-

Fitting
the

of Glasses and Dise

Eye

and Ear

Office hours until

Specif

a

a

From 12.30 to 3 and

SEAHSPORT,
Telephone Cox'-

<.

m

7 K

f

OF BELFAST.
-m
^
Jlome has receivedja contribu:roin the Givers and Gleaners of

NEWS

rhl

j
j

filth Maine reunion badge lias
iud left at The Journal office,
wner can obtain it.
from
Belfast and
•nded the reunion of the Niue-

reunion at

will he

re-

of

wledges

requested

to

be present.

Mr. C. R. Coombs is laying a substantial
covered drain through the centre of bis lot

dinner.
,>urer

are

that all members be present.

all-day session,

an

Capt. Evander L. French, Belfast, has been
granted an additional pension.

Helping Hand Circle, King’s Daughters,
last Monday evening with Mrs. Maria
Maeomber. Next Monday they will meet
with Mrs. Mary A. Coombs.
It is desired

hie Grange Hall, Sept. 30th,
'i< rs of the family are invited to
It

The next regular meeting of Thomas H.
Marshall W. R. C. will be Sept. 17tli, at 2 p.
m.
There will be business and work of im-

met

Unity Tuesday.

hold their annual

will

Monday for

portance and all

delegation

imily

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Sept,
11, 1897: Gentlemen—J. S. Glidden, B. C.
Nickerson, W. W. Ormsbee.

north of the residence
of N. E. Keene.
It starts opposite the culvert under the avenue and will greatly aul
the drainage in that section.
on

the Belfast Humane Sothe receipt of $83.10, the

j

Northport

avenue,

entertainment recently given
society under the aus- i S>‘h. Fairy Forest arrived Saturday with
mmittee of ladies.
70 barrels of lierriug caught off Swan’s Isdepartment of the Eastern State I land. Capt. Smith will make some slight
iiigor the following first premiums ! repairs to the vessel here and then go to
au

tit of the

rdril to Hart L. Woodcock of this
oil painting, “Still Life:" oil
professional: display of water

-•

Burgess capsized a skiff Tuesn while landing from the yacht
ff‘ Webster’s landing.
He was
th no more serious results than

v

ith.

Libby’s farm

Waterville
r there will be 1,0(» sheep, which
:ght for the expected rise iu wool
Mr. Libby says he has stored
I. C.

the

t-husetts

by any

:-.i

iu

largest

amount

of

individual In the

one

believer that its price
than double in the next year,
1 mean a fortune for him.

iad is

firm

a

Thompson, R

Duuton. D. B
'h. W. 11. McLellan and Charles
F.

Wiuterport Saturday to atiring ou the case of Chandler R.
the Wiuterport Water Co. The
appeal from the decision of the
to

at

.a

uimissi ners. Mr. McLellan is atMeirili. Mr. Baker a witness, and
a committee appointed by the S.
hear the case.

■

.hie County Teachers' Association
;
u
Belfast Friday, October 8th.
is not. fully arranged, but
mam
at educators from abroad will be
ad deliver addresses.
Dinner will

visiting delegates.

r,»

Au arrange-

made for an excursion at low
Frankfort and other river ports
•r to Belfast and return after the
be

I

Portland or Gloucester to sell his fish. He
expects to fit out again for lierriug fishing at
Wood Island.
Steamer Notes. The mail on the Bos& Bangor steamers was continued one
week longer than was at first announced.
The last mail for the season was brought
from Bostou yesterday on the PenobscotSteamer Rockland will be withdrawn from
ton

the Belfast and Brooklin route on her arrival in Belfast Saturday afternoon, Sept. 18th.
The citizens of Belfast will be pleased to
learn that the Hon. W. W. Stetson, State
Superintendent of Schools, will deliver a
lecture in the Methodist Episcopal Church
Admission
on Tuesday evening, Sept. 28th.
to members of the public schools 10 cents;
others,.25 cents. Mr. Stetson is o ue of the
finest speakers in the State and everyone
should hear him.
live stock from Belfast the
Shipments
past week were not large but were varied.
John Carr shipped a 000-pound hog, and
Libby Bros, a half a dozen cows, by rail
Saturday. James H. Cunningham sent a
shipment of cows and calves to Boston by
steamer Monday, anti L. C. Putnam sent a
crate of handsome Brown Leghorn chicks
to Malden, Mass. A number of crates of
fowls from other parties went by the same
boat.
of

The Central Maine Association of Young
People’s Christian Unions, bringing delegates from Gardiner, Hallowed, Augusta,

Mis. Charles W. Coombs went to
Rockland
a short visit.

John H. Wright of Hope made a
brief call
on friends in Belfast the first of
the week.

Capt. Charles Baker went to Boston Tuesday night to consult physicians.
and Mrs. G. A. Collins of Salem
Mass., are visiting Miss Fannie Welch.
L. T. Shales has made noticeable
repairs
and improvements to his storehouse on
the
wharf.
Mr.

Everett E. Worthing and family of
Augusare visiting Mr. W.’s
sister, Mrs. E. L.
Smith.
ta

Col. L. D. Carver of Rockland was in
town yesterday, on his
way to Unity to attend the reunion of the Fourth Maine.
G. F. Stockham, High street,
Belfast,
family horse for sale_Great bargains this week at the jewelry store of Chase
& Doak.
Mrs.

offers

a

Mr, H. L. Woodcock is now at home and
bis studio in the Savings Bank
building will
be open uutil December, morning and afternoon.
The public are invited to inspect his
the past season, in Europe and at
Criehaven.
work of

A gentleman who is interested in cemetery work visited Grove cemetery last week,
and after looking the place over remarked to
one of our citizens: "The State cf Maine
hasn’t a better kept cemetery than this
one.”

Notes

of

the

\V.

C.

T.

U.

The State convention opens at Bath,
Sept.
28th, Miss Agnes Slack of England, See’y

of the World’s W. C. T. I’., and Mrs. Helen
M. Rarker uf Chicago, National
Treasurer,
will be present. It is
hoped that every
Union will be represented.
the last meeting of the Belfast W.
U. officers were chosen for tilt coming
as follows.
Pres., Mrs. A. E. Clark:
Sec., Miss A. A. Hicks; Re/. Sec., Mrs.
At

C. T.
year

Cor.
S. G.

<

good weather all the way. She
o
r>
t 10 o’clock in the evening.
k a party of about forty on a
They left here about 4 iu
u .ud risked in the night a short
east of Monroe’s Island, arriving
a
m
Saturday. The catch was
'T.t all the
excursionists report
good time... .The Castine took an
from Camden to Green’s Landing

■I;

This, Thursday, evening she
the Sons of Veterans from Bangor
attend a dance. Next Sun-1
will make an excursion from BelS. anesville.
>rt

to

1te.m>

The sell. P. M Bonnie
her regular packet business befast ami Yinalhaven.
Capt. Bur-

'•

med
n--

ight

a carg > of hay and produce
week and sailed Saturday_Soli.

Holmes arrived Thursday afternoon
Boston with general cargo.... Sch.
N. Pickering sailed Sept. 9th for
[Hand to load stone. f-*r New York.
schooners Gazelle and Gen. Grant,
port last Thursday are said by seapcople to be the only vessels of their
the

United States.

They

are a cross

coasting schooner and a
round bows, fiat bottoms, narrow'
and scow sterns, with the rudders
outside. Tlmy are great carriers for
/.e, and are not bad sailers. The Gazwned iu Belfast by Fred A. Xnowlml others, and commanded by Capt.
■ael C. Rich, and the Gen. Grant, is owni commanded by Capt. Win. F. Kellar
•u a common

with

“sboro-The stevedores had serious
e
Saturday in putting large blocks of
'e aboard sch. M. C. Moseley
loading
Railroad wharf for New York. Iu the
on some of the gearing parted and a
of granite fell through the deck and
-e
afternoon a similar accident let a
ri fall iuto the hold.
Two deck beams
broken, hanging knees wrere torn from
places and the keelson and sheathing

•<’..Schs.

Geo.

B.

Ferguson

and

Davis arrived Saturday, light,
Portland. The Ferguson went to BanL.

inday,

to

load

staves for

Eddyville.

Davis will load lumber at Bangor for
York....Sch. Nevada arrived from
iiid Monday with corn for Swan &
Co.
She broke her main boom in
She will load
g while on the passage.

the
is

same help as last
finishing his house

the outside, which makes a notable improvement.... School began Monday in the
Mason mills district with Miss Mamie
Woodbury as teacher. We predict a very
profitable school, as she has taught several
terms with splendid success and is a favorite
with all the scholars-Mrs Spencer, who
has been visiting her granddaughter, Mrs.
James A. Nickersou, returned home Tuesday. .E. 1’. Michaels has been on the sick
list for the past week, but is again able to
resume work.
on

the crew here-Conductor Emery W. Cook
of the mixed train on the Belfast branch was
off duty last week on account of the illness
and death of his mother. He returned to
duty Tuesday morning. William McTaggart
was in charge of the train
during his absence.
-The engine of the passenger train was
in the repair shop at Watervilleseveral days
the past week for repairs, including new
trucks for the tender and other matters.
The engine of the mixed train was also off
for a few days for repairs_It is reported
that the fall arrangement of trains will go
into effect Oct. 3d.
First Maine Cavalry. The annual reunion of the First Maine Cavalry Association will be held in Belfast
Wednesday,
Sept. 29th. The Grand Army will give the
boys a clam bake on the shore during the
day, and the Relief Cor[ s will serve a banquet in Memorial Hall in the evening. Gen.
C. P. Cilley of Rockland, corresponding secretary, has issued a call in which he says:
Comrades are urged to be present with
their wives and families. They are also desired to reply to this invitation, if unable to
be present, and inform the association concerning any and all facts of interest and
good fellowship. Half fares on Maine Central and Bangor & Aroostook railroads and
Boston boats.
Bound volumes of the Bugle
from July ’90 to Oct. '92, '93, ’94 and ’93, can
be exchanged for the issues of those vears
for

price of binding. Comrades’ are
urged to bring their issues and obtain the
the

Bangor for Boston-The Boston
Monday says: “Under the shears

lake’s wharf is the four-masted schooner
Brothers, Capt. Snow, which arrived
several days ago from Washington with

The Maine Mdsic Festivals. Choice of
for patron tickets for the course will be
sold at auction at the City Hall in

"■r

at
of

mg

tons of coal.

seats

on

Bangor
m. sharp;

Chase, Manager, Auburn, Maine,
Capt. Geo. A. and sent so as to be received four days prehols of the Bath, Me., ship Abner Co- vious to the advertised auction
sale. Seats
ni, died at sea from fearful injuries re- unsold at the conclusion of the
auction sale
ed during a gale.
First Mate M. L. can he obtained at M. H. Andrews’ music
Tk assumed command.
Capt. Nichols was store in Bangor, on Friday morning, Sepiriedatsea-Sch. James Holmes loaded tember 24th, and at
Cressey, Jones &
from A. M. Carter and F. G. White and
Allen’s, in Portland, on Tuesday morning,
ed Tuesday-Sch. Willie L. Newton is
September 28tli ,aud at these places therepairing at Carter & Co.’s. She will be after until the opening day of the
Festival,
lied out on the railway for re-caiking, when all trickets will
be on sale at the auand will be re-classed.
ditoriums in each city.
Mouday

■

■

states

that

basket dinner and return in the early
It is hoped all the Unions will be
represented, and friends from other towns
and organizations will be welcome. The
take

a

evening.

program is subject to change, but will he
something like this: At 1.30 p. M., devotional
2

The yacht Glide, cruising, made port here
Friday night, coming across the bay in the
strong easterly which prevailed that afternoon.
She sailed again Saturday morning
for

Northwest

the party on
quarters for a

Harbor, Deer Isle, where
board will have their headwhile.

The September number of The Rudder
a spirited report of the international races at Montreal between the Momo
and Glencairn II, with many fine illustrations. There are lots of other good things
in The Rudder that will interest the yaclitmen, including pictures of famous yachts,
designs and suggestions for building, etc.
Rudder Publishing Co., 55 Dey street, New
contains

York, $2

a

of Citypoint met at the
thatjvillage Monday evening
and raised a beautiful new flag presented to
the school by Clinton G. Ferguson. There
One f the Vital Questions of the Day,
was a
large attendance, several coming from
Fraught with lute est to Belfast
the city and other points to witness or take
People.
part iu the exercises. The flag is a baudIf there is anything in local indorsement when
some one, 12x8 feet, and was raised on. a
pole 30 feet high standing on the school compared with foreign. If there is anything
grounds. The exercises opened by the pupils more convincing in the opinions held by people
we know than those enttrtained by utter
strangers
marching in, saluting the flag and sing- then Belfast
citizens have the golden opportunity
ing a patriotic song. Rev. Geo. S. Mills in of their lives to
decide these points when they
behalf of Mr. Ferguson presented the
flag read the views and opinions of
to the school and the
Mr. Rufus Walton of 140 High street, who says:
teacher, Miss Ward,
accepted it in a feeling speech. The school I have suffered from kidney trouble for years, so
then sang Star
Spangled Banner, after which bad at times that 1 was confined to my bed or to
Superintendent F. S. Brick made brief the house for weeks at a time. My back across my
kidneys bothered me with a continual aching pain
and
appropriate remarks. Miss Louise and
along with it there was a weakness of the kidPatterson sang a solo and Rev. Geo. S. Mills
neys. which was very digressing and annoying,
pronounced the

schoolhouse

benediction. The audience
and pupils then marched out aud a
large
bonfire was lighted, furnishing illumination
for the raising of the
fiag. A» the flag slow-

next

spring.
The nonroe Fair.

About 5,000 people were present at the
opening of the Waldo and Penobscot County Fair in Monroe Tuesday. Tl^ exhibits
were good, the weather favorable, and every
thing promised the usual success. The fouryear-old class did not fill. Erliug wron in
the 2 28 class, and Little Chick captured the
Snmmaries:
wagon race.
2.28 CLASS, TROT AND PACE, PURSE
Efrling, b. g., by Viking, C. R. Welling-

$175.

ion, Albion.2
Duster, b. in., by Young Fearnaught,
F. G. White, Belfast. 1
Lillie W'ilkes, hr. m., by Wilkes, F. H.
Berry, Rockland. 3
Maud Pitcher, b. in., by Thackanibeau,
L. L. Gentner, Belfast. 4
Silver Spray, ch. s., by Guy Wilkes, Bav
View Stock Farm, Belfast. 5
Time—2.22 1-2, 2.21 1-2, 2.22 3-4, 2.23 1 2.
WAGON

RACE, TROT
Little Chick, b. m., by

AND

PACE,

PURSE

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

5

4

4

4

5

5

$25.

W'estbrook, H. B.
Smalley, Belfast. 1 1 l
Dandy Pet, b. s., E. Moulton, Unity.3 2 2
2 3 3
Newport Girl...
Ned H., b. g., by Castle Dare, I. V. Ricker,
Monroe..4 4 ds
Time—2 56 1-2, 2.54 1-2, 2.52 1 2.
The races Wednesday were the 2.22 class,
purse $200 ; 2.40 class, purse, $100, and 3
minute class, purse $100. We go to press
too early to give results but will have our
usual full and complete report of the fair
next week,
..

PAPER, PENHOLDERS, COMPANIONS. ETC.
Bax Paper and Envelopes.
Slates,

Crayons,
Companions,

3

my friends. The
highest recommendation
Pills

to

L

Deposits Solicited

o/our Capital Stoc'k'"*""*'m 1 al1
Viu,k W;lM
m™«Jnapikr.bSl?f«1S
t!wrel,y

The Baptist V. P. S. C.

over

I

iocal committee
attendance at

E.

This week

of

Concerning Local

industries.

W. O. Sargent has two new derricks on
the Maine Central wharf for handling heavy
stone.

at

Lime casks have been in greater demand
Rockland since the recent kiln tire, and

are now

bringiug

10 cents.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. received an order last week for a rotary saw
mill for C. F. Parker of Appleton.
Critchett, Sibley & Co. put up a new iron
shoe factory Saturday
in the place of one which had outlived its

liberal lines, the interests of all who by the
labor of hand and brain are society’s wealthproducers.’’ It succeeds the Union Printer
and American Craftsman, and is ably edited
and full of interest to workingmen.

smoke-stack at their

Legro
run

of

their

&

are

having

an

excellent

this fall and are increasing
and output. They expect to be

work

crew

obliged

Spalding

to

run

extra time

soon

to

keep

The

Camden Herald announces some
in its staff. Miss Marion L. Kelley,
for the past three years local editor, has resigned to take a position as private secre-

changes

up

with their orders.

Hartford, Ct., and
successor
Kittridge of
Camden. Reuel Robinson has resigned as
business manager and is succeeded by A. F.
Beverage, who for the past three years has
tary and stenographer

The pateut halter invented and made by
Mr. Leander Staples of Monroe is meeting
with a remarkable sale. Mr. Staples has
worked at the harness business for the past
forty-three years, and three years ago he

her

all he

Will.

Augusta, Me., Sept. 13. The will of the
late Dr. Joseph IiicKer has been presented
for probate.
He bequeathed $100 in trust, tQ be used
for the benefit of his niece, Florence Neal of
Parsonsfield; $500 toward the college expenses of his granddaughter, Mary Gardner
Philbrook of Augusta; homestead, house
and lot, with furnishings and $4,000, to his
wife, Lucy M. Kicker; $5,000 to his daughter, Anna J. Philbrook of Augusta; $500
in trust to the board of deacons of the
First Baptist church of Augusta, to be
invested as a separate fund, the net income
to be used from time to time as may be necessary in the repair and maintaining of the
church edifice. All the restand residue of
his estate he bequeaths to the board of tihistees of Colby University in trust to keep
safely invested and to use the income only
in such manner as in their judgment shall
seem best for the benefit of the Kicker Classical Institute at Houlton. In a former will
he made a substantial legacy to the institute, but circumstances obliged him to
change it. His wife, Lucy M. Kicker, and
Pereival Bouney of Portland are named as
executors.

Mr.

Robinson continues

The Times-Union and the Citizen, Jacksonville, Fla., dailies, have been consolidated, the latter absorbing the former. The
Citizen was started four years ago in opposition to the Times-Union, and it is not a
little singular that the editors of both papers
were Maiue men.
The editor of the TimesUnion was Mr. Frank W. Hawthorne, a native of Bath and a Bowdoin graduate of 1874;
while the editor of the Citizen was Mr. L. S.
Metcalf, a native of Monmouth, formerly
editor of the North American Review, and
editor ami one of the founders of The
Forum.
Mr. Metcalf still has his summer
home in the old town of Monmouth.

can.

Ur. Ricker’s

in

is Miss Annie M.

acted as foreman.
as editor.

invented his halter, applied for a patent aud
received it. It is claimed for the halter that
no horse can slip it off.
During the three
years Mr. Staples has made and sold over
12,000 of these halters, and he is receiving
orders for them from all parts of the country. Parties from Boston and also from
Belfast have been to see him in regard to
forming a stock company, and when the
right parties come he wili sell. Until then
he says lie will keep it and continue to make

In

the United States District Court before

Judge Webb in Portland, Monday, the
case against Capt. Levi Hall, of the four
masted schooner Charles K. Schull, was
heard. In July, while sailing from Philadelphia to Boston with a cargo of coal, Lawrence Leonard, one of the seamen, failed to
obey an order. He was reprimanded and
the sailor charged that lie was assaulted by
the master.

When the schooner arrived in
was arrested by Deputy
U. S. Marshal Smith. Capt. Hall entered a
plea of nolo contendere and paid a tine of

Bangor Capt. Hall

|1
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WE FIND OURSELVES OVERSTOCKED.
We have several SMALL LOIS of DE=

SIRABLE GOODS which
out at
,

$25._
A curiosity has been brought to light in
East Friendship, a man who has kept a
diary since January 1, 1870, and never missed a day.

wish to close

we

GREAT REDUCTION from regular

prices.

SEE OUR LINE OF

WATCHES, CLOCKS
CHASE
25 Main,

AND JEWELRY.

tfc

DOAK.

Street Belfast.

The Belfast Schools.

1

The schools opened Monday with a full
attendance and with the corps of teachers
announced last week.
To-morrow, Sept. 17th, will be a flag day,
in commemoration of the adoption of the
constitution in 1787.
The school committee has adopted the
following rules concerning deficiencies in
the High school:

Sec. I.

All

High School
period of two

deficiencies occurring in the
must be made up within a
terms after their occurence, un-

less sickness or unavoidable absence
prevents.
Sec II.
Tf at the end of the prescribed
time a deficiency exists,the pupil shall make
i it up by pursuing the study with the next

I

class.
Sec. III. This rule does not prohibit any
pupil from taking the regular work of his or
her class at any time, provided such work
I be successfully doin': but deficiencies shall
| take precedence of all other studies and
! shall constitute a part of a year's work until
made up according to Sec. I I.
Sec. IV.
The number of opportunities to
make up deficiencies according to Sec. I
shall be left to the principal but shall be no
less than two.
Sec. V.
All pupils having deficiencies
shall be classified according to the last
promotion or class ticket received. No
pupil having a deficiency shall receive a
lass ticket to the next higher class.
Papers and Periodicals.
Superintendent Brick will address a meeting of all the teachers of the city at the
The Maine Central for September is devoted to the maritime provinces, with a High school room to-morn w, Friday, afternoon at 1.80 o’clock.
He will outline the
write up of Halifax and other cities.
It
contains a fine cut of the late Fred A. Mc- work for the coming year and give other inIntire, the Maine Central conductor. The formation relative to the school work. The
October number will be devoted to the game members of the School Committee and any
others who are interested in our schools are
regions of Maine.
invited.
The American Craftsmau is the title of a
weekly paper of 1*3 pages published at 218Death to the Beer Clubs.
220 Broadway, New York, A. W. Wright,
editor, whose a m is to advocate “on broad, Judge Cornish or Lewiston Refuses to Let Them

felinity.

.r„,r„u,.by twice the

offer many GENUINE BAR=
GAINS in several lines of goods in which

wiil meet at

The topic of the prayer meeting at the
North church tins, Thursday, evening at
7 30
o’clock will be, Responsibility of
Strength, Josh. 17: 14 18: Rom. 14: 12 g3; i;,;
1-6; Zech. 8:1-13. Next Sunday Rev. H N.
Pringle of Eastport will preach at 10 45 a. v.. ;
Sunday school at 12 m. ; C. E. Meetiug at
6 15 p. m. It is expected tha a paper will
be read which gives the impressions of a
Waldo county young lady who attended the
International C. E. Convention at San Francisco. The pastor will lect ire at 7.15 p. m,
in the vestry.

faces—no two alike—from kittenliood to the

senility

3

All

are

vault has all the latest improve'^I'-hors than any other

an

Sunday evening, and the meeting
will be one of special importance. Edwin
Perkins will be leader. Ail young people
are invited.

the

Bank

our

?

6.15 next

into the cat paradise, but his life size
picture in oils hangs in the most conspicuous place in Dr. Brooks’ drawing room.

our

Frances J. Dyer

the Congregational State Conference in this
city next week of 250 or more.

all

Comptroller

the

Letters received by the
indicate that there will be

We quote as follows:
very readable.
Dr. Brooks’ Sambo probably deserved the
name of the giant of Belfast’s coon cats. He
was black and white and had an eye whose
cold hauteur kept off hands that itched to
pat his fluffy back. His weight was over 18

in

County,

bank in this county
We have SAFE OF,POSIT
BOXES at *3. S5 and *< per vear.
iOr7,s, -io they may ne taken to and fr on the Hank if desire !.

gave a Bible reading
North church last Sunday evening;
subject, “A day m Christ’s life.'’

This is uo doubt
intended as a portrait of
Buffy,” a very
handsome cat owned by Mr. D. N. Bird of
this city. Our up-river contemporary exhausts the subject of cats, and while the ar-

5, 1995.
893,979,53 J

den, and. draw interest parable Jana

on

amount

1

Miss

March

Dec.17,’96
3183,869.99

arvlrtaSdUdx'iw® H™??3? »EP|Hr\IEN-T 1-avahle

Middaugli's World of Fun at Belfast Opera
House Monday evening was a very varied
Services at the Universaiist church next
variety entertainment. The band and orchesSunday will be as follows: Morning wortra were good, and the musical
specialties ship with sermon at 10:45; Sunday school
well performed. Some of the features were
at twelve, and young people’s devotional
novel, and some were otherwise. “A Jealous
meeting at 6:15 Topic, "Sympathy.”
Wife” as the curtain raiser, and “A Day at
Services at the Methodist Episcopal
the Metropolis” as the afterpiece, were
Church next Sunday will be as follows:
more or less amusing.
Sermon by the pastor at 10.45 a si.: Sunday
The next attraction booked for the Opera school at 12 m : Junior League at 4 30 P. u.;
House J.s Heushaw A' Ten Broeck, Sept 29th. Epworth League meeting at 6.15, C. F. Ginn,
leader; topic, Christ's Character and TeachThe Coon Cat Industry.
ings, 2d Cor. 5,21, 10,1; Gal. 6,15 ; Epta. 4,13;
1st Cor. 13, 13; Song and Prayer service at
The Bangor Commercial of last Saturday
7.15. Monday evening, at 7 30, meetiug of
devotes four columns to Belfast coon cats,
the official board, Tuesday evening. Prayer
including several illustrations, one inscribmeeting; Thursday evening, class meetiug.
ed "Mr. Bird’s Treasure.”

passed

Dec. 1991.
S79.490.59

1891.

$59,180.29
Dec 13, 1895.
$100,838.17.

injures are tureen from our sworn\statementa to the
on the above\dates.

Services will be held as usual at the Unichurch next Sunday, after being suspended for the summer vacation.

Breezy Time,” oy Fitz auti Webster
Belfast Opera House last Friday evening
was aptly named.
It was a breezy time,
and notwithstanding the heat of the atmosphere, everybody present found plenty of
breeze on the stage to make things comfortable. Every actor was thoroughly at home
in his part, and the audience was
kept in a
laugh for something over two hours.

now

July 24,

of the Currency, Washington,

sub-

tarian

“A

Sambo has

28, 1894.
$36,353.69
July II, 1895.

Feb.

$123,685.58

no

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

1,1

at

pounds.

..

KNOWLFON, President.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

The Churches,

at

river

A.

remedy is worthy of the

V., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the nam*. DOAN’S, and take
stitute.

imitations of the banjo, bagpipe and steam
calliope were very natural. Geo. Mullen
and Dick Vonder, as Tad and the Chinaman,
combined the skilful with the grotesque in
acrobatic work, in a manner that was highly pleasing to the audience. Every minute
from the rise to the fall of the curtain furnished some feature of entertainment.

it is

“

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers: sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.

vocal aud instrumental,was good, especially
that of the Crescent City Quartette. Their

new

*•

5

CARLE & JONES.

Pills benetitted me in every way and you cau
mention my name as having used them with great
benefit. I will always recommend Doan’s Kidney

of the bestmiustrel entertainments
here for a long time. The music, both

much that is uot

“

Cenfs

,5

,5
1 Cent
1

10 Slate Pencils,

especially at night. I doctored and used
less medicine, but I got little or no relief.
About a year ago 1 was unusually bad.
1 saw
Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and so well recommended from people near by, that I got them at
Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and gave them a
I got relief from the first and continued
trial.
the treatment until I had used several boxes, and
they did me more good than anything I ever took
The aching pain in my back is greatly lessened. I
feel much stronger. The weakness which was so
annoying is vastly improved. Doan’s Kidney

one

ticle contains

,»

Box

more or

Gorton’s Minstrels appeared in Belfast
Opera House last Thursday evening and
gi ven

TABLETS, EXERCISE BOOKS,
SLATES, PENCILS, WRITING

more

The Passing Show.

gave

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

at

usefulness.

year.

The sloop yacht Swallow arrived Sept. 8th
to haul up for the winter. Her owner, Dr.
Geo. W. Atwood of Boston, is a summer resident of Islesboro, and the yacht dies the
colors of the Boston Yacht Club, of which
Dr. Atwood is a member. Dr. Atwood has
had a room fitted up in the building on
Dyer’s wharf in which to store his gear and
will make this his yachting headquarters.
Before the Swallow goes into commission
again she will have her cabin enlarged, and
will be given a new' jib and mainsail rig,
with a larger sail plan. Her name will then
be changed to June. Webster will haul the
yacht out and will make the alterations

he

1,250
Thursday, Sept. 23th at 9.30 a.
Only the vesmainmast is standing, but this was not at Portland, Monday, Sept. 27th at 9 30 a.
in.,
;glit about by any disaster, as on reach- sharp. Seats must be selected as fast as
here her four masts were intact. It was choice is made and paid for. Out-of-town
ml, however, that her fore, rnizzen and ! patrons can order tickets by mail, with or
inker masts were in a rotten condition without premium,
stating amount of prei it was decided to
unstep them and have mium, if any, they wish to pay, and enclos■v sticks
in.
put
Accordingly, while wait- ing remittance for the amount with directed
g for a berth at Mystic wharf to
discharge, stamped envelope. Such orders will be caredefective spars were removed, and the fully filled and
promptly mailed at owner’s
-*sel is now waiting for Pigeon to turn out
risk, or by registered letter, if necessary
sticks
to
Oregon pine
replace them.”.. stamps are sent. They must be addressed to
etter from Hong Kong received at Bos- Homer N.
rgo of

Citypoint.

p.
It may be stated here that the adornment
meeting;
m., music; introductory reAt me Baptist church next Sunday there
marks by the president; address by Mrs. of Belfast homes with oil paintings of departed felines is extremely popular. Artist will be preaching morning and evening by
Seamans; collection; music; live-minute Sanborn says that he lias
painted more than the pastor. Rev. John F. Tilton. Subject of
speeches by prominent members of the W. 2<M) Belfast cats. His cat pictures are great
the morning sermon, "The Ministry of Help
C. T. 1. and others; singing, “God be with successes and that is saying a great deal for
Mr. Sanborn.
Don’t you think that getting and Encouragement," Is. 41:6. The evenyoubenediction.
a
life sized cat on canvas in such a way as ing subject will be “Jesus as a Guest,” Rev.
to please the family is a feat that would
2.20
A cordial invitation is extended to
Yachts and Boats.
have been worthy of Raphael'? If you don’t
all who have no church nume to worship
you ought to be compelled to spend your
The old cup-winner America defeated the time in Purgatory, posing wiggly, snarly with us. The music will be as follows:
Railroad Sparks.
A crew of bridge
cats who want to go out and play instead of
builders arrived here Monday to put a new- cup-defender Puritan in a race off Marble- having their pictures taken. Of course, the Morning—O Clap Your Hands all ye People.
head last Saturday.
Holden, quartette; Hear the Voice and
artist must work iu the expression charactop on the Maine Central wharf. They will
teristic of each individual cat or else, the Prayer, Barrington, soprano, alto and base.
The
steam
in
new
Princess
arrived
and
a
few
yacht
put
stringers, planks,
Monday
caps.
picture lias uo interest for the folks who
chorus; trio. Abide
The space to be re-covered is 100x30 feet. T. from Castine to bring E. Morey and family, have ordered it. I know all artists in Maine Evening—Selection,
with Me, Marsh, Mrs. Howes, Mrs. Pitcher,
who
took
a
L. Dnnu is master bridge builder of the
special car on the morning train will read with interest that the Belfast man
Mr. Pitcher.
lias satisfactorily reproduced those 200 cat
Tuesday for Boston.
company, anti W, L. Witham is foreman of

bound volumes. The issues of 1899 97 will
bound as soon as it is known that 100
volumes are desired; that being the number
necessary to secure low rates for binding.

:,e
!■

factory Tuesday with
year....J. H. Stinson

at

Mrs. Geo. S. Pendleton and sou Pvam of ly rose and unfolded to the breeze it was
Providence, R. I., are visiting Mr. Pendle- greeted by three hearty cheers, and a motion
ton’s father, Capt. E. E. Pendleton of this was made and unanimously carried
giving
the thanks of all interested to Mr.
city, and friends in Searsport.
Ferguson
for bis gift. The
A goodly number of veterans and
company then dispersed,
ladies
all feeling that the
went to Unity yesterday to attend the repeople of the district
were to be congratulated on their
union of the Fourth Maine
large aud
Infantry and successful school
so auspiciously opened for
Second Maine Battery. The reunion conthe
new
school year.
tinues through to-day.

Oakland, Waterville, Fairfield, Skowliegan
Bickuell; Treas., Mrs. G. A. Beckett; Vice
and Pittsfield, will hold its fourth meeting in
Presidents, Mrs. G. G. Winslow, Mrs. M. C.
the Universalist eliurch in Belfast, Tuesday,
Staples, Mrs. H. Thorndike, Miss A. A.
session.
Sept. 21st. Meetings begin at 10.80 and con- llicks, Miss E. p.
Frothiugham ; delegates
s
.aided at 2.;>0 last Thursari>
tinue through the day. The address in the
to attend the State convention at Bath
Sept.
u.og and the department responded
evening will be delivered by Rev W. W.
21* and 30th, Mrs. G. G. Winslow, Mrs. S.
The tire was found to he in a Hooper of Deeriug. The public is invited 28,
G.
Mrs.
C.
E.
Bioknell,
Cottrell; alternates,
nd-hand lumber owned by Small to all t-lie
meetings.
Mrs M. C. Staples, Miss E. P.
Frothiugu, on their lot east of the wool
Airs, ueorge w
rieiu 01 nangor nas preham, Mrs. G. A. Beckett.
tire was easily put out. This is
sented to our free library the entire set of
Mrs. Jennie E. Seamans is expected to be: time the lumber lias been set on
Scribner's Monthly from 1870 to 1881, in gin her work in Waldo
present indications it would
county at Troy,
twenty-two handsomely bound volumes. Sept. 20th. She is a State organizer aiid
'••mebodv :n that neighborhood is
was
in
This
started
1870
Josiah
magazine
aims to build up The work, increase memby
see how near they can come
to seGilbert Holland and immediately attained a bership, and disseminate
at.on of the criminal laws and not
knowledge of W.
trouble. They may got a step too great popularity. The set contains much of C.T. U. methods and principles. She usually
the early writing of American literary men speaks in the afternoon, giv ng a more fornow noted, among others Stedman, Gilder,
mal address in the evening, and
asking but
The steamer Castine made
.sions.
Burroughs, Warner, Stockton, Cable and S5.00 for both. Her lecture on "Good Citisuccessful excursions from Belfast
Trowbridge. In 1881, Dr. Holland died and zenship is timely, and the lecture on our
Thursday she went to Bar Har- the Scribner’s Monthly became The Century work, illustrated by the stereopticon, is also
king at Searsport, Islesboro and a Magazine. All those who enjoy magazine good. Sept. 22nd Mrs. Seawaus will probin Eggemoggin Reach.
uts
The literature will be grateful to Mrs. Field for ably speak in Waldo; Sept. 24th in Belfast;
;-s which passed eastward of this city
her generous gift.
Sept. 23d, 25th and 2»ith in other towns.
-.rly evening did not meet the steamEast Belfast. V. D
Larrabee has imTuesday, Sept. 21st, there will be a county
's. ng farther inland, and she came up
proved his house by adding a new coat of meeting at Windermere Park, Unity, in the
i-u iu advance of the big fog bank,
shingles... B. Kelley began work in his axe afternoon only. Members from Belfast will
.Mg in

Flag Raising
The citizens

|

To the Farmers
Of Waldo

County.

'Lhe time is fast approaching when the
nay Top
of 1807 will he put upon the market foi sublieports from a section of the country sh w the
largest crop of hay raised in many years, especially through the middle and western States ; in n*w
of these facts it is essentially
necessary m order
to secure the highest
price*, for our product m the
various markets of the >. ountry. that tin*
prepara
tion of the crop shall e>i 11* In; ..*
any other p »rtiou of the enuu r>
Tins res .it. cm only be
obtained by using 1‘edcnck
upr'gh: ot an <K
>

press. It seems r. present as th .ugh tlie
part ot our surplus hay must tin*; a market
cattle steamers, where sp ice i* an absolute

larger
"ii

the

neces-

sity, and bay put

un in the old s;\ie lexer
presses
be used for this purpose wh. n .• better
pressed article can be ontahied. and even then
must be sold at a discount.
It is of vital imp >rt;ince. especially in thi> year ot low prices, that tic*
farmers co-operate with the dealers an presses
in this matter and raise the standard of our

will

not

hay.

I'"!* llSl‘ the "id e\ci press*-- hut have the best
and obtain the Mi guest prico, which ean
only be
done by producing perfectly pressed b
,.f p ,v
Tl'ie Dederick pre--es in this se. tion are
penned by Freeman KM is
Son. s,,. Brooks < : aides
Barnes. Wald-.; Kdward Greer. It.-;., h
and K.
Ii. (ireeley, Sw.iiiville. ('omiuuuieati-•
anv
d rhe above parries, or F.
receive prompt attention.

White, Be last, u.1
2m8b

G.

F. CJ.

WIIITK.

Rave Libeled Stuff.

Lewiston, Sept. 12. Judge Cornish rendered a decision, Saturday, that the Schiller
Verein

was

entitled to the beer seized

not

by Constables Dionne and Crafts, and for
the return of which the society petitioned.
In announcing bis decision Judge Cornish
said : “The society has 53 members and 30
kegs of beer are consumed monthly. The
beer libeled was consigned to the Schiller
Verein.

A. A. HOWES & GO.,

“The evidence shows that the beer is tin*
property of the society, and that the beer

when

purchased belonged

to the society, hut
when a portion is withdrawn and delivered
to a member upon the presentation of a
check, the portion so withdrawn ceases to
belong to the society and becomes the separate property of the member receiving it.
“The check arrangement is simply paying
in advance and getting the beer when desired. Buying eight cheeks is simply buying
eight drinks and paying for them in advance.
Each member can buy as many checks as lie
desires and present them at any time. The
transaction constitutes a sale.
It would be a reproach of the law and its
administration it a combination of persons
could by such an arrangement evade the
prohibitory law of the State. The liquors
ami vessels are ordered forfeited.”

The society appealed to the Supreme
Judicial Court.
Immediately after the decision was announced two members of the Schiller Verein, who had signed the petition for the return
of the liquor, were arrested upon warrants
charging them with maintaining a nuisance,
and were bound over to the grand jury.
It is believed that this decision of Judge
Cornish, with his previous one, if they are
sustained by the higher court, will strike a
death blow at the clubs which have flourished here for many years.

he store

High street, now
American Express

ou

pied by
pany. Apply
the

Solo AtfOlHN.
fun 12

Tin* Taxpayer; <>f the city .! Belfast aiv >..*t.• .y
notified that all poll taxes and taxes mi l-mm n ii
estate for 1S*.)7 an* now due and immediate payA disi ount of tw
ment is requested.
rriu.
p.
will be allowed on all taxes pai
Indore dan 1.
lSlhS. I shall be in my ofl'n e in Mem rial :• 111i-1111li
from 8.3< 'toll .;’0 a a daily, until flirt her i.ot ire.
M C. MILL, l ax Collector.

Belfast, Sept. 8, 18!>7.

Made to Order

and old Garments
or

made

over

repaired

to latest

style

practical Furrier
with nineteen years’
experience.
By

a

SEAL and SABLE
redyed

All work warranted
occu-

tlo"

py

Garments

TO LET.
I

15<*1 f,

to

look

as

good

as new.

satisfactory.

Correspondence solicited.

com-

to

dnioii

H. G. BARKER,
Gardiner, Maine.

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Belfast, Sept. 8,1897.—3<>tf

TO LET.
At 26

Spring

street two unfurnished connected
the first floor, suitable for kitchen and
with all modern improvements. Apply to

rooms on

parlor,

MRS. FRANCIS WHITMORE.

Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897.—2w36*

The rooms over Mayo A White, High street, recently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
are for rent with immediate possession.
Enquire
of

POOR «V SON.
Belfast, July 29, 1897.-30tf

Widow Skinner’s

The Roentgen Rays.

Bicycle.

Creek folks never did take kindly to the hike, but when it first appeared
the town was agin it fur all she was
wuth.
It wasn’t a fish-net, a lobster pot,
a pair of oyster tongs, or anything else
that could be made use of in our bizuess,
and we set our faces agin it and determined to keep ’em sot. Deacon Spooner’s
sou came up from Philadelphia ridin’ a
bike, and the deacon met him at the gate,
and sez,
“Jim, I’m powerful glad to see ye, but
we are all agin the bike iu Squan Creek.”
“What's the matter of the bike?” says
Jim.
“Tain't natural.
It ain't a wagiu nor
it ain’t a wlieelbarrer.
It’s jest an invenshun of Satan's to captur’ more souls.
Any pusson as will ride around on one o’
those things will gamble, boss-race, chaw
ter'backer and steal a dead widder's gravestun.
If ye’ll cast it aside and git a hand
sled I’ll kill the fatted calf; but if ye
won’t I’ll bev to foibid ye the house.”
At that Jim got mad and rode off callin' his pop a lunatic ami everybody else a
fule, but Squan Creek was with the deacon.
We called a public meetin* and
passed resolushuus iu his praise, and sich
was the feeliu* toward him that he could
hev borrowed a dollar of any man in
town without giving his note as security.
Two weeks later southin' more happened—sunthiu’ that stL red up society clear
dowu to the mud and kept things hiliu'
fur several weeks.
The Widder Skinner,
who had all along been daring public
opinion by sittin’ on the fence, skatin’ on
rollers ami playin' billiards, seut to New
York fur a bike.
It got around town
that she was goin’ to hev one, and we
talked it over and seut Silas Coddiugton
to her to find out all about it.
lie found
her Smokin’ a cigarette, and as soon as
he could choke his heart back down into
his best, he sez :
•‘Widder Skinner, is it true that you
hev sent up to Yew York fur one of them
soul-destroyers called a bike?”
'‘You bet your life 1 hev!'’ replied the

New

Squan

are

ami

society,
xnebbe the town itself,” sez Silas. “Can't
we umx ye to give over ou
yer idea?”
••Not a coax'" sez tlie widder.
‘•Then we might raise a purse of $50 to
buy ye off. Sodom and Go morrow was
destroyed for being" wicked, and we don't
want Squan f reek to be sunk
lifty feet in
the mud.
Will ye gin up the hike and
attend prayer meetiu' if we raise $50?”
•\V-_ nor fur $5,000!” sez she, and she
j itched into him and into the town till
v was
ad to pick up his hat and skip.
Three *>r four days later the bike arrived. and one evenin', jest as we had all got
through supper and turned out on the
sueei to smoke and tell lies and scandalize evelvbody who was absent, the wid
der skinner lining out her wheel and begun t* perform. >he had never taken any
ies>ons, but ment to learn right there and
then.
>ae had ou a short skirt, and a
shudder of borrow went up and down
and across Squan Creek.
She had ou leggins and a ap. and when Silas ( oddingt'-'U tiu'K notice uf them he feil
against a
fence and smashed three rods of it as flat

I

|
I
i

|
I

i
!

!

j

1

pancake.

a

ain't begin with the widders
pert• 'i'mnmv. however, she got on and
si.e ltd off.
She fell kersplash and she
fell kerplunk.
Children wept, women j
‘anud pale and hid their faces, and the!
men
ked at each other and felt chills |
:« epiif
It was dually i
up their backs.
■-*
tbai Joel Cartel should wiassle!
\M’l
it* widder and let
her know the
i:if? •*! public opinyuu.
lie hated to do
’•
a v.c urgvd him <m, and lie
dually,
'■ cut
her and said :
up
:
•'
d'
>kimier, it this thing giis
c
d about. and uf course it will, town \
^q oi ( reek won't be wuth $50
apiece next week.”
''W hat d ye want?
sez she, lookin'
up !
with both eyes full <>' sass.
c want
ye to stop this performance, j
he\
ever bin to a
circus, and that' ain't ;
money nut in all New Jersey to hire me
go. but 1 guess this is even wuss. j
m{ua; (. ieek calls upon ye in the name of 1
1

■

1

1

1

■

humanity

to

quit!"

">q 'tii < reek can go bang herself!"
the widder. as she tries to mount and
makes another tumble of it.
* :>en let me appeal to
ye in the name
of the Lord,” sez Joel, as he grows more
airnest “He is lookin' down on Squan
• reek
and on you. and I'm fearin’ you’ll
be turned into a pillar of salt and the
town overwhelmed by a high tide."
Now, then.'’ says the widder, as she
gits up w'th blood in her eye, “I'm goiu'
*«' ride this bike or break
my neck, and all
you kin say or do won't stop me! Git
oute; my way and gimme a show, and
any
of you who don't like it kin
go hang verse Ives !''
That was the last appeal made to her.
Everybody realized that she was sot, and
that ta.kiu would do no good. Jim
HopeL... the constable, offered to arrest the
widder fu: bein’ a circus without a
license,
but it was decided to hold an
indignasliun
meetin
instead.
One was called that
very Light, and seven different speakers
and
said
that
the morals of Squan
got up
reek was ruined forever, and that biznesft w.uild fali off till a crow couldn't
find pickin’s.
Then it was—
•Resolved, That the Widder Skinner
hevin busted up squan Creek
by performin on a hike, she ar to be no
longer
recognized in this community as a female
and a human being and
may God hev
mercy on her soul! Also that social
be
all
next
week that the
prayers
prayed
Creator don't hold this thing up agin us
and blot out the town.”
—s
A copy of the above resolution was writ
out and handed to the widder in
person by
Rhilctus Jackson, but she tore the paper
up and laughed in his face, and within a
week she was cavortin’ around on the
soul-destroyin' masheen and makin' hogs
and dogs and human folks git outer her
way or take the consekences.
Some folks thought she’d move away,
or that tlie Lord would call her
hence, but
she stuck right to Squan Creek for two or
three years, and when she left it tbar' was
over twenty wimin’ folks lidin’ wheels
and tellin’ society to go to grass. Even old
Silas Coddington was coaxed to try and
tide one, and if he hadn’t, broke two ribs
and busted his shoulder the fust time he
got up thar’ we would likely hev bin
treated to the awful spectacle of a grayhaired man goiu’ down to the bottomless
pit at the rate of twenty miles an hour.
t*c-.v

■

Deer Isle Sketches.
William T. Hunt, the weli known local
colorist, has returned from several
weeks' sketching at Deer Isle, Me., bringing with him a dozen sketches made in
that picturesque locality.
This is not the
first season that Mr. Hunt has spent on
the Maine coast and in consequence he is
thoroughly at home there and knows just
where and when to tind the best things.
The pictures which Mr. Hunt brings back
and has on exhibition at his home, 8 Newport street, are nearly all shore scenes
and, taken as a whole, are far in advance
of anything this popular artist has done
in recent years.
The painter has never
done anything with more light and air
than “Burnt Cove,” “Among the Rocks,”
“A Rocky Shore,” and “Old Steamboat
Wharf.”
Mr. Hunt’s contribution to the
coming exhibition of the Art Student’s
Club will be a large and interesting one.
water

[Worcester, Mass., Daily Spy.
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to-day,

Grasses and daisies

employed
long exposure of any
body to the cathode

From time to time instances where the
rays have done damage have been reported.
A flagrant case which occurred recently in New York city was learned of
in spite of strenuous efforts that have
been made to keep the facts suppressed,
it appears that the use of the X-rays has
become quite a fad among some of the
dentists of the city, because the prominence of the jaw bones and their thin
covering of skin and muscle make it easy
to use the rays for purposes of diagnosis.
A young woman came to a dentist
of the city complaining of a pain in
the jaw.
An examination of her teeth
was made
and various remedies were
tried, but no relief was obtained, nor
could the dentist find out what the trouble
was.
It was either a diseased nerve, some
abnormality in the growth of tooth or a
piece of necrosed bone. He determined
to resort to the X-rays to find out.
Accordingly, says the New York Evening
an
was
with
a
made
Sun,
appointment
scientist who owns a set of Crookes tubes
to take a photograph of the woman’s jaw.
No medical advice was taken as to the advisability of submitting the patient to the
ordeal, although she was run down and
debilitated by the pain she had been forced
to endure.
Nor was any inquiry made
as to the possible bad effects of an exposure to the rays.
I wo attempts to get a photograph were
made.
The first was a failure, and accordingly a second exposure for a longer
time was undertaken.
It resulted successfully so far as obtaining a good negative of the woman’s jaw was concerned,
but disastrously otherwise.
The time of
the exposure could not be accurately
learned.
The woman was in the room
with the apparatus for about an hour
and a half, but the rays were not applied
On the
constantly during that time.
second exposure those in charge of the
machine simply went ahead until they
judged they had a good plate, apparently
without any reference to the length of
time it took.
The woman was sent home.
The next
day it was found that she had suffered
severe injuries from
the effects of the
The flesh, not only over the jawrays.
bone, but down on the side of the neck
and breast had been burned.
It was not
a mere blistering of the superficial skiu,
but the vitality of the deeper tissues had
been destroyed.
The dentist was notified,
and in great alarm sent for a physician,
who has since been busily engaged in alleThe
viating the patient’s sufferings.
woman is not out of danger yet, as blood
If she does
poisoning is liable to set in
recover she will always bear the marks of
the burns.
Dr. Land on r. Dray, president
the
Medical Society of the County of New
York, is at his summer home in the
northern part of the State.
Dr. Charles
II. Avery of L'ds Last Eighteenth street,
the secretary of the society, is about the
only officer who is still in town. lie talked freely about the dangers of the X-rays.
“No better work ran be done,*’ he said,
than to report these abuses of the
Koentgen rays and inform the community
of the dangers of their use in unskilled
hands.
The members of the Medical Society are scattered far and wide, and it
would he impracticable to hold a special
meeting to consider that subject alone,
but if these cases continue to occur the
society will undoubtedly discuss the matter at its next meeting in the fall.
1
think the newspapers can do more good
by warning the people about the dangers
of the rays than any action of a medical

ours

Far from the world’s throng
Joyous we stray.

rays, and that

Under

our

feet,

Through woodland mazes
Breathe perfume sweet.
Through the far reaches
Green-golden light;
Yellowing beeches
Maple-leaves bright.

As

ern

us

beat,
And the neigh of*steeds, and tramp of feet;
The soldiers lying asleep on the ground,
Unconscious of war, and war’s dread sound,
Seemed like a dream as you waiting lay
For the opening dawn of another day.
Who were they marching steadily on

Rippling and sweeping
Gaily along,
See the brook, keeping
our

song.

With bold insistence
Wood-birds drumming:
Mellowed by distance
Wild

bees humming.

Nature’s soft voices

Murmuring peace;
Where all rejoices
Heartache must cease.
Far from the world’s throng

Joyous vve stray;
Heart’s-ease and soul-song
Are ours to-day.
Flora Helen Leighton.

hills,

With their rugged pines and dancing rills,
And you saw the shadows softly fall
On the home you left with its dear ones all;
While around you the sentries paced their

Cloud-shadows go,
Pine-branches o‘er us
Whisperiug low.

Time to

talisman, bidding danger depart,

Was it yesternight ’neath southern skies
You watched the old moon slowly rise?
And your thoughts went back to the north-

Butterflies airy
Settle and rise.

Flitting before

a

For the sake her, as loyal as you,
Her hero, defending the red, white and blue.

Wood-creatures wary
Hide from our eyes ;

September.

■

Ad that

Sunshine and bird’s song

profession
danger lurks

serious injury may result.
The matter has been called to tlie attention of the Medical Society of the
County of New York. This society numbers about 1,500 physicians and surgeons.
No meetings are held in the summer
months, and most of the officers and
pi eminent members are away on their vacations.
It has been learned, however,
that the dangers of the X-rays will probably form one of the subjects for discussion at the next meeting of the society in

_

as

Roentgen

part of the human

light

ette.
i»e tlie uesirucuou oi

to realize that

of the

M. E. Mayo, and read at
[Written by
the annual reunion of the Sixth Maine Regimental Association at Bluehill, August 25,
1897. J
A camp-fire! Boys of the old Sixth Maine,
Shake hands all ’round as you meet again.
Where’s the old canteen, and the blauket
torn?
The knapsack heavy, and army shoes worn?
The haversack, filled with tough hard-tack
And its close companion, the coffee black ?
The loaded musket with bayonet keen?
The coat of blue with the buttons of sheen ?
The love-letter borne just over your heart,

Who scented afar a field of corn ?
And knew from experience in the east
Th.it there was in store a toothsome feast
When darkness settled on hill and vale—
Somehow to that field was found a trail.
The coon ami opossum had to bear
More blame than legally was their share.
The fence-rails lessened along that way
But the camp-fire burned with brighter ray.
The incense of roasting corn was sweet
To the party gathered to taste the treat.
Could it be that Stephen lessons took
Which have made him since a first-class
cook ?
Oh, no! If search had been made just then
For the raiders, somewhere among the men,
Within you)' ranks they would look in vain,
j You were honest boys in the old Sixth Maine.
Where’s the regiment’s

New

York

proudly placed

Poplins are “coming in,” and both
plain and figured patterns are to be seen.
Bright plaids, checks, and stripes are exceedingly effective, and look as though
All the
they might be very durable.
Scotch plaids are fashionable, and many
new plaids have been recently designed.

Williamsburg and at Garnett’s Hill,
White Oak Swamp, with right good will,
You fought the foe and followed on
Till Antietam and
Fredericksburg were

At
At

dark brown, blue, or black background the bright colors stand out clear

I

I

I

i
i

i
j

|

!

!

a

sharp.

They

will

won.

made up in
skirts to wear with plain short coats, for
school frocks, and will be greatly used
for combining with other materials for
vests, sleeves, and trimmings.
The plain
colors in the poplins are
much smarter, and will be worn with velA dark brown
vet waists and jackets.
trimmed around the skirt with black and
gold braid has a short blouse of brown
At the
velvet with vest of yellow satin.
belt and fastening the collar are gold
buckles which show to great advantage
against the dark brown. For children’s
frocks poplin is a capital material, as it
It is
wears well and always looks smart.
not. however, suitable for school frocks,
and under all circumstances should be
Dark brown, blue, and
simply made.
scarlet are tlie best colors.
There are many different kinds of pop1 in; some classed under the head of novelties: these have dots of white or black
silk, and are suitable for reception costumes.
One in gray flecked with white
lias recently beeu made up; the skirt plain
and with little or no dare, the waist a lace
blouse over yellow satin, with a bertha of
the poplin cut in squares and edged with
a band
of guipure lace.
This bertha is
quite long, and there are points which
fall over the sleeves.
Collar and belt are
of yellow velvet finished with long point-

and

be

Banks’ Ford and Brandy Station, too,
Had proof of the work that you could do.
From Gettysburg, Yorktown and Locust

Through all the siege
long,

ANI>

of

O.,

to

Ailing

Women.

To all women who are ill:—It affords me great pleasure to tell you of
the benefit I have derived from taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. I can hardly find words to
express my gratitude for the boon
given to suffering women in that exBefore taking the
cellent remedy.

Compound
I was thin,
sallow, and
nervous. I
was troubled with
leucorrhoea. and

|

~

me.

Whenever 1

begin

111, I know 1 have

a

to feel nervous and

never-failing phy-

It would afford me
sician at hand.
pleasure to know that my words had
directed some suffering sister to health
and strength through those most excellent remedies.—Miss May Sacilneb,

J48>£ E. Rich St., Columbus, 0.

GEO. W. BURGESS,
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

i JOB PRINTER,

♦
♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ; e

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

close conflict ’twixt right and wrong,
Shoulder to shoulder you met the foe,
’Till thinner your ranks began to grow.
Discharged with liouor in sixty-four,
You felt that your fightiug days were o’er.

I

But the friendship born of mutual needs,
Of fun, of suffering, of valiant deeds,
Through all the changing years survives,

bail to you, veterans tried and true,
give you the honor that is your due.
We wish you joy, and we give you thanks
For your faithful service in the ranks.
Our nation’s life we owe to you
And all who were to their country true.
All
We

When the light of this camp-tire fades away,
May its afterglow in your memories stay;
Brightening your future, until again

And

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

all kinds of Legal Printing
and promptly done.
7tf

MANY suffer in the sum=
mer with headache,
caused by exposure to the
sun

The comrades meet of the old Sixth Maine.

Beulah Land.
Black silks arc again greatly in favor.
are in
such great variety that it is
We're
on
in years, Jane, we two who
is a
and sure
getting
| difficult to know what to buy. The plain
started <>ut
silks are very smart, but not so
this
cure
for
and
all other
shiny
So bravely on life's journey, when the
j
satisfactory as the gros grain anil peau de
world was blithe and gay :
of
forms
nervous
headache.
soie, which are to be greatly in favor. 1 can hardly tell, my darling, how the thing
has come about,
Small figured patterns in brocades and
Price 15 cents.
But 1 rind myself beginning to live in yesplain satins are not tabooed, although not
terday.
to be placed among the most desired,
j Colored silks of all kinds and brocaded There's a bald spot on my head, Jane, aud
the frost is sifting down
,
effects, particularly for older women, are
White as drifting snow of winter on the
very stunning in design and coloring. One
fringe above my brow,
of the newest fashions is to have a black
society.”
And your bonny locks are silver, that were 1
Dr. Avery said that he had heard of silk made with facings, linings, and bows
once a golden brown,
Turquois blue,
several cases where slight inllammations i of some bright color.
Yet you never were so queenly, Jane, so
and
red
are much used in this way,
yeliow
an l burns had been produced by the rays,
beautiful as now.
Brobut had heard of nothing so serious as and the effect is singularly good.
But, “Hurry up, old lady!" the ear-conthe foregoing case, which was related to ! called silks and satins are still being sold
ductors say—
him.
| at such very low prices as to make the I “Step lively, please, old gentleman!"—
A bargain is
”1 have, myself,” said Dr. Avery, | careful shopper very wary.
and young folks offer seats,
a delightful thing to secure, but
And we discover in ourselves, when treated
“subjected my hand to the rays, but ex- j always
Is used in our prescription dewhen
material
is
!
sold astonishingly
in this way,
any
perienced no evil result, and 1 believe that !
A cold aud haughty anger, or quick re- ;
is the danger it will be sounipartment and in all preparathey can be used for good service in the cheap there
seutful heats.
worn as to lose any smart look.
tions requiring pure water...
practice of surgery if sufficient precau- versally
tions are taken and not too long an ex- ! For evening wear the plain silks and Then, we've learned to love a corner by the
We also have this famous
well
as the brocades will befash!
satins
as
blaze
at
chimney’s
night;
There is an old lule in 1
posure is made.
and
We
spring water for sale.
and
it
is
said
tulle
are
not
for
the
always
ionable,
net,
gauze,
ready
sleighmedicine that drugs that will cure will
or the ice,
also do harm.
Arsenic and opium are chiffon are to he relegated almost ex- That ing
used
to
call us often forth, our faces
A. A. HOWES & CO.
remedial agents of great good, yet in clusively to young girls.
smiling bright,
When net is used it is to be made up
When mirth and frolic made for youth
large doses they are deadly. 1 imagine it over
expensive silk or satin linings, and
is so w ith the Koentgen rays. Knowledge
the tiavor and the spice.
and
effectively trimmed.
of their power must be essential in order elaborately
And
we’ve
caught the trick of looking with
Simplicity is no longer to be in fashion.
to work safely with them.”
half-respectful awe
[Harper’s Bazar.
At the judges and the doctors whom we
used to know in kilts;
PORTLAND, AUGUSTA and HOUJLTON. Me.
His Lucky Number.
And
we blush at the admission, but our
is
nervous”
a
sure
that
indication
“Only
Actual Business by mail and railroad. Instructhe blood is not pure. Hood s Sarsaparilla
youngest’s word is law—
“That boat,” said the old vessel owner
She has hut to nod her meaning, and our tion by mail a specialty. Book-keepers, clerks anp
purities the blood and cures nervousness.
stenographers furnished to business men. office
own opinion wilts.
to a Buffalo Courier reporter, “I bought
practice lor beginners. Free catalouge. 3m30
University Advantages. “Bid, you have
the small grandchildren rule us; pray
on Friday, the loth day of the
F. L. SHAW, Prin,. Portland, Me.
month, and | no use for your classical education now that Then do
not
Jane
deny it,
;
in the dark of the moon.
She was as you are married.” “Well—you’re way off.
We would spoil them with indulgence if
I use my college yell on the baby every
slick a craft as you ever see and without night.” “On
they lived beneath our roof.
your baby ? What good does
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
When the question is of saying no, the little
a weak spot in her.
I made a payment that do?” “Why, lots of good; it makes
ones to train,
him scream for his mother like mad
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder for the feet. It cures
[Dedown of $13,000, and the first crew I put troit Free Press.
We, once so sternly resolute, just weakly painful, swollen, smarting feet ami instantly takes
stand aloof.
on her consisted
of just thirteen men.
the sting out of corns and bunions. It’s the greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Allen’s Foot$100.
The only pet they had on board was a
Yes, we’re getting on in years, Jane, but I Ease makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easy. It
Dr. E. DetihoB’s Anti Diuretic
green eyed black cat that slept in the daylike it very well,
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and hot
time and tore around the riggin’ at night.
This broad and pleasant upland to which tired, aching teet. Try it to-day. Sold by all drugMay be worth to you more than H00 if
gists and shoe stores.* By mail*for 25c. in stamps
“I loaded the barge at Grand Haven for
our steps have climbed ;
have a child who soils bedding from in- ’Tis a restful
you
Beulah country where deligh- Trial package FREE. Address. Allen S. Olmsted
Tonawanda with a cargo of green lumber.
Le Roy, N. Y.
24
contenence of water during sleep. Cures
ful
people dwell,
The shovers began at five o’oclock in the old and
It arrests the trouble
young alike.
And the hour of our arrival has been very
morning and were just thirteen hours at once, SI. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
sweetly timed.
1>28
gettin’ her ready to clear. Friday morn- Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Here we taste the fruit we planted in the
ing she encountered a fearful blow in upHis little mistake.
Miss Beautigirl (coymorning’s bustling haste;
Don’t give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
per Lake Michigan.
Every one of the ly): “Do you really love me, Count?”
Here we sit awhile at leisure, and make
crew of thirteen
was swept
new food drink called Grain-O?
It is delicious
overboard, j Count Le Fraug (passionately) “Loaf you,
friends with young and old;
and
sweet
cr-r-reature!
I
left
to
the
and
ship
analyze you!” [Puck. Here we read and talk and ponder, by no
cargo being
nourishing and takes the place of coffee The
mercy of
wind and waves.
The cat was the only
more
Grain-0
the
children
the more
you give
fiend of worry chased,
Relict In Six Hours.
And behind us lies the dusty road, before health you distribute through the systems. Grainliving thing aboard.”
and
Bladder disease
Distressing Kidney
us evening's gold,
O is made of pure grains, and when properly pre“Terrible, wasn’t it?”
I relieved in six hours
“New Great South
“Might have been worse. The thirteen American l ire.” Itbyis a great surprise on [Harper’s Weekly.
pared tastes like the choice grades of coffee, but
people were picked up alive. When the account of its exceeding promptness in recosts about 1-4 as much.
All grocers sell it. 15c.
storm subsided we found the ship tossing
and 2.">j
lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
from Bangor.
Pulp
Shipments
around in a dead sea, but not very seri- in maie or female.
Relieves retention of
ously damaged. The cat was sitting on water almost immediately. If you want
The Norwegian steamship Michigan,
relief
this is the remedy.
and
cure
the
of
deckload
his
top
washing
face, and quick
I, 799 tons, Capt. Olesen, is coining to
there wasn’t enough lumber lost to build Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
Bangor to take a cargo of ground wood
Iy28
a Iffin coop.
She made that trip and fifty Belfast, Me.
pulp to an European port, said to be
others without an accident.
I never alYoung artist (who has had all his pictures either Manchester or Hamburg.
The
lowed her to clear except on Friday, the rejected).—“I don’t see why they dfd not
steamship sailed from Greenock August Call and see our NEW patterns of
hang my work.” His sister: “I guess they SO for
crew remaining at thirteen and the cat
Sydney, Cape Breton, and after Trusses for the summer. Easy, cool
thought hanging was too good for it.”
was the mascot.
coaling there sailed Thursday for BanLife.
‘‘iiutone night the captain got smart. [Brooklyn
She
will carry about S,U00 tons. and comfortable. VVe have the latest
gor.
For Over Filly lears.
He left the harbor before midnight on
The Michigan is one of the largest steam- and
up-to-date styles, and guarantee a
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. ers ever chartered to load at
Thursday. One o£ the men had failed to
Bangor, exWinslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
appear and the cat was foraging ashore.
in tonnage the Jacob Bright, fit in every case at the lowest prices.
ceeding
The weather was tine, no collision was over fifty years by millions of mothers for which carried about
2,050,000 feet of deals
their children while teething, with perfect
reported, but I’ve never heard from her success. It soothes the
child, softens the from that port early in the season. One
since.”
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and cargo of pulp has already been shipped
is the best remedy for Diarrhcea.
Is pleas- from Bangor this year, in the British
Hon. C. J. Paine who has returned ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
steamship Sapphire, to Manchester, by T.
home from his bimetallist endeavors in part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- J. Stewart & Co.
Pierre McConville exEurope is of the opinion that England tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and pects one or two more steamships at BanWinslow’s
and
ask
for
Mrs.
Soothing Syrup,
will not unite with France and the United
gor this season to load with spool bars for
take no other kind.
States in any attempt for the upraising of
Best and Largest Practical Art Magazine.
the United Kingdom.
silver.
Messrs. Walcott and Stevenson,
“What was that last victim kicking about
The only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the
flames
him
?”
asked
as
the
the other members of the commission, just
enveloped
World’s Fair.)
One to five applications of Doan's Oint- Invaluable to all who wish to make thei r
have remained in England to receive Lord the cannibal king, who was famous for takliving by
an interest in domestic affairs.
“The ment will cure the worst case of Itching
art or to make, their homes beautiful
ing
answer
which
will
in
be
Salisbury’s
given
cooking, your Majesty,” replied the chef de Piles there ever was. Can you afford to
will
October.
we
send
to
one
■
any
suffer tortures when a simple, never-failing run
FHR lOft
A
cuisine. [Detroit Evening Journal.
IUI/.
mentioning this publi- J I |v>
remedy is at hand ? It never fails.
cation a specimen copy, with superb III"
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
“I burned my fingers very badly. The
color plates (lor copying or framing) JL
pain was intense. Hr. Thomas’ Eclectric all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
and 8 supplementary pages of designs (regular
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ilia, BID
Oil brought relief in three minutes. It was Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
l)rice» 35c). Or we will send also
FOR
run IOi*
lub. “Paintingfor
almost magical. I never saw anything like A. A. Howes and Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me. lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
beginners”(90pages
it.” Amelia Swords, Saundersville, O.
Iy28
MONTAGUE MARKS, 23 Union Square, N. T.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 2Bc.
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Shanghai July
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WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?

TRUSSES.

POOR &

SON, Druggists.

The ART AMATEUR

given

of

Good Time-

employed

one

yea.

157,000 workmen on the rolls >
ions, 132,350 are now earning w

..

year ago but 100.200 of t,
employed. This shows tl
of 21,000 men have resumed w M
suit of better times, and is tin
vincing statement that the long
prosperity is here that could be
It is to be noted that the hr
unions furnishing these hguivavow their belief that
good tin
ready here, and that even bettes
be expected in the near futuimportant desideratum may here 1»«
that there is great « onfidence
ture.
This is all that is need*-,
confidence restored, the working
look forward to a long period
ness and
prosperity.
one

were

Hampton Roads, ldg.

Herbert Black. W H Blanchard, sailed
Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
Iolani,McClure,sailed from Honolulu July
12 for Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
Kong July 20 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.
Matanzas, cleared from New York Sept 2
from

Maine

Veterans

Buffal

at

Commander L. T. Carleton,ol
(». A. Ih, who is at home from ti.

Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 0 for Lyttleton ami Dunedin;
spoken Aug 16, lat 37 X, Ion 61 W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
New York Sept 7 from Port Spain.
Rose Inins, Melvin Colcord, arrived at Santos Aug 26 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 10 from Garontolo for Rajang ami
back to U. lv.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, sailed from Bahia
Aug 20 for Barbadoes.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griftiu, sailed
from Rosario Aug 12 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, at Port
Spain Aug I for New York.

encampment

grand

at Buffalo, saytime and is not much fat

< >n account of his reethe trip.
he was out of hi- hotel but
iug his stay and that was ar tithe parade, when he march*
lest of the Maine members. i\ing the fact that neat !y all tincommanders of the other statehorses.
“Maine was at tl * ;.
5th division." said Mr. ( ai 1
say that she received her sliar
plause wouldn't half express
simply drowned with appia
were the New Jersey nu»n
a l
Vermont men behind u>: 1m.
for Maine along tl.*- line

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey. \V K Giikey, sailed, from
Brunswick. G«i., Sept 1 tor Perth Auilioy.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, at Parimaribo Aug lb ldg for Boston.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at ti ;•

begin

Aug 1'. from Mobile.
A Lewis. KimbaL. sailed frem
Perth Amboy Sept. 1 for Marbiel ead.
Lucia Porter, harrow, arrived at Las. tgoula Aug 1 from Tampa -.
Mary A Hail, Haskell. Mailed fr vu Bangor

tiuue until we w**: <■ or ,,f
man
who had a drop t M,,
him that day, was thi ili.** 1
tin ough wi: h pi id-1 an
*\ e
>tate."

va.ua

Lester

as so*»n as

w

i,m

—

for Swati’.M Island and New Y ak
from Balt

S

Pettigrew. Morse, cleared
Sept S for Port land

more

\V

Hookins. Hiehhorn.

Philadelphia Sej-t

-ieai

Iron

4 for Boston

Sallie I'On, W 1L West, saib-.i it n New
York Aug •N for Lernanibin
Tofa, A S Wilson, re ared Iron New Y rk
Aug for St Pierre and Fort m Fran.
at
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arriN.
Belfast Aug H from Philadelphia.
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thinks
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expense
because

into

should
persons

a

that
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persons who
bicyclist sometimes

a
or

women

of

that wheels

It reminds

these

occasionally

horses

tells

every

those

be abolished.
and

away,

man

of

(PERRY

a

recent

cast

run

in

Brooklyn, where a horse ran into a parade of cyclists and badly injured a doz-

Had this been a wheel
dozen
running away and injuring
horsemen, it asks, what would have happened? Everybody would have said,
abolish the wheel nuisance, yet no one
suggests abolishing the horse nuisance.
The Bulletin makes one strong point in
contrast between the horse and the wheel,
being the uastiness of the one and the absolute cleanliness of the other.
Both
have their merits, and both their defects.
The popular prejudice against bicyclists
as a whole on the part of tlie non-riding
public arises largely from the innate selfishness and disregard of the rights of
others and of the common civilities of
life on the part of the humped backed
scorcher.
He is a nuisance, not more to
the pedestrian or the driver of a team
than to the respectable wheelman, and
In one western city
should be abated.
the humped-back monkey rider has been
declared a dangerous animal and prohibited from riding in the city streets.
Wheelmen can command respect, like
other people, if they will conduct themThen when
selves so as to deserve it.
they insist upon their rights against the
encroachments of the road-hog they will
find their demands respected.
It is gratifying to note the great improvement in
The
this respect the last year or two.
hoodlum rider is becoming less noticeable and the gentleman rider more common.
May the latter tribe increase. [Nile m News.
of the riders.
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simple,
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Colio,
Diarrhffla,

for
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issued

by Geo. K .hdinsu■
-aid
Insolvency

.luditr <•;
W.d
estate of Al '.I <Tr-i •*. T> >;.f\
said County, adjudged t*; or an insoi
i»n petition
-aid Heb’or. which
tiled on the 4th day o! September. \
which date interest on !aim> ithat the payment of any debt to.
•!
or. ami the transfer ami delivery
l<.;i•
by him are forbidden by law
the Creditors id -aid liebto: t-- pand in case there are a-set- surticiei
the same to choose -i.c
more a--;
estate will be held at a « m.ir .it Inholden at the I’rolute idle c :n -ai
''
the 13th day of n.ruber. A. 1>
o'clock in the aiterm on.
-•
Given under my hand the dale hi
ten.
S. G ,\«
t tne «
Sheriff, as Mcsm-h.
for said County of Waldo.

•!

.LoXorr
I ’Xatf

pay
y.-ar

and ever’

of Bowel Compla

Year for The Journal anu Tribune.

To all subscribers,
their

DAVIS

A Sure and Safe Re:

Teams.

The L. A. W. Bulletin

$2

\

New York city, which show
number <*f men n

crease in the
over those

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 from New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Savannah Sept 4 from New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
Yor ; Aug 3 for Port Elizabeth.
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
28 for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Cape
Town, no date, for Barbadoes.
Harvard, Colcord, at Iquique May 16 for

en

-tM

in

putable proofs of the return of
in the publication of a table
furnished by the various trad*->

BARKS.

at

!

The New York Herald turn

Shanghai July 28 from New York.
W J Rotcli, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 19 for San Francisco;
spoken July 2, lat 36 N, Ion 38 \V\

POOR & SON Druggists.
POLAND

are

Proof

at

R

j

tbe September
of Current Literature. Mrs. Richa
no doubt
generally known, is tin
ter of Julia Ward ilowe of R,..
the wife of Mr. Henry Richards, a
of Gen. John T. Richards,
adjut;.
eralof Maine. “Among the many
phases of motherhood,” says the
from which we copy, “one of
charming is that which makes
householder aud wife, through In
sweet and wholesome teller of u
singer of songs to the world of cl a
the universal nursery.
Well in
among those who thus speak
habitually and successfully to an
children and youth of our land s'
of the distinguished daughteis
Howe, now Mrs. Richards."
written ever so many good
familiar nursery tales and rliym
book by which she is probably b
and the story by which she is b>
her famous “Captain January
sued in 1800, and of which no.
copies have been published,
stories from her pen are to a
fall. “Hildegard’s Harvest,”
girls,and the fifth of her Ilild ■.
and “The Three Margarets.
Lauriat Rostou. tie her pub)

poems,

New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New York.
May Flint, E 1> P Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo; spoken Aug
24, lat. 39 25, N, Ion 72 20 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June 17 for New York.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong.
Sachem, Sewali Nichols, sailed from New
York June 29 for Hong Kong.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 29 for Shaughae.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
May 22 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
: Til lie
E Starbuck. Ebeu Curtis, sailed
from Newcastle Sept 8 for Honolulu.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Honolulu May 25 for New York.
Wm II Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, arrived

Sept

!

j

P R

Popular Author.

biographical sketch and p,
Mrs. Laura E. Richards of Gaul.:...
writer of so many successful 1.,.

Honolulu June 30 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 15 for Boston; passed St
Helena prior to Aug 7.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
\rork Sept 1 for Yokohama.
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baltimore April 1 for San Francisco; at Montevideo July 26, leaking.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater;
passed St Helena Aug 7.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
loss of topgallant yard.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong July 5 from Newcastle; in port 15th.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
\rork Aug 5 for San Francisco.

R F

j

A
A

at Hong
Kong Aug 12 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Aug 30 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from

neatly

SATINS.

I and

Vessels.

for Havana.

lu that

Who beside you here will march no more,
Your hearts go out with affection fond,
Your real reunion will be beyond.

Water

Coburn, M L Park, arrived

16 from

very irregular. I
tried three physicians and gradually grew worse.
About a year ago I was advised by a
friend to try Mrs. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash and Vegetable Compound, which
After using three bottles of
I did.
the Vegetable Compound and one package of Sanative Wash. I am now enjoying better health than 1 ever did, and
attribute the same to your wonderful
remedies. I cannot find words to express what a Godsend they have been
to

Abner

Josephus,

my menstrual periods were

the Wilderness

Giving you pleasure, enlarging your lives.
Loyal aud steadfast each comrade’s heart,
Though time and distance keep you apart.
To those who have reached the other shore,

Deep
SHIPS.

From Miss Sachner, of Columbus,

Grove,

Not one in your ranks thought best to rove;
While Rappahannock felt your aid,
And Spottsylvania was afraid
Of the Fighting Sixth, whose soldiers brave !
Had only one thought—the flag to save.

ed hows.

SILKS

which you

On the heights of Fredericksburg, while you
faced
The fearful rattle of shot and shell,
As out from the ranks your comrades fell '.'
And when the pitying twilight came
Your roll-call was lessened by many a name.
To your aebing hearts, left desolate,
You said: “Close up; it is but war’s fate.’’
For soldiers are made of sterner stuff
Thau at the first onset to cry : “Enough ;”
And long ere the years of strife were done
The title of “Fighting Sixth” you won.

Fashions.

POPLINS.

On

riag

Register of

AN OPEN LETTER

Mrs.

unless great care and skill are

"And ar‘ ye goin’ to ride it?”
"I am. and don't ye forgit it!”
silas had to wait 'till his knees got over
wobblin' before be could go on:
lor mebbe you don't know that .Squan
reek is again’ the bike, even fur men?’’
“1 don't know and 1 don’t keer!” says
the widder, as she lighted another cigaru

use

in connection with

widder.

ii

beginning

The Sixth Maine.

Contentment.

The members of the medical
in the

for The Journal.]

[Written

York Medical Society May Inquire Into their
Unskilled Use.

!

advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price 81 a year) w ill be sent one year free. |
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
in

unless requested. With The Journal furnis. ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and

general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at 82 a
year.
Subscriptions may begin at any time,

JCoU
I Vu

j

j

ELY’S ( REAM 1?\T M isapositnApply into the nostrils. P is quickly :i'>~
cents at PnmL'ists or by mail ; samples
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New V

^

and if desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
It has been decided by the State Federation of Women’s Clubs to hold the annual
convention in Bangor October 6th, 7th and
8th, instead of on the 1:4th, 14th and loth,
as originally arranged.
Two of the latter
dates were those of the Maine Music festival in Bangor and it therefore seemed
necesary for one or the other to make a

change.

and School of Shorthand and Type*'
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY O'
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK

L.

powder to be shaken into the shoeyour feet feel swollen and hot, at.
If you have smarting feet or ti_

season

easily.
Bitters is nature's true

remedy for constipation and kindred ills. It
acts directly on the bowels, the liver, the
skin, and while cleansing the blood imparts
strength to the digestive organs.

<v'

TRY ALLENS FOOT-EASE
A

try Allen’s Foot-Ease.

Burdock Blood

GRAY. PORTLAND.

It eool> the feet

..

walking easy. Cures and prevents sw
sweating feet, blisters and callous spot' lburns and bunions of all pain and gives
comfort. Try it to day. Sold by all dr<m_
shoe stores for 25c. Trial package FRHF
dress Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, X. V.

European
Now

Politics.

Dr mind I n:i

Attention

on

the

Continent.

he St.

L<»uisGlobe-Democrat.]

Scptember-I. President KrueBritish suzerainty over the
fell at tirst like a bombshell
he simpie-miuded took it as alduration of war.
Now, al( liambtrlaiu asserts' so posi;
Great
Biitain is suzerain,
\perts in international law who
ire igainst the Colonial Secrewhole thing rests on the text
inlon convention, and on Lord
xplanatory letter to the Transn-s.
T)u-re is nothing in either
.aments which fixes the geuer■ey of England over the Transmit* is, of course, the one clause
treaties with foreign States
:> h as
yet Oom Paul has made no
lie may be tempted
escape.
t
he linds England's claim unv elastic.
1

INDIAN SITUATION.

ihies

the northwest frontier

on

occupying men's minds here

ire

the exclusion of any other news.
xceptioually brutal murder or a
tilway collision fails just now to
e gentle British public, who are
u at street corners poring
over
the disturbed districts and dishe summary vengeance to be
the insurgent tribes.
The very
f
the tribesmen. Afridis and
which meant very little or nothe
Britisher six weeks ago, are
euon property,
and every Engliose longue is not tied by selffear of mispronouncing barbarhas an infallible remedy for
gency.
■

11K K S

WANT

VKNl-KANCK.

people here wish

to see is a
that summary and theatrical
I; is only achieved on the drage; bur campaigns on the Indian
ire matters oi
times and seaney are to be successful at a
ost of men and material; and,
u.ely. there could be no worse
.itching and coercing the Afridis
Dan
lie present.
Had the risked in December or in January
nen
could have been easily
it
from the mountains which
and fed then no longer.
But
in-as safe as the Sicilian bantourist season, while the heat
a itlif illness
of the valley are
deadly t*» British troops than
ingham nnuh- guns of their wild
e

of

>•

11KN

i1

N :•

1. X PI a ‘TATI* >N.

trouhle has ineieased beyond
is sliowu by the fact that the
in India liud it light to ignore
■ns of seasonable surroundings
the oiTensiw- at once: lest
Des interpret the policy of inaesign ol ie» a\ and weakness of
Then, though tlie Ameer
sled more than once that lie had
share in this business, and alAfghan Sheikh, who has been
led with gifts at < onstautinopie
ed an autograph letter from the
Abdul Bah man. lias been proa harmless emissary, yet it is all
that any sign of British pro■ii

•:

yielding might dangerous-

*n or

This is more
Afghanistau.
utter of mere conjecture, though
•st

reticence

on

the

by the India < iffice.
i.i'KKAlM.

subject

is

INHABITANT",

unfortunate enough that the Alum- fevei in Fiance should have
ved in the beginning of Septemtliougli Sedan day iu Beilin tills
been rather a dull business and
ii lacking in public enthusiasm,
lire clear that the old spirit of
>
being aroused iu the German
■:.
spirit likely to be lulled
telegram of certain un■i " of Lorraine
significantly
r..-‘ir joy over the Franconice and tlicii hopes for the
u
Meline, the French Premier, iu
tic answer t<> these impulsive
■

playing a very risky game, so
the safety <»t his portfolio

s
■

•i ns

which the late excitements
■at question and protection duueadv somewhat endangered.
him. the Herman Foreign
reasons of its own, has been
ignore the strange indiscretion
m il Prime Ministercomplimeut-

subjects

Ui

■

>n

a

patriotism

Berlin point of view, can
"it of treason.
Had Berlin
e
moment opportune for a seine occasi ui was ready to its
a belter pretext furnished than
over had foi
picking a quarrel
hunb, but the bear in the near
ad lias, of course, altered the
u of the fable.
n

a

MIM.lIul;'- T A VO KITE DEAD.
•lie greatest fav uites of the old
William has just passed away in
-‘•n of the Duke
of Ujest, the
he Oehringen branch of that vast
Holieulclie which has of late
ven Governors to Alsace-Lorraine
mperial Chancellor to Germany.
Duke was a man of great wealth
rmous influence,
and, until late
devoted adherent of the HohenFle was so little in sympathy
regime in Berlin that it required
it of an imperial command to
•n anywhere near the court.
He
i is time one of the keenest sports■

<

iermany:

deuce of so keen an observer as this to !
Capt. Strout Retook His Brig.
convince men that modern Prussian feudalism is simply as unbearable as its rep- !
Slory of Semmes’ Reign of Terror on (he Seas.
reseutatives are personally insolent. DisIu the Chicago Times-Herald the
story
satisfaction but thinly concealed in Prus- |
is tohi of an old sea dog of
sia and openly expressed elsewhere is
Leominster,
rapidly turning the expression “United 1 Mass., one Capt. Strout, as follows: I
Germany” into an empty phrase. Seldom was master of the American
brig Cuba
lias the right divine to govern wrongly I
been claimed at so pitifully inapt a mo- and sailed out of Trinidad on July 2,
1801. I had a cargo of sugar, and was
ment by a crowned yet unbalanced head.
bound for London.
The Cuba was 230
FAX RE'S RUSSIAN TRIUMPH.
tons burden, and with the wind dead
I hear from private sources unstinted !
astern she walked the waters like a
thing
praise of the great tact and almost aris- !
Which is poetry.
tooratic simplicity and charm of manner I of life.
Two days out
President
Faure
his
—which
is
to
on
displayed by
during
j
say
July 4—we sighted a
Russian visit.
An observer before whom vessel on our
starboard bow.
She was
many diplomats have aired their more or
less successful graces in various European traveling nearly a parallel course, and
soon she veered in and fired a shot
courts declares that Felix Faure could not pretty
Naturally I stopped.
have shown more perfect tact, skill and across our bows.
The Rebellion had broken out and Conaddress hud he been trained under Lord
federate cruisers were scouring the seas
Dufferin himself, instead of having been
up our merchantmen, but 1 resimply graduated iu Bourgeois Havre. snapping
lied on our bills of lading to see us
People forget, however, that the PresiThey had the stamp of the
dent is a man who has traveled extensive- through.
British consul at Trinidad. I was ordered
ly, and has had opportunities far in ex- to
on
board
the Sumter and Semmes
go
cess ol
the many modern diplomats of
took
He was a soul-looking
studying men and manners. He certain- man my papers.
and when he saw the conly has not wasted those opportunities, sul's enough,he
stamp,
grinned. “That's aand the success in the old days of the
Yankee trick,” he said.
Then he added:
honest broker must give way to the un“I am sorry to inform you that you are a
doubted triumph of the honest tanner.
of war.”
I told him that he
Feliskoff, by which pet name many thou- prisoner
half as sorry as I was and he seemsands of his countrymen know him so wasu’t
ed to believe me. He sent me back to my
well, could be dictator to-morrow if he
vessel along with a prize crew that was
chose.
armed to the teeth.
l lie Sumter took us in tow at 10 o clock
II A NOT A U X’ S UNOBTRUSIVE
WORK.
in the morning.
At $ o’clock next mornYet the French public lias been wide
the hawser broke. Serames tried three
awake enough to grasp the fact that Pres- ing
times to refasten, but the sea was too
ident Fame’s success iu the recent uegohigh. He then ordered the captain of
tiatiations at st. Petersburg, which have the
prize crew to take the Cuba to Cienresulted in the formation of a dual allifuegos. We were only sixty miles west
ance, owe something to the quiet, unobof that point.
We were unarmed and altrusive work of M. Hanotaux.
silent al- lowed to walk the deck.
I got a chance
most to a fault in his dealings with the
to talk to Jim Babbage and Jim Carroll,
and
the
French Foreign
press
public,
two mates, and we determined to reMinister has in no sense courted public my
capture the vessel. On July S I found |
or
endeavored
to
divert
the
applause
the prize master asleep on the roundstream of popularity from the chief actor
house.
Immediately we got possession
in the Russian drama.
Still, in Paris on of all arms.
The prize crew got on to
Tuesday it was impossible to mistake the the racket and ran for their arms. Findspontaneous nature of the cheers for llaning them gone, two drew their sheath
otaux, which iu some parts of the capital knives and one got a ax, and
they rushed
were even louder than those for the Presiaft where we were.
The mainsail was
dent himself.
One other demonstration down and
between
us.
one
of them
lay
of a very different kind, though not less
tried to jump over it and 1 hit him on the
earnest iu the area to which it was cleverhead with a cleaver that 1 had in my hand,
ly restricted, was that directed against lie fell, scrambled back and did not atthe Herman Emperor. This was repressed
to return.
My mates and my cook
with greatci difficulty than is generally tempt
were now armed with revolvers, and one
believed, and a most careful watch had to of
“if you
my seamen had a cutlass,
be kept throughout the day by vlie statue
I shouted to the prize crew, “I
of Strasbourg, lest it be made the scene of stir,"
will blow your heads otT.”
Tlie> didn't
some still more violent declarations than
stir.
When I ordered them to surrender
the mere cries of “Down with William.”
and
went
forward, followed
they yielded
PARIS e x 11 t e >.
by myself and the crew.
i had on board only four pairs of irons.
Paris was indeed in a highly electrical I
put one on the prize master and the j
it
condition, and
says much for the sense otheis on three of the most dangerous of
and vigilance of the police that no more the
The rest we tied with
prisoners.
important explosion occurred than the ropes. That day I fell in with the brig
lizzie of the toy watering can filled with Costa Idea, which took two of the
prize
gunpowder which startled the good peo- crew. 1 then headed the Cuba for New
ple around the Madeleine < lnirch. Al- York. Nothing of importance happened
though this silliest of practical ;<»kes has until July 14. when the prize master,
not been definitely brought home to its whose irons had been
removed at his urauthor, it clearly was not the work of any
gent request, managed to get hold of a
professional anarchist, and, indeed, it has pistol and perched himself in the maintop.
been said that several letters have been Then he rolled a
cigarette and lighted it,
received by the police from anonymous, blew some smoke
through his nostrils
but expert, anarchists, disclaiming in in- and called down that he had
something
dignant terms the authorship of such to say to me. “Do you intend to carry
evidently amateur machinery.
me to New York?" lie asked.
I told him
He took some more smoke
that 1 did.
FRANCE A N I > THE ALLIANCE.
into his mouth, blew it out, laughed, and
Time alone will show the full political said:
“Well, you'll never do it alive."
meaning <»t the Russo-French alliance, “All right,” said I, “then i'll carry you
and meanwhile men's minds in France are dead.”
At that he yelled out:
“It's
to** near tlie fever point to look at the
your time to dodge,” and fired at me.
matter steadily from a business point of The bullet struck the deck at
j
my feet and
| view. Eager to draw a happy augury 1 did dodge. Johnny Keb told the truth
from e\en tlie simplest coincidence, the that time.
He fired again, and I did
French journals point with hope to the some more
lively hopping. Then I ran
circumstance that the Pothuna. with below and got my pistol.
As my head
President Faure on board, was passed at re-appeared in the companion way he
sea by the French steamer Emile,
belong- tinned loose one more time and the
ing to a line which has painted on its splinters llew into my hair.
funnels the arms of Alsace-Lorraine.
It
L got on deck at last and proceeded to
hardly needed these funuels-to direct tlie even up things. He was swinging around
of
the
French
to
that
gaze
dangerous up in the maintop and I was dancing
But nowadays everything is
1 supposed it
quarter.
around on the planking.
in
Paris
with
a
hidden
charged
meaning. was the funniest looking duel that ever
Even the republic’s initials, “K. F.” are was.
all
his
He
used
of
loads without
up
j
held to be inwardly prophetic of Russia I bitting me, and I shot at him three times
and France.
without coming
anywhere near him.
Then I lodged a ball in the mast just
JEWISH CONGRESS AT BASEL.
above his head and the next shot I got
The Jewish Congress at Basel, convened him in the arm.
It was his right arm,
by l)i. Iierzl of Vienna, has aroused in and was broken above the elbow. He
this country a deeper feeling than one of dropped bis weapon to the deck.
All of
mere curiosity.
It is not altogether a
this time he had been holding bis cigarette
dream that, as a part of tlie final solution in his left hand.
He was the nerviest
of the Eastern question, Palestine might
He threw the cigarette
devil I ever saw.
find itself a neutral state, gmanteed by away and came down.
1 dressed his
tlie European powers.
While in the wound and locked him up.
I kept guard
hearts and heads of cultivated Enlishmen over him until we reached New York, on
the question of the return of the Jews to July 21.
It was .Sunday, 1 remember,
their promised land has always exercised ami, though we did not know it. the guns
a strong fascination, although, as a matthen were roaring at Bull Bun, the first
ter of practical politics, and realization of
big battle of the war. 1 delivered my
the
dream
it
has
seemed
to
tlie
outsider
to
|
prisoner to the United States authorities,
be
in
the
far
distance.
Dr.
Iierzl’s
of
but the prize master, whose name was
j
plan
direct
from
the
Sultan
has
the
purchase
Thomas, went to Bellevue hospital, where
I
! flavor of the stock exchauge, and pres- some northern women nursed him until
| cuts many grave difficulties of which, he got well. He stayed in prison awhile,
; perhaps, the least is the raisin; of some and there was some talk of hanging him
hundred million dollars for this purpose. for a pirate, but 1 did the best I could for
It is curious to remember bow the greater him, because he was a brave man, aud
side of this movement was foreshadowed dually they exchanged him and he weut
by the genius of George Eliot, who, in back South.
“Daniel Derouda,” prophesies, through
i
began suit tor salvage ot tne brig
the mouth of Mordecai, the coming of a Cuba and I got $1000 for it.
She was
Jewish policy, grand, simple, just like owned in Millbridge, Me., and when the
the old, and the dawn of a day when the Alabama claims were up for adjustment,
outraged Jew shall have an equal defense her owners reaped the benefit. I don’t
in the world of nations with the outraged like to say so, but 1 am afraid that, first
i Englishman or American. This great aud last, they got a deal more than she
writer’s forecasts have ere now been veri- was worth. I was complimented some in
fied in after history, though in this case the papers, but 1 don’t hold that what we
the fulfillment may not be the scheme did was especially brave, because wre had
I tell ycu that the
all the guns, you see.
adopted by the Basel Congress.
six chambers of a loaded revolver are
FARMER AND HIGHER WHEAT.
powerful pacifiers. Not so long ago—four
English farmers are blessing what they or five years, I guess—1 got'a letter from
I are pleased to consider the action of the Thomas, who is practicing law down in
United States in causing the welcome rise Georgia.
lie must be pretty nearly as old
of wheat.
But they are still as I am by now.
He said that his arm
j in the price
I puzzling their heads to discover what has was all right; that 1 was the liveliest
become of this year’s Russian crop. From Yankee on my legs he ever saw; that he
the point of view of the farmers of this would never forget how 1 hopped about
country the question of wheat growing re- the deck when he was shooting at me;
solves itself into a very simple sum. Here that he was something of a shooter, but
in England, with the most skillful farm- lie didn’t think he could have hit me with
ing, it costs some 30 shillings to grow a a shotgun; that he had never heard of* a
quarter of wheat, and anything above man who could hold a caudle to me when
that sum is profit.
With prices varying it came down to dancing, but that it I
from 3o shillings to 40 shillings of late, it would come to Georgia he would show
really seems as if, after years of starva- me some 150 pound gals that would give
1 am a
tion and bankruptcy, the agriculturist me all I wanted to do in that line.
was at last
to
some
de- Methodist, added Capt. Strout, gravely,
reap
going
1
cent return.
On the other hand, the and I don’t dance.
That Thomas is a
press and public are expending consider- reprobate and a brand still in the burnin
able ingenuity in debating the question 1 know, but 1 would like to see him again,
whether, after all, bread is really a neces- just the same. Seems that you kinder
Harold Frederic.
feel warm-hearted toward a man after you
; sity of life.
have shot him.
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Hides, per pound. ..,
Rye, per bushel.. 1 .7 '!>.f
Oats, per bushel....
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A sensational
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whiskey.

auy

liquor packages

Lambs, each.
in all cases
These are Cincinnati figures
so articles specified
and on the dozen or
of about 40 per
show an average advance
cent.

Stove and
Chestnut.

be iveretl amt

put in (in barrels).$<> <>0
*•
i" Dump Carts,.
5 85
1‘rices at Wharf,.
5.60
Lehigh 25c. per ton extra

for Lewiston.

The statement so often made and
accepted that the
country villages and towns are
free from
will
not
bear
inrum-selling,
vestigation at the present. Vassal boro,
the scene of the
probable murder has a
number of rumshops, and Caribou, in the
Aroostook, has venders of the fiery liquid
who rival those of Lewiston in their wicked ingenuity aud
persistency. Up there
the other day .Sheriff
Gary called at a
house where he suspected that the forbidden liquid might be
sold, but he couldn’t
find anything unusual except a closet that
was
longer on the outside than it appeared
to be on the inside.
On a cleat across the
end of the closet w ere several hooks aud
dresses hung thereon. Two more hooks
w'ere a short distance below the others.
To see if the cleat was solid Sheriff
Gary
took hold of a hook and to his surprise the
cleat easily turned.
Then using the lower
hooks as handles, the whole front came
out disclosing a recess of two and a half to
three feet with shelves filled with 145
quart bottles of whiskey, 30 pint bottles
of brandy, ;; bottles of gin and 15 bottles
<>f wine.
In addition the sheriff got six
bushel baskets full of bottles and a five
gallon keg containing wine. [Hallowell
1 Register.

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

CUMBERLAND COAL.

We Guarantee it

|

Crate.

WOOD OF ALL KINDS

An Cu!l1
guaranteed satisfactory in weiglit, quality and delivery,
(igpVM>ecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.

i

Errand
$5.80
5 65
5.40

Telephone

a

W

Connection 18-4

L. STAPLES,
<t!'A

Manufacturer of The Staples’ Celebrated Halter, also dealer in all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Cards, Cur-

ry-Combs, Brusiies,

Etc

Would respectfully 'announce to the citizens of Monroe and
vicinity that he is out of the postottice with *J700 other fourthclass Democratic postmasters, but shall still continue to run a
The Home and its Surroundings.
the

[Waldo County reports
Agriculture.]
t<>

Walko .Station.

solid comfort

The

|

drawing

sent

comes

RFf
FA^T
J
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is

pipe

I

MAIMF
i>
13,

high street,

_

Opposite W indsor Hote

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,

room, store room, clothes
The kitchen
press, closet, and kitchen.
is 10x15, has two windows and piazza in
'm .front, and one window between sink and
dresser on back side. Next the storeroom
is the sink. The stove is o 1-2 feet in front
of sink. Above the sink is shelf for lamps.
The dresser is on west side of the window,
and has drawers underneath,and places for
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.
flour and sugar barrels. Between the sink
and dresser is a movable board covered
*
or Buckboards.
with zinc and inclined toward the sink, on
ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY FILLED.
which to place dishes to drain, and it can j
be used for many other things, in fact is
one of the most convenient pieces of furThe water is
niture about the kitchen.
at the right of the sink, and the wood box
in the store room.
[J. G. Harding.
) Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them for J
There are many arrangeMontville.
) nearly everything else. The best Worm Remedy made and likewise®
ments in and about the home that might
) the best Remedy for all the complaints of children, such as Feverishbe made for convenience and comfort if
) ness, Costiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc., is
j
we think of it: but in the hurry of outPin
It is a great
work they are neglected.
convenience to have water in the kitchen, j
) Its efficacy in such troubles—and likewise foral! stomach troubles of adults /j
j —has never been equalled, ll Hum been a household remcib for *
either running or with a pump, and in
j 46 years. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price U5 cent«*. Ask your ^
for it.
many instances the expense is very light, j
DR. J. F. THl'E & CO., Aulmrn, )lr.
j Druggist
!
I R
on
Chi', treii" f.-c-moth* -r.<. For Tan*- H'.inti w
V
and it saves time and labor.
Every one
has some idea how he would have his j
buildings arranged, and in most cases will 1
arnige them according to those ideas, convenient or otherwise.
[ B. F. Foster.
Morrill.
There are many conveniences that can be had for a small outlay I
of money, and often requiring only the t
“will to do” of the man.
Should have
cisterns for house and barn, or tap the'
KNIVES,
or
well
'Oth
a
spring
pipe. Perhaps a
windmill may be needed and could hardly j
| be called a luxury. Several years ago we
! put a wood furnace into our cellar to
warm
out
house during our long, cold i
winters.
1 can't think of any one tiling \
that brings us so much comfort. We have
four hot air pipes terminating, one in the I
(HOVERS KUOS')
hallway, one in the pallor, one in the nursery and one in the dining room. It seems All kimlA of Silver and| Plated Ware
BICYCLE.
so comfortable to he able to go into any
that
of
without
the
house,
meeting
part
cold chill one receives when a door is open
into the hallway or an unused room. We |
1
are able to keep doors open between rooms,
and with a window lowered, we can have i
a circulation of
[D. O. :
pure fresh air.
Bowen.
For LADIES and GENTLEMEN.
Monroe. The subject of the home and I
its surroundings is too large to be dis- j
A L L IS TII E I, .1 TES T S I YT ES
cussed in the short space afforded by a j
bulletin report, but it may be said that
A Sit LOWEST FBI( ES.
the sun should be allowed to shine in

tains wood

or

first-class harness store, keeping all „kinds of goods connected
with that line.
A Harness that they sell in Belfast for •?]*> I am
selling for ->>.•'><). You will ask why i can sell them cheaper
than they can in Belfast, I pay for them in Maples' patent ha
ters and it gives me a chance to make a profit on hotli ends. Also
a full line of trunks and valises,
liepairing done with neatness
and dispatch. Please give me a call.

BELFAST LIVERY C0„

State Board of

only to represent the kitchen and ell. The
It conell is dlxlr* and fronts the south.

PROPRIETORS,

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

TOBACCOS

“World’s Fair”
smokes

plug

cut

about

WORMS IN CHILDREN..

!

TRUE’S

Worm

Eczema
All Her Life.
Mr. E. D Jenkins, of Lithonia, Ga.,
inherited a
says that his daughter, Ida,
severe case of Eczema, which the usual
failed to
mercury ard potash remedies
relieve. Year by year she was treated
with various medicine;, external applications and internal remedies, without

intense,
result. Her sufferings were
and her condition grew steadily worse.
All the so-called blood remedies did not
seemtc
ease at

all until S.

given, when
improvement

S-S.
an

reacntneuis-

was

once noticed.
medicine was
continuecd with favorable results, and
cured
she is
now
sound and well, her
is
skin
perfectly
clear and pure and
she has been saved
what threatfrom
her life forever.
was

at

The

Fine Silver Plated

Remedy.

Take a blood remedy for
a tonic won't cure it.
books
Our
blood and
on
diseases
skin
mailed free to
address.
any
Swift Spe c itic
Co., Atlanta,
Ga.

a

SPOONS,

1

Gold Filled Watches

whenever possible, and puie air should
The
be furnished both night and day.
drinking water should come from a source
and
house
far enough removed from the
barn to prevent impurities from these
sources.
Of course, running water in
house and barn is a great convenience,
but where it cannot be had, the supply
If the
should come from a pure source.
home and its surroundings are kept clean
^
and the sun and air are given a chance to !
do their purifying work, there need be no ;
fear of the home becoming unhealthful. ;
[E. C. Dow.
I

He Got
There is

is a two-fold help. It soothes and
heals the soreness and inflammation of throat and lungs,and at the
same time assists stomach and
bowel action. Perfectly agreeable to take and greatly superior
to Cod-Liver Oil in results.

Rrusgists
free.

50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

a

There

First,

CLjnFQ

OnULO.

small town in

one

of the

j

whose inhabitants take great pride in excelling every other town in their vicinity.
They try every new invention, and if it

:

States,

not

far

from

Have your Eyes Fitted
*

Spectacles,

for

*

STEVENS

A Fine Line of

Sterling Silver.

BROS.,

So. liU Main Street.

We can save you Money.

Belfast.

...xiii-:...

SWAN l SIBLEY CO
.(OBIiKUS OK

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

CRAIN,
FEED,

Building.
BELFAST.

Newton S. Lord & Co.,

has any sort ot merit it is sure to be as- :
signed to duty in some part of the place, i
Two portly gentlemen, one a sea-captain
and the other a lawyer, both retired from
active life, were the prime movers in the
experiments and adoptions, and, naturalAnd Successors to J. VV. Frederick & Co as
ly, in the course of time they tailed to
Extreme jealously then prevailed,
agree.
and a bitter animosity sprang up between
them.
Unfortunately, these two gentlemen i
lived next door to each other—in fact, so
close were their houses that the side walls
AND DEALERS IN
almost adjoined. One very windy night
the lawyer was reading a book in his study
when a terrific crash upstairs startled him.
Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Upon investigating he found that an unruly chimney had ruthlessly hurled itself
l)uek, Cordage, Paints, Ac.
through his roof, doing considerable damThat in itself was a matter of great
age.
No. 31Fronl St , Belfast, Me.
annoyance, but when he discovered it was
the sea-captain’s chimney that was reno
his
wrath
knew
bounds.
sponsible,
Hastening down to his library, he pulled
out his law-books and hunted up similar
cases, devising and scheming how he could
secure satisfaction from the detestable
The finely located office in Opera House Block,
captain. While thus engaged a note arrived from his enemy that read as follows : occupied for the past year by the Petit Manan
“Sir—If you don’t return those bricks Land Co., will be leased for business purposes
C. W. FREDERICK. Atty.,
at once, I will put the matter in the hands Apply to
30tf
Belfast. Maine.
ot the law."
[_ Harper’s lb mud Table.

SAIL

j
|

LADIES OXFORDS.

$ CLOCKS. $

National Bank
P. O. Square.

Boston,

Eastern

Don't rely upon ordinary cough
mixtures if you have a really bad
cough. They usually contain
opiates and make matters worse

EMULSION

■^s- RUSSETS.
TENNIS,

0OUGHS

ETROLEUM

Seasonable

FORKS,

blood disease;

ANGIER’S

t... ...

Shoes.

ened to blight
S S.S. (guaranteed purely vegetable)
Rheucuie§ Eczema, Scrofula, Cancer,
matism, or any other blood trouble.
It is a real bloc d remedy and always
cures even after all else fails.

A Real Blood

]

ELIXIR
•«

by demoralizing digestion.

1797.

Creamery butter, per pound.
Dairy butter, per pound.„
Cheese, per pound.1,1
Eggs, per dozen..1

served and a

were

caught.

people witnessed the seizure. The seizure
of club liquors has made a
big commotion.
All clubs countermanded their
heavy orders, and the express companies have
telegraphed Boston officers not to accept

corresponding
-15

BUY YOUR WINTER'S GOAL
F. G. White Company.
Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein anti Lattimer Lehigh.

than usual.

work

Lisbon street, the
liquor constables battering down doors to
catch the dealer smashing the last one of
00 bottles of
H undreds of excited

The following table has been prepared
of the
by Assistant Secretary Brigham
showing
of
U. S. department
agriculture,
the increase in prices of farm products

1890.

more

number of places
seizure was made

The Boom in Farm Products.

this year over those of the
peiiod in 1890:

in

Dozens of warrants

[

WILLIAM, THE ECCENTRIC,
difficult to see which is the most
side
of
Emperor William’s
••s at the
army maneuvers and bauCoblentz.
His overdone flattery
bike of Cambridge’s military at■■ts, which no one was ever able to
m this country, is about as acpresentment of the old Emperinion as the recent statement in
newspapers that the Duke of
ige once won the Victoria Cross.
the most grotesque of all, yet
iiout its pathetic flavor, was the
bombast with which he claimed
l of his grandfather and himself
bility to God alone. If it were
late to plant tlie grains of comise in a head so choked with the
*f self-conceit, William might be
-iy recommended t>> give a few
quiet study to the current numhe “Fortnightly Review,” where
at services
to Germany are set
with almost brutal candor.
Acto this writer, the result of this
monarch's feverish activity has
The attempt to extort money from the
bat Germany has lost the premier j
estate of the late Jay Gould, through the
•n in Europe, Russia has taken her
claim of Sirs. Sarah Anno Brown Angell
the triple alliance has practically
that she was the wife of the dead millionto exist, England has been cut off
aire and entitled to “‘dower rghts,” has
^er many,
and the old serviceable
failed, the claimant having confessed that
•Htween that country and Russia
she never was married to Gould, and was
been snapped in a way that pre- j
only the stool pigeon of a number of conall renewal.
This indictment is
spirators who were desirous of getting
altogether unfair summary of the money through her pretensions. It was,
<>f the seven years’ misrule of the
seemingly, a deliberate conspiracy to rob,
/ollern inspired one.
and it will be a good thing if all engaged
-HUMAN HATRED OF PRUSSIA.
in it, directly or indirectly, shall reap the
'he face of all this frothy talk at reward that belongs to the convicted highftitz, by which Emperor William wayman.
strives to keep alive the now exb liction that he is the absolute and
In 10 years the Grand Army of the lte*n-rolled master of the united Gerpublic has spent over two millions of dolit
is
instructive
to
read
the
!b>ck,
lars in charity.
That is a showing of
!,! v words used
by Prof. Reinhold in I which this organization may well fee)
1
to obtain an
aci
approximately
proud.
'••te
Prof.
gauge of the situation.
i; *ld declares that so great and
grow> ’lie
destestation of Prussia iu youth i Dr. Fowler’s Ext. of Wild Strawberry has
been used for fortv years and has never yet
i,!‘mv that on all sides are to be heard j
failed to cure a case of diarrhoea, dysentery,
trikiug words, “we would rather be or summer complaint m any of its various
limen.” It hardly needs the evi- forms.

Failure?

a

The liquor law in Lewiston took a new
turn Saturday, aud constables and sheriffs

MAKERS,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

FOR REST.

SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
I in port erN of
Dealer

s

in the finest

quality

Suit.

«.f

Anthracite and
Blacksmith
ar-OROERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

lilt,

H7 Front St.. Belfast, Me.
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Comfort lor tit Feel
Allen's Foot Ease
and many other nett: remedies for
ref it

ring distress
corns or

caused

by

bunions.

POOR & SON,

Druggists.

SEARSPORT

iCOUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

LOCALS.

Prospect. The hottest weather of the sea^
here was last week. Friday it was 98 in
the shade and at midnight it was 70. It was
so uncomfortable that people did not retire
but sat in the coolest places to be found.
Miss Minnie Copp, who has been in the Kennebec valley visiting the past three weeks,
returned home Friday-Miss Marcia Gray,
who has been visiting at Stockton Springs
the past two weeks, returned to her home,
Sunday... .Miss Frances Gibbons of North
Orland spent Sunday with friends here.
A new steel bridge will be placed over the
son

Mrs. J. B. Ames is visiting her sister in

Braintree,

Camden.

Lewis Richards was arrested
Thursday, on the charge of breaking and
entering the cigar and tobacco store of R. L.
Cross the night before. This store has been

Mass.

Mrs. Lillian Savage
Sears port House.

is

registered

at

the

broken

into several times recently, and
small amounts have been taken.
Richards has retained counsel.

Mrs. A. J). Carver left by steamer Thurs-

day

Brooklyn.
Henry H. Grant
town several days.

goods

for

of

Portland has been in

South Montville. J. F. Esancy is buildan additional room on his house, assisted by Wm. Pottle-J. O. Simmons is repairing his buildings-Mrs. EvaN. Ripley,
Worthy Matron of Arbutus Chapter O. E. S.,

ing

\Y. V. Nichols and family returned to
New York last week.
Mrs.

Sell. Marcellus lias discharged
dour and corn for Nickerson.

Ferguson is visiting his
Fergusou, in New York.
A. B.

a

cargo of

son,

Dr. J. S.

in

stationed

at

Liberty, accompanied by

30

members, by invitation visited Orient Chapter at Union Tuesday evening. All were
well pleased with the cordial manner in
which they were received and entertained

Frank G. Nichols, who spent the summer
here, left for Dixtield Saturday.

and wish Orient God speed..Maynard Stone
and wife of Providence, R. 1., were the
guests of O. W. Ripley and wife Friday....
Clias. T. Randall has improved the looks of
his place by putting in a drain and grading
in front of his house.... Wilson Proctor is
moving on to Dan. Little’s farm... .Rev. J.

Brophy of Portland is the guest
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sargent.
Mrs. Alice Smith is visiting her sister,
Mrs. G. L. Merrill, in Dixtield.
Mrs. Auua

of

Capt. Samuel Curtis has been appointed
harbor master at Brunswick, Ga.
Jessie Nickerson leaves to-day, Thursday,
resume her studies at
Wellesley.

F.

Hazel

was

the

Absolutely Pure.
Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all form9
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder co.,
NEW YORK.
6

guest of A. Wentworth

Saturday night-As the quarterly
Mrs Catherine Park left Friday for Grin- meeting is held here this week the sewing
ned, Iowa, where she will spend the winter. circle and sociable is postponed one week.
Morrill. Avis Black, the little daughter
Dr. J. E. Kimball and wife of Portland
of Mr. C. 1\ Black, had one of her ringers
were in town Tuesday iu their
way to Buckschopped off last week by one of the younger
port.
children-Mr. George Clark and family
Mr. and Mrs. Tuttle of Newton, Mass., refrom New Haven, Ct., are spending a fortturned home by steamer Friday after a short
night in town among relatives.... Mr. Maystay here.
nard Stone and wife of Providence, R. I.,
A large delegation from here attended the, j
were guests at Mr. F. M. Adams’ last week.
Christian Endeavor conference at Sandy-!
....The Cross and Jackson family reunion
point Friday.
was held here Sept
9tli and is reported in
James Cook and wife, who spent the sum- another column-Mrs. Nell Hatch and
mer at S. A. Stevens, left for their home iu
Mrs. T N. Pearson visited in Camden, St.
Brooklyn, N. Y., last Thursday.
George aud Rockland last week.. .Mrs.:
Contribution next Sunday morning at Heath of Providence, R. I., visited her sisthe Congl. church iu behalf of the American ter, Mrs. 1. W. Cross, last week....Four
deer were seen feeding together in a field
Missionary Association.
on the Morey hill oue day last week... .Rev.
Capt. and Mrs. W. M. Tapper of BrunsA. D. Thibodeau from the E. M. C. Semiwick, Ga., are spending a few weeks at
nary preached here last Sunday morning
Capt. Ralph Devereaux’s.
and at Last Knox in the afternoon_Guy
There will probably be a large attendance and Earle
Gray, children of Mr. Robie Gray,
from here next week to the Congregational have been
very sick with cholera morbus.
State convention in Belfast.
-The new schoolhouse is completed, save
Rev. Hensy Blodgett, D. P., who for forty putting in the desks and heating apparatus.
years was a missionary in China, preached
Burnham.
Mr. rrauklin Mitchell has his
at the Congl. church last Sunday.
large, new building nearly completed on the
to

last

Mrs. Reuben Leland of New York and
Miss Ella Adams of Camden were
guests of

outside and is at work on the interior. This
building is to be fitted up for a store on the
ground floor and two tenements above. It

their sister, Mrs. Hopkins, last week.
The schools in Union district begin next
Monday with the following teachers: High
school, F. H. Mead; grammar, Mrs. Emma
Davis, intermediate, Miss Susie Gould;
The Death of Capt. G. A. Nichols. Letters received by Monday evening’s mail
give

particulars of the disaster to ship Abner
Coburn and death of Capt. Geo. A. Nichols.
M hen off the Cape of Good
Hope June 20th,
on the voyage from New York
to Hong
Kong, while the ship was running before a

scious

lor

a

Mr.

time, but

Park

was

uncon-

his

recovering
found himself in close
proximity to
captain, who informed him that both his
legs were broken. He was carried to the
cabin and the limbs set by his wife, assisted
by one of the men. He never recovered
on

senses

the

consciousness after reaching the cabin and
-iie.i m ab«.ut Ten hours. Mr. Park was
carned to the forward cabin and it was found

1

Blaisdell lias the material on the ground
for a new bouse-Mr. and Mrs. James
Knight of Pittsfield and Mr. and Mr. Walter
Hubbard of Cauaau were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. II. Kimball Sunday... .The funeral of the widow of Rev. John Cook, late of
Burnham, was held at the church, Monday.
Mrs. Cook was visiting at Rufus Williams’
in Cauaau, and was taken with heart trouble
and died there.
Her home was with her
-V. Cook of Waterville_Edwin
son, E.
Whitney and daughter of Hallowell have
been visiting friends in town the past week.
-N. E. Murray is confined to the house
with a lame back... .Mrs. Frank Mitchell is

heavy gale, a sea boarded her over the stern,
breaking down the wheelliouse and carrying away the steering gear.
Capt. Nichols
nod first officer Park, who were both
aft,
"'tire crushed down
amongst the wreckage
the Ice scuppers.

j

quite

sick.

Centre Lincolnville. S. M. Duntou of
Jamaica Plain, Mass., is visiting relatives in
lie was also very
seriously injured. On the j town-The dance at the
Baud hall last
AM he was carried on deck
again and read j
Saturday evening was a success. The eventhe burial service over the remains of
the
was fine and all enjoyed a nice time_
captain, which were consigned to the ocean. ing
Bertha Rogers of Chelsea, Mass., who has
During the height of the. gale Joseph, the
been visiting in town, left Thursday to visit
captain s S"n, who was second officer, was
relatives iu Dresden, Me.... W. P. McCobb
washed overboard, and rescued
by one of of Waltham, Mass., is
spending his vacation
the men. As Mr. Park was unable
to be on
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
deck for ten days, the care of the
ship devolved on Mrs. Nichols and son. Mr. Park McCobb.Mrs. Willis Mahoney and son
Damon, who have been visiting at David
was only able to be on deck
with the aid of
Mahoney’s, returned to Charlestown, Mass.,
■Mitches when they arrived off
Point
Anjer
Ju y Ad. Mrs. Nichols, her daughter Liilias Sunday-Miss Ora Mathews is at home
from Camden on a vacation_Ella Pottle
and son Amos, will return home
by steamer left town
Thursday to visit relatives iu Casvia San Francisco and arc
expected in a
tine-Quite a number from here attended
short time.
the Cross aud Jackson reunion at Morrill
The Olive Pecker Tragedy.
Capt. J. last week-Warren Pottle, wife and daughI. Erskine, who was at Bahia in command of
ters Mabelle and Geneva called on friends
bark Lucie when the crew of schooner
Olive in town Saturday-Robert Dyer of
Pe< kcr arrived there, has in a letter to his
land is visiting at Arno Knight’s_The
j
wife given a true version of the terrible
village school began Monday under the inon
board
that ill-fated schooner. struction of Charles Ross-Austin
tragedy
Marri-j
He says the. captain did not get
along well ner, wife and daughter Annie, visited iu
j
with son
»f the crew. There had been
Rockland Friday-A good many from here j
trouble before leaving Boston, and it grew
will attend the fair at Monroe this week.
n
intensity until it ended in the double
Jackson. A session of F. W. B. Quartermurder. It seems the crew were all aware
•M the plot to kill, and had drawn lots to de- ly meeting was held in East Jackson Sept.
ide who should do the job. It fell to the 3, 4 and 5. The Sunday services at the
steward and he got into an altercation with Grange hall were very largely attended,
the captain in the cabin, drew a revolver the hall being tilled to its utmost capacity.
Ministers in attendance were Revs. Brackett
and shot him in the head,
killing him almost
of Jackson, Boyd of Newport, Burrili of
instantly. He then ran on deck and seeing
_The
the mate coming aft with a marlinspike in his Hermou and Sweetland of
officers, teachers and pupils of the Congl.
hand tired, hitting him in the side and
dropping him on deck. He fired two more shots Sunday school held their annual picnic last
in the grove on Morton’s hill, and
into the mate, killing him where he
lay. Saturday
They then threw the bodies overboard, and it was a very enjoyable occasion but for the
the crew being somewhat suspicious of the interruption of a light shower in the afterSteward decided to set the vessel uu fire and noon. when a larger portion of the party adpull for the shore, about 150 miles distant, journed to the house of the superintendent,
which they accordingly did, landing one Mr. E. E. Morton, where the remainder of
hundred miles below Bahia at a place called the day was delightfully passed with music
Caraballes. The names of the men are Wm. and social games-The precinct school at
Mitchell, second mate, a Frenchman, 30 the town house, which opened Aug. 30th
years old; Peter Anderson, steward, 43 with Prof. Robert Hagar, graduate from
Bowdoin college, as teacher, is highly satisyears old, a Dane ; Wm. Harsburg, engineer ;
and Andrew Marsh, Manuel
Barial, John factory to the pupils in attendance, of whom

Port-j

_

Lind, and another whose name I could not
learn, seamen. The cook and one man
came here in a little
coasting craft Aug.
13th. They reported they had left a vessel
at Rio and walked all the way.
A telegram
from the police where they lauded was received requesting their arrest on suspicion

Monroe-Mrs. John Morrill and her grandson, Leroy McKeen, have returned from a
visit to Woburn, Mass.
Mrs. E. Briggs of Lynn, Mass.,
visiting her brother, Clias. Taylor-Dr.
Thomas is not improving as fast as his
Unity.

is

there

are

about

twenty.

This

school

is

specially designed to furnish a preparatory
course
for entering college... .The Good
Templars’ hall is being enlarged by the addition of about 20 feet to its length... .The
concert and supper at the Congl. church and
Good Templars hall Sept. 3d, for the benefit
of murder. The remainder of the crew hav- of our local baud, was a very pleasant entering been arrested at Caraballes they are tainment but not as largely patronized as it
expecting them here soon. The steward, should have been considering the efforts the
under close questioning, confessed. He did baud boys are putting forth in their work and
The
not say how he did his bloody work. They the proficiency they have attained.
it is said, netted about $20... M. S.
were to be sent on to the United States
by proceeds,
steamer Strabo, Capt. Jardine, but as the Stiles is moving his barn which stands upon
steamer had no accommodations they will the Stearns place onto his home farm. Edprobably be sent in the next one to come. win Jenkins of Monroe is doing the job and
As long as these fiends are petted and given
will build the cellar wall.... Asa Jones has
such elaborate trials, so long we may ex- bought the house and ell on the Stearns
pect to hear of these terrible tragedies on farm of Mr. Stiles and will remove the same
our American vessels.
to his own premises and fit it up for a workshop, storehouse* etc....Mr. C. F. Fogg has
Islesboro. Rev. J. W. Hatch, instructor bought quite a large herd of registered and
in Hebrew at Newton Theological
Semi- high grade Jersey cows. They are carefully
Mr. F. will
nary, is visiting his old home in Islesboro selected and are a fine lot.
with his family. He preached in the Bap- probably exhibit them at the Monroe fair
tist church last Sunday evening. His ser- this week-Hon. and Mrs. Fred Atwood
mon was very rich in
thought and was were visiting in town last week, the guests
greatly eDjoyed. Before beginning his dis- of M. S. Stiles. They also called upon friends
course he congratulated the church on their
in Brooks-Dana Raynolds of Brooks has
prosperity and increase in numbers during bought the farm known as the Elijah Fenthe past year. Rev. Geo. E. Tufts is holding derson farm in East Jackson and has moved
meetings every evening this week_The onto it_Rufus Ryan has moved into the
summer boarders have about all gone and
Charles Deering bouse at the villagethe l3lesborough Inn has closed for the sea- Lamb buyers are getting quite numerous
about town and higher prices are paid for
son. Most of the cottages, however, at Dark
lambs than for several years past....E. E.
.Harbor are still occupied.
Morton is building a large silo in his barn.

Waldo. A. J. Clary is at home from
Lynn, Mass... .H. A. Chase is at home from
Salem, Mass... .Mrs. Cora Smith and daughter Jessie are at E. G.
Cummings... .E. L.
stream in this village at once-Norman
Harding is at home from Northeast Harbor
was
of
the
of
Bangor,
guest
Wardwell, Esq.,
and is teaching the Union school, Belfast_
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Grey, Sunday-ParTwenty-four of the twenty-seven Granges in
tridges and woodcock are unusually plenti- j the
county were represented at the recent
ful this fall.
meeting of Pomona Grange with Frederick
East Searsmont
Misses May and Sibelle Ritchie Grange-Nearly all of our people
Cummings left Sept. Oth for New York City, i attend the Monroe fair... .Charles Hustis of
-Mr. Abel Buzzell, wife and son of Rock. Knox has moved into the Israel Jones
port, Mrs. Cora Millay and two children of house. He will assist Mr. Jones in harvestUnion, and Miss Georgia Buzzell of Dover, ing his crops.
N. H., called on Mr. Lincoln Buzzell Thursday...Mrs. Irvin E. Howard of Belfast is
A National Naval Reserve.
visiting at E. P. Mahoney’s_Mr. Loretto
Hayford and Mrs. A. M. Ingraham of BelDespite the liberal inducements offered
fast w ere at Isaac Marriner’s Sunday_Mrs. by government service afloat the
number
Sarah Mahoney and daughter Nina of East of American sailors
seeking enlistment in
in
are
of
her
Northport
town, guests
son,
the navy falls far below the normal
perArad Mahoney-Mr. Marlboro Packard of
centage which should be available in a
Searsport spent Saturday with his nephew, commercial
nation possessing sources of
J. G. Packard.Charles Mahoney of Northmaritime supply equal to our own.
N'o
port was at Henry Mahoney’s Sunday....
Mrs. Percy Tower anti son Clove of Belmont organized effort has been spared to seek
were in town Sunday, guests of her parents,
recruits, notably such as ar e native born
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Marriner_Alice young and fairly skilled in the rudiments
of
sea
knowledge. Rendezvous have
Marriner left Monday for Belfast, where she
been opened on the seaboard and
along
will attend school-Charles Hunt and wife
the great lakes, and the
inviting possibili”
w ere in town Sunday... .Miss Alice Marrities of man-o’-war life in
attended the Wellman reunion at South
Hope Sept. Gth.

friends wish-The musical convention held
at Windermere Park Sept. 8tli and 9th was

ner

A large crowd was present. The
the evening was tine_Mrs. H.
Rice is still in poor health-The corn shop
has started. Contrary to all expectations
the sweet corn is doing fairly well, and if
the frost holds off long euough there will be

Prospect Ferry.
Miss Clara Griffin
who has been visiting relatives here, return
ed to her home in Stockton Springs last Sat-

a success.

in

concert

urday-Miss Emma Ginn, who has been
spending her vacation at her home in this
place, returned to Auburndale, Mass., Sept.
12th-Capt. A. J. Crocker and wife of
Winterport called on relatives here last
Sunday-Capt. E. D. Harrimau met with
a painful
accident last Saturday.
While

good crop, although the number of acres
planted was much less than usual-Roy
Knights has returned to Boston. He has
been at the Conservatory of Music for the
past year-Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bartlett shingling his house his ladder slipped and
and daughter of Bangor were the guests of lie fell to the ground, spraining one of his
C. T. Bartlett last week_Miss Clark of ankles very badly. Capt. H. is
past eighty
Bangor is visiting Miss L. Thompson..
years old and his fall will confine him to the
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Burrill went to Clinton house for a long time-George Silver is
Sept. 4th, to visit his people and were absent building a new house on the cellar where
a

week-Albert McManus has moved into
is two stories high, with French roof.
Mr. j the house lately vacated by Mr. H. C. ChanMitchell will occupy the store and one of dler.
the tenements-D. M. Parks of Pittsfield ;
Palermo. Roscoe Bowler and family of
lias plowed and re-seeded a field of 75 acres Waterville, formerly of this place, visited
the past season, and G. J. Dodge a field of 30 relatives in town last week, returning home
acres-Mr. and Mrs. Robert Woodbury of Saturday... .Eunice Downes had her house
Swanville, Mrs. Jolm Bossier of Burnham shingled last week and the chimneys taken
and Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Gould of Cam- down and rebuilt... .James Linscott had his
den were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. house shingled and otherwise repaired last
Kimball one day last week....Mr. Watson week-Harry Hinckley has his cellar dug

primary, Miss Kate Kneeland.

in

Swanville.
Charles Webb is at home
from Massachusetts-Miss Annie Adams,
who lias been visiting friends in town, has
returned to her home in Rockland.E.
B. Greeley bought a span of work horses
while in Boston. He has just finished a nice
silo-Miss Jessie Cunningham is visiting
her grandparents, Mr. Twombly and wife of

a

ready

to stone.

stone

for

Wesley Nelson is splitting
the cellar wall. Several hands
were at work last week taking down the old
house... .Frosts made their rirst appearance
last Saturday night on low grounds, but did
little damage-Frank Young spent two
weeks with his parents and returned to the

Worcester, Mass., Hospital last Wednesday.
....Fred Doe of Yassalboro and his sister
Nellie visited friends in town last week, returning home Friday. Olena Y'oung accompanied them for a few days visit_Crops
are very light.
Potatoes, beaus and grain
rusted badly and with many are an entire
failure. One man has a iarge family and
nothing ahead for winter except hay.

Mr. Winslow Whitaker, an old
resident of Troy, died Sunday after an illness of several years.
The funeral services
Tiioy.

took place Wednesday afternoon. He leaves
a widow and four children—Mrs. Lida Merrick of Winterport, Mrs. Katie S.nitli of
Hartford, Conn., \Vihnot of Chicago, and
Rodney, who lives at home_Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Reynolds have buried two more
children, making three who have died in a
few weeks of cholera morbus.... Albert
Clary, Esq., of Boston, Mass., has been
spending a few days in town, the guest of I.
P. Heald-Mrs. Rowena Clary of Watervilie is visitiug her sister, Miss Isa Vickery.
Mr. aud Mrs. Valautine Nutt of Lawrence,

Mass., are visiting relatives iu town... .Mrs.
Abby Prentiss, wife of Preston Prentiss, is
in town from Lowell, Mass., fora brief visit.

-Miss Bertha Hillman has
gone to Atlantic to teach school. Miss Minnie Hillman is
teaching in North Belgrade_Rev. E. S.
Burrill will begin a series of meetings at the
church this, Thursday, evening. It is expected that quite a number of clergymen
from other towns will assist during the
meetings-Mrs. Addie Piper has returned
from quite an extended visit iu Rockland..
Rev. David Boyd of Newport was in town
Mrs. E. Hollis
recently, calling on friends
was called to Waterville
Monday to be with
her daughter, Mrs. Vannie Rand, who is
very sick ...Messrs. L. B. Harding, George
Hillman and Frank Cunningham have been

taking

an

outing

at

Cushing.

Appleton
Id the Boston Globe of Sept.
9th we find the following item, “Portland
Runaway under arrest. Llewellyn Newbert,
15, who escaped from the State reform school

East Thorndike. Miss Bessie Higgins is
attending school on the Patterson Ridge....
Miss Annie Wingate of Troy is at work for
Mrs. James Cole-The F. B. Sunday school
had a picnic at Windemere park, Saturday
Sept. 11.Howard Littlefield of Boston
Mass., is at home for a short vaaction_
Fred and Wilber Hunt, Eben Small and
Will Hasty are attending school at Jackson.

his old

burned several years ago.
-Capt. A. A. Ginn and wife attended the
county grange in Waldo last week_Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Grant of Charlestown,
one

was

wages, promotion and retirement have been made
known through every available
energy,
llut so far the results are
discouraging,
and whatever may be the real
reasons, for
hypothetical ones are as plenty as blackberries, the fact remains that the young
American embarked in a sea career evidently prefers the mercantile to the national marine.
Such being the conditions in
peace,
what may be expected in
war, and where
are to be found the crews which
must
supplement the active nucleus now servbehind
the guns? Three means
ing
only
appear to be open in a country so essen-

tially unmilitary, though so intensely patriotic, as the United States: First, voluntary enlistment; second, draft or impressment; third, transfers from a pre-established reserve.

Voluntary enlistment is American in
temper and in spirit, and its certainty has
become the shibboleth of those who
airily
put by the necessity of preparing in peace
for the demands of war. To a definite de-

Gushee also received letters from the superintendent of the school telling him the boy
had given them but little trouble while
there, and he thought he could safely be
taken from the school. He had been living
with Mr. Gushee until his disappearence
about the ffrst of September and had been
at work in the store, putting up goods, and
doing chores around the house. The day he
disappeared Mr. Gushee left home in the
morning to be away two days. Llewellyn
went to the pasturg for the cows at 8 p. m.
since which time he has not been seen here.
When Mr. Gushee returned, he looked for a
roll of checks and cash he had left in a
drawer in the room where he and Newbert
slept, and did not find it. $80 of the amount
consisted of checks, the balance, $20 only, in
bank bills. Newbert is a very intelligent
boy, but a born criminal, and we were in
constant fear while he was here that he
would burn our buildings or commit some
other crime, and were all glad when he left
town....Mr. O. W. Currier is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Hicks, in Garland... Miss Gracie
Hicks, who has been at O. W. Currier’s several months, returned to her home in Garland last week... .Austin Sullivan and wife
of Portland are visiting Mrs. Daniel Sullivan_Bennie Keller, Clarence Simmons
and Mary Dunton-are at Castine, attending
school... .Our High school began Sept. 6th,
with Mr. Pearl Danforth of Washington
teacher_Miss Annie Stevens teaches at
North Searsmont.

or

Congress Boots,

a'reme-

den some one entered their house and ransacked it and found Mr. Andrews' wallet in
his trousers’ pocket ami stole it. It contained about $50. The thief wrote on a slate
these, words: Stay at home you d- fool,

and signed his name John Smith. Mr. Andrews thinks a tramp must have slept in the
barn over night and while they were out
committed the theft_The Ladies’ Union
Sewing Circle will meet with Mrs. H. R.
Dawson Sept. 28th_The schools in town
will begiu their fall term Monday, Sept.
20th.The funeral service of Mrs. Hannah
Conant was held Tuesday afternoon at her
late home near Monroe. Rev. E. F. Pember
of Bangor officiated. A choir from Winterport furnished music. Mrs. Conant was the
mother of Mr. Charles Conant of the firm of
Tyler & Conant of Bangor.Tuesday
morning it was found that the store of E. H.
Neal ley had been robbed. In the rear of
the store is a window made of glass and
wood, but it had not been opened in fifteen
years. Tuesday morning when one of the
clerks opened the store and found the old
window in the rear wide open he suspected
trouble. Later it was found that a bag containing $30 in coin had been stolen, and that
the thief had opened the old window, reached into a desk which stands near it, and had
thus taken the money. The^e is no clue to
the identity of the thief. It is believed that
he is one of the callers at the store during
the evening before, who saw the money

placed in the desk.

virtually stationary.
American sailing tonnage

has exceeded

tonnage for the last time in our history, the steam tonnage on June 30
amounting to 6,599 vessels of 2,358,558
gross tous, an increase of 51,000 tons over
the previous year.
Nearly all of this in-

W. T. COLBURN.
McClintock Block,

Scraps
Under

of Fact and Folk-Lore.

old

European

law,

is on the great lakes, where steam
vessels number 1,775 of 977,235 tons.
New York State has the largest merchant marine—4,857 vessels of 1,331,743
gross tons, an increase of 27,000 tons. The
State exempts from taxation its tonnage
in foreign trade.
Michigan ranks second, with 1,132 vessels of 477,602 tons.
Ohio’s vessels are
the largest and most modern—558 of 390,052 tons.
Maine’s fleet numbers 1,871
vessels of 299,592 tons.
Steel and iron
vessels number 1,023 of 1,207,222 tons, an
increase of 117,000 tons.
During the year 68 iron or steel vessels
of 124,395 tons were built and documented.
Vessels registered for foreign trade
number 1230 of 805,584 tons.
Of 72,000 shipments of seamen on American merchant vessels before United
States commissioners for the last fiscal
year, 22,500 were of Americans, 18,000
Scandinavians 13,000 British, 8,000 Germans and the balance of other nationalities.
Shipments at New York numbered
23,000, San Francisco 12,500, Boston 7,700, Philadelphia 7,000 and New Orleans

4,700.
A

and
ries

Bethel housekeeper served strawberries
the other evening, the strawberbeing grown in her own garden. Truely
cream

the Maine climate is

a

remarkable article.

ITT H E R E A S M E r. VIL L K A. K1D D EI:
ville, in the County of Wald..,!
gage deed dated the 7th dav of April.
and recorded in the Waldo
RegGtr
Book. 235, Page 204, eonveved to nx
signed, a certain lot of land with :
thereon, situate in said town d Lin*
bounded as follows, t.. wit Beginmm.
side of the road leading tr-an the Benden at F. K. Duncan* northeast o
westerly, on said Duncan's line to the
H French; thence
northerly, on -a,
line to line of R. W. Pern
thence
said Perry's line t<. the road first i,
thence southerly, on said road to bown

and passengers could be enslaved
and their property forfeited to the crown,
the lord of the coast upon which
their vessel perished.
Five is the great sacred Chinese number.
There are five virtues; live colors (yellow,
white, green, red and black;) live household gods; five planets (Saturn, Venus,
Jupiter, Mars, Mercury; five ranks of nobility; five tastes; five cardinal points (the
middle, east, west, south, and north
respectively:) and five tones.
Gold was known much earlier than silver, and was at first the cheaper of the
two metals, but the price of silver was
lowered by the discovery of the silver
mines in Cilicia, Spain and Laurium.
The value of an ox in Egypt, about a
thousand years before the Christian era,
was one kat of silver—about a hundred
and forty grains.
In the midst of Kildine, au island in the
North Sea, is perhaps the most curious
lake in the world.
The surface of its
waters is quite fresh, and supports fresh
water creatures and fresh water vegetation; but deep down it is as salt as the
bluest depths of the sea, and sponges and
salt water fish live and have their being,
to the delight and despair of all scientists.
[Harper's Round Table.
or

to

Kennebec.

Roekport, Me., Sept. 10.

Pendleton, Salem,

to

Ar, sch. Levi Hart,
load ice for New York.

Apalachicola, Sept. 12. Ar. sch. Janies M Seaman, Pendleton, Martinique.
Brunswick. Ga., Sept. 13. Ar, hark Grace Lynwood, Gilley, Demarara; sld, sch. Huniuroek, Yea

zie, New York.
Fall River, Sept. 13.

Ar, sch. Lizzie Lane, ColBangor.
Breakwater, Sept. 13. Sld, sch. Anna
Pendleton, Thomas. Norfolk for Bangor
Port Reading, N. J., Sept. 13. Ar. sells. A. 1).
Knight, French, New York; R. F. Hart, Dodge,

son,

Delaware

do.

FOKEIGN POUTS.

High St., Belfa-
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gree it may be depended upon, notably in
the first thrilling ebullitions of
patriotic
Freeman Batchelder and wTife of Belfast and fervor; but it will not do to
accept it as
Mrs. Everett Pierce visited relatives here the main supply when the class
upon
which it counts is necessitous and
last Sunday.
always
open to the temptations offered by the
Stockton Springs.
Lovers of flowers higher wages given during the war in the
should not fail to see the collection of ge- merchant and transport services.
Imraniums in the garden of Mrs. J. M. Ames on pressment is unpopular, and should be
as administered
School street. It is one of the finest displays unpopular
during the
civil war; it is often cruel, and as
ever seen in town-Lev. C. H. Wells will
of
dy
desperation always
to
preach at the church next Sunday afternoon our theories of personal antagonistic
liberty. An orat three o’clock, standard time_Henry ganized
reserve, then, remains as the only
Graut of Portland is visiting relatives in reliable source.
This, of course, with
the defects of its virtues,
towu-Mrs. Anna Eaton of Philadelphia,
may possibly
SHI I' NEWS.
Pa., is spending a few weeks in town_ weaken under a sudden strain, may crack
and
but
it
is
crumble,
Mrs. Orilla Adams and two children were
reasonably sure to
PORT OF BELFAST.
provide at the first shock men who know'
guests of Capt. ami Mrs. Frank Patterson a
ARRIVED.
gun from a fence rail and who have
the past week and returned to their home in achieved sea
Sept.-8. Sell. Gen. Grant, Kellar. Islesboro.
legs steady
to pass
Portland Friday-Mrs. Addie Staples and ammunition and to man enough
J.
Sell..lames Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
Sept.
the secondary
Davis, PattershaM.
Sept. 11. Sells. Sarah I
son Bert and Mis. Myra Morse returned to
batteries at battle ouarters
Portland; George B. Ferguson, Ferguson, do..
their homes in Portland Friday_Miss
Directly, nearly live hundred thousand Fairy Forest, Smith, fishing.
Sept. IB. Sell. Nevada. Spencer. Ponlaud.
Melvina Patterson left by train Saturday persons constitute our maritime populaSAILED.
for Washington, D. C-Miss Lillian Sim- tion— these including not only tile men who
Sept. ‘J. Sell-. Susan N. Pi'-kering. Iia»ktdl.
go ailoat but those engaged ‘in trades tan- i Swan's
mons left by boat Saturday for Boston_
Island and New Vork; Gen. dr, a
Kellar,
gent to maritime demands. Under any j Bangor.
Frank Tibbetts, who has been spending his
system of enrolment two hundred thou- | Sept. 12. Sell-. Geo. B. Ferguson, Fergus m.
vacation with friends in towu, returned to sand of these should be available
Bangor; P. M. Bonnie. Burgess. Yi’ialhaven.
as a deSept. 14. Sells, dames Holmes, Ryan. B.>st« n
Roxbury, Mass., Saturday.... Mrs. Parker j finitive, or passive, body, out of which au Nevada, Spencer, Bangor; Gazelle, Rhh, d->.
Blanchard of Brooklyn, N. V., is visitiug organized and active reserve of fifty thouAMERICAN PORTS.
W'e need not
friends and relatives in town....Mrs. Jane sand men could lie formed.
New Vork. Sept. 7. Ar, sch. F. L. Warren. Fan
Baker,
go far alield or afloat to iind the very class gor, via Norwich; 8. ar, sclis. ('o';in <
Boody is quite ill at the home of her brothBuck's Harbor: Maud Briggs, Bangor.
needed, for it exists to-day in our deep Shiite,
Emma S. Briggs, Osborne, Frankfort; R. 1 Harr.
er, John Ames-Mrs. Lizzie Pendleton of
water trading, coasting,
whaling and cod Bangor; James A Parsons. Gardiner: ar. in Hart
Somerville, Mass., is visiting hersister, Mrs. and seal fishing fleets. In
addition, need- Island Roads, sobs. Hattie McG. Buck, July
John Randell.
ed brawn may he found among inshore and Fourth, Emma M. Gx, Annie R. Lewis and Ceiia
Win. T. Donnell. Harding, Belfast
F.,
hay fishermen, oystermen and river and sld, Bangor;
brig Jennie Hulbert. Feruandma. 11. ar,
Liberty. Because of the rain the trot at lake boatmen; pilots and yaciitmeu would sell. Noronibega, Bangor; 12.a r, scits Paul >t-:uey,
man capitally our
the park did not take place. There was a
torpedo flotillas, and Providence; A. W Ellis, Rocklaml; IB, ar, sclis
behind all these, the country could count Georgia Gil key. Brunswick, Ga.;Edwaru Stewart.
good field of horses, the classes beiug all
Baltimore; Susie P. Oliver. Bangor.
Boston, Sept. i*. Ar, sch. A. .Whinger, Robins mi.
well tilled. The races will take place Oct. confidently upon the mechanics engaged
in ship and engine equipment
Amboy, 10, ar. sell. R. W. Hopkins, Philadelphia
and
shops
7th, all the owners agreeing to have their lofts and in electrical
1.1, ar. si ll. .Melissa A. Wiley Apaiaehi••.da
supply factories and sch. Viola Reppard, Dunton, >acannaii IB. ar.
horses here on that day-The Pulsifer central stations.
sch. Amy Knight. Delano, Bueksport, with loss ..t
left
for
their
home
in
New
York
The
main
family
Sept.
effort should be exerted in foremast head; sld, sclis. Jacob M. Haskell. .-SydKennebec and Washington.
14th-Claiborne Stickney will be the jury- the direction of those sea pursuits, such ney, C. B.; Daylight. 7.
Cld. s<di. Penobscot.
Philadelphia*, Sept.
as whaling,
man from this towu at the next term of
fishing and yachting, which fast; 8, ar, sch. Electa Bailey. Thurston. New
Alina
A. L
lb lines, New
cld,
sch.
would
he
sld,
in
Vork;
tile
given up
environment'of
court-Quite a delegation from Georges
Haven ; 10, ar, sch. Joel F. Sheppard, Carter. Boswar.
Ships and shore stations should be ton.
River Grange
visited
Medomac valley
devoted to the instruction of the mercanBaltimore, Sept 8. Cld. soli. Florence I.eland.
Grange in Burkettville last Saturday night tile
Gloucester.
engineers, firemen and coal heavers, Spolford,
and report a good time-About thirty and here the
Portland, Sept. 8. Ar, sch. Sarah D. J. Raws »n.
complexities of war vessels French. Jacksonville; 1", ar, sell. Abraham Re
members of the order of the Eastern Star of might be studied
profitably on the spot, ardson, New Vork.
this village visited their friends of that or- and the simpler work of merchant steamBangor, Sept. 8. Ar, sch. Delaware, Black, Bossclis. Susie P Oliver. Winslow, NYw
der in Union Sept. 17tli and were royally en- ers might he complemented by active ex- ton; sld,
Vork; Sea Bird, Rolerson, Boston; 1". ar. sclis.
and
service with torpedo boats .Etna, Chipman. Elizabethpoi■; ; Maud Snare,
tertained. ..Liberty Lodge of Masons had an perience
and high powered cruisers.
Man-o'- Lowell, Port Reading; Isaiah K. Stetson, Trask,
election of officers last week. The principal
war's-meu who have served one or more do.; Henry Whitney, Welch, Providence; cld,
sehs. Rabhoni, Lord, Philadelphia; Isaac Oberton,
officers are as follows: W. M Will Ripley; cruises and have
received honorable disTrim, New Vork: Mary Farrow, Morrissey, MilS. W., W. W. Luut; J. W., Percy Leeman;
New Haven; Kit Carson,
should
be
ton;
to
charges
encouraged
join the New Maggie Mulvey,
York; 11, ar, soli. F. C. Pendleton, Burgess,
secretary, A. P. Cargill; treasurer, A. J. reserve, and capable merchant officers,
12. sld, sch. Nightingale. Boston:
Philadelphia;
Skidmore... .W. I. Neal and L. C. Morse of executive and engineer, should, as in Eng- Delaware, Weymouth; IB, ar, sclis. Marcellas,
Pittsfield were in town last week-Last land, receive commissions and be induced Larrabee, Boston: Lillian, Grimilc, do.. Copy,
Pendleton, do.; Geo. B. Ferguson, Belfast; sld.
to serve for a period in
cruising ships of sch.
Annie P. Chase, New Bedford; 14. sld. sells.
Friday night was the most uncomfortable war.
E. Palmer. Whittier, Philadelphia 'light
Sarali
night known in this town for many years on
Above all, the organization should lie Izetta, Rollins, New York; Isaac Oberton. Trim,
account of the extreme heat-Capt. Robert uatioual and to it
should be transferred
Salem, Sept. 7. Ar. sell. Charles E. Raymond,
H. Coombs and Warren Knowlton of Bel- the existing naval militia of the
States. Pendleton, Edgewater.
fast were in town last week-Mrs. Helen
York
Herald.
[New
Georgetown, S. C., Sept. 8. Ar, sell. Puritan,
Sargent, Beaufort, S. C.
Hurd attended the Grand Lodge of the
Newport News, Sept. 8. Sld, Helen G Moseley.
Eastern Star at Auburn last Thursday_
New Bedford; ar, sch. Wm. E. Downes, Marshall.
American Merchant Marine.
New
Haven.
Several persons from this towu will attend
Carteret, Sept, 10. In port, sch. E. J. PendleOn the last (lay of last June the docu- ton, for Baltimore,
the fair at Monroe this week, while others
to load.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 10. Ar, sell. Yale,
will attend the reunions of the PJth and 4th mented merchant marine of the United

Mass., visited relatives here last week....

Portland, Me., on Aug, 30th, taking with
him, it is said, £100 and a check belonging to
one of the officers of the institution, was
arrested in Charlestown last night.” The
Maine Regiments at Windermere Park, States numbered 22,033 vessels of 4,769,Newbert boy was committed to the reform
.Orlando Bagley and wife are visit- 020 gross tons, an increase of 05,400 tons
school three years ago for attempting to Unity...
friends in Penobscot county-Mr. Shaw over June
iug
30, 1890, and a decrease of 275
burn several buildings in Appleton.
He
and wife of Etna have been visiting their
vessels.
The tonnage of the Atlantic and
is a town charge, and last spring S. J.
Mrs. Dr. Whitcomb.
Gushee received a letter from him in which daughter,
gulf coasts is 2,047,796, a decrease of 20.000 tons.
The tonnage of the great
he professed repentance for his evil deeds,
Monroe. Last week while Rev. M. Anlakes is 1,410,103 tons, and increase of
and promised to lead a different life if he drews and wife were
working in their gar- 86,000 tons. Pacific coast
tonnage was
would take him out of the school. Mr.
at
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tinned, containing
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And whereas the conditions of s.t;
have been broken, now therefore. h\ re.
breach of 'he condition thereof i'
closure of said mortgage.
Li colnville, Sept. 9, 1897.
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Bray. In Deer Isle. Aim. 29. r.. Mr
Samuel K. Bray, a soo.
Bakter. In’Deer Is’c. Sept.
M
William G. Barter, a daughter.
Guindlk. In Bmehill, sept. 3,
>i
< iiarles W. Grind--. :i
daughtt r
Jackson. in Belfast. Sept. 7
v
.1 ohn -lacks*»n.
>n.
Li; \« ii. In Pen.ibsc,<r Sept.
\i
Scotr Leach. a da ;_htr!.
Pai’Kaki*. In Hi-rhliiixi. W.iit*
Mr. ami Mr>. Leslie p o.
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DIED.
Bla
Sept
Tlmmas widow of Willard Blacking
of N- -rill Haven, aged >7 yea;'-.
in-*:

day-.

In Brooks
f.
* ears uid 8 inont l.~.
Carman
In Deer Isle. Sept.
Fre
man. aged s'J years.
C"NA.\r. In Winterp-Tt. Sept. 12. .M
Conant, widow •»t t Parle- Coi ant, ugv
11 months and 28 days.
Duane In Hampden, Sept. 12. Cal v:
aged 78 years. 5> months and is dayHlOulNs. In Deel' isle. S* jC. 1, MrR Higgins, aged do* year- an 7 m..nii
Hopkins Hi Ellsworth, Sent,
s>l
kms. aged 87 years, 4 month- and 4 •:
.1 oiiNSON. 111 Brooksville, Aug. 2*
U. Johnson of Portland, aged 7 4
and 11) days.
Lifkin.' In Sunset, Deer Isle. -van.
mm Lufkin, aged 88 years.
Maker. In Lowell, Mi-Sept. s
iKirkpatrick widow "t RoPeri Makof Warren, formerly of Rockland, ag>
years.
Mouse.
In Augusta, at the Insai
Byron Morse <d swan s Island The re
taken to swan's Island Bu Puriai.
Norton.
In inouth Thomaston. SepB. (Cold)), wife of Arthur f. Norton.
Vmalhaven, aged 22 years, 1 montl an
In Poughkeepsie, N
Parker
N
Ernest K., son ot Emery and the late »»
of Lincoln* ilie, aged 24 year-, 0 nn n
days Imerment at Poughkeepsie.
Pray. In Searsport. Sepl. 11. l»"
of the late Charles Pray, aged 81 u
and 2(» days.
Roriuns. In Cnion. Sept. 4. Eher a
ag«*(l 7 l y ears
mierman
111 Belfast. Sept HP Isa.,
man. aged 87 years, 1 1 months am! 1'.'
Stetson. In Bo>i..n Sept 2. ot
Adelbeit Stetson, formerly ol 1'nion I
( emeu
were interred in Cedar (.i
set. Mass.
Whittaker. In Troy. Sept. 12, W c
taker, aged »'>7 yeai

aged 85

1

,.

Ar, ship John McDonald,
Hiogo, Aug. 18.
Yokaliama.
Basse Terre, Guad., Sept. 8.
Ar, brig Eugene
Hale, Poiut-a-Pitre.
In port, bark Willard
Port Spain, Aug. 18.
Mudgert, for New York.
Sld, ship El Capitan,
Montevideo, Aug. 17.
(from Baltimore) Saw Francisco.
Rosario, July 30. In port, sch. George V. Jordan for Santos or Rio Janeiro; Aug. 14 sld, lark
Edward L. Mayberry, Hinds, Philadelphia.
Rio Janeiro, Sept. 4. Ski, bark Francis, Baltimore.
narnaaoes,

sept.

11.

at, oatK&t.

i,tn>ic*,

Belfast

Kama.

Price

Current.

M A It IX E M ISCELL AX V.

The Lighthouse Board gives notice that Saddleback Ledge Shoal buoy, spar, red and black horizontal stripes, is reported adrift. It will be re-

placed as soon as practicable.
Boston, Sept. 11. Sch. 1). M. Anthony arrived
at Plymouth this morning from Philadelphia, with
fore and maintop rigging on the port side, together with all chain plates and rails, carried away
anti vessel cut down to the water’s edge as a result
of collision off Chatham on Thursday night during a dense fog with sch. James 1,. Nlaloy, from
Rockland for New York. Latter had jibbooin and
headgear carried away and put into Hyannis yesterday for repairs Men will he sent' from here
Monday to repair the damage sustained by the
Anthony.
Charters. Ship A.G. Ropes, San Francisco to
Liverpool. Avonmouth, Plymouth or Havre, 23s.
9d. Ship L Schepp, Manila to New York, hemp,
$3 75. Ship \V. H. Conner, Manila to Delaware
Breakwater f. o., hemp, $3.50. Sch. Charlotte T.
Sibley, Union Island to New York, lumber, $4 50,
option of Hackensack, additional towage. Sch.
E. L. Warren, Rondout to Portland, cement, 13
cents. Brig Jennie Hulbert, Fernandina to New
Sch. Eliza J. Pendleton,
York, lumber, $4.50.
Carteret to Baltimore, fertilizer, 85 cents. Coal
freights: Sch. A. D. Knight, Port Reading to
Gardiner, 55 cents. Sch. R. W. Hopkins, Philadelphia to Boston, 70 cents. Sch. Carrie E. Pickering, Philadelphia to Camden, 80 cents. Soh.
Henry Crosby, Philadelphia to Bangor, 75 cents.
Sch. Penobscot, Philadelphia to Belfast, 76 cents.
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Product Market.

FOR THE JOt

I'riee

Pa Hi /

.'>“a 75 [lav,
ton, 1
Apples, p bu,
4«5 Hides.
dried, p tt,,
lt>,
1 30.« 1 4< Lam I*, t* It
Beans, pea.

" n

••

medium, 1 BO a 1 40 Lamb Skins.
lb
yel’w eyes 1 5o a 1 To Mutton,
15 a 18 i)ats,
bu. ,‘VJ 1!
Butter. p It.
5ar. 1-2! Potatoes,
Beef, p it.,
40 « 45 Hound Hog.
Barley, p bu,
l-2u lo| Straw,
ton
Cheese, p !t>.
loa 12j rurkey, fc* tb
Chicken, p tb,
50a75 fallow,
Calfskins,
14 a 1*1 i'eal. f> It..
Duck, p tt.,
18 Wool, unwash*<
Eggs, p doz.
8 a 10 Wood, hard, b
Fowl, p It..
b
13al5
Wood, soft,
It
Geese, p
**

■

Retail Price.

Pet ail A/ai

bbl,
Beef, corned, p lb, 7 «8 Lime,
Butter salt, 14 tb bag, 18 )at Meal, fc> tb.
45 )nions, $> lt»,
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 45 >il,kerosene, ga
45 Pollock,V lh,
Corn Meal, p bu,
13 Pork, fc> d>.
Cheese, P lb.
bbl
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster.
It
5ah Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry, p tb
cwt.
Cranberries, P qt, 5a3 Shorts,
Clover Seed, p tb, ll(gl2 Sugar, V lt>.
Flour, p bbl. 600^6 50 Salt, T. I.. fc>
H.G.Seed, bu, l 75(cl2 00 Sweet Potatoes.
8<i‘J Wheat Meal.
Lard, P It*

4

